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Abstract

The rise of many-core processor architectures in the market answers to a constantly
growing need of processing power to solve more and more challenging problems such as
the ones in computing for big data. Fast computation is more and more limited by the
very high power required and the management of the considerable heat produced. Many
programming models compete to take profit of many-core architectures to improve both
execution speed and energy consumption, each with their advantages and drawbacks. The
work described in this thesis is based on the dataflow computing approach and investi-
gates the benefits of a carefully pipelined execution of streaming applications, focusing in
particular on off- and on-chip memory accesses. As case study, we implement classic and
on-chip pipelined versions of mergesort for Intel SCC and Xeon. We see how the bene-
fits of the on-chip pipelining technique are bounded by the underlying architecture, and
we explore the problem of fine tuning streaming applications for many-core architectures
to optimize for energy given a throughput budget. We propose a novel methodology to
compute schedules optimized for energy efficiency given a fixed throughput target. We
introduce Drake, derived from Schedeval, a tool that generates pipelined applications for
Many-Core architectures and allows the performance testing in time or energy of their
static schedule. We show that streaming applications based on Drake compete with spe-
cialized implementations and we use Schedeval to demonstrate performance differences
between schedules that are otherwise considered as equivalent by a simple model.

This work has been supported in parts by CUGS (the Graduate School in Computer
Science, Sweden), Vetenskapsrådet, SeRC and EU FP7 EXCESS.

Department of Computer and Information Science
Linköping University

SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Utvecklingen inom halvledarteknik har gjort det möjligt att förbättra processorer
genom att fler och mindre transistorer används för vanligt förekommande funktioner så
att processorerna skall kunna köras snabbare. En annan populär väg att få snabbare
processorer är att köra dem med högre klock-frekvens. Precis som styrkan i en fors
pressar vattnet genom en vattenkvarn, använder CMOS teknologi elektrisk spänning för
att trycka elektroner genom transistorer när de växlar från 0 till 1 eller tillbaka, dock
med följden att några elektroner tappas samtidigt. Ju snabbare transistorerna växlar,
desto högre spänning behöver elektronerna för att flöda genom transistorn i tid, men
samtidigt innebär högre spänning att ännu fler elektroner tappas från transistorn. Detta
ökar energikostnaden till den gräns att transistorer inte kan växla snabbare idag.

Vi behöver dock fortfarande snabbare datorer. Istället för att ha snabba processorer
kan vi integrera fler processorkärnor på ett chipp och därigenom fördela arbetet i ett
datorprogram på flera kärnor och följaktligen köra programmet snabbare. Processorer
kan, på så sätt, arbeta mera energieffektivt. Problemet med parallella program är att
de är svårare att utveckla än sekventiella program (program som inte kan delas upp
mellan flera kärnor) och utvecklingen blir svårare ju fler kärnor som skall dela på arbetet.
Kärnorna behöver dessutom dela data, till exempel i ett delat minne, för att kunna
arbeta tillsammans; de använder ett snabbt nätverk på chippet för att skicka data mellan
varandra. Om man integrerar för många kärnor upptar det snabba nätverket en allt
större del av chippet som då inte kan användas för att arbeta snabbare. Istället för att
alltid dela alla data i ett delat minne kan man låta kärnorna skicka data explicit till en
eller flera andra kärnor endast där behov uppstår. På så sätt behöver inte processorerna
så stort och snabbt nätverk och framtidens processorer kan köra snabbare. Tyvärr blir
program för den typen av processorer också svårare att utveckla.

Strömprogrammering har studerats sedan mer än 50 år, ursprungligen i ett annat
syfte än högprestandaberäkningar, men det passar också bra för kärnor som utbyter
data. Strömprogram består av aktörer (mindre delar av ett program) som skickar data
mellan varandra. I den här avhandlingen studerar vi hur man kan utveckla och optimera
strömprogram för massivt parallella processorer. Vi fokuserar på energieffektiva tekniker
för att bestämma hur många kärnor en aktör ska tilldelas (tilldelning), vilka kärnor som
ska köra den (mappning) och med vilken klockfrekvens (frekvensskalning). Om detta görs
för alla aktörer i programmet kan programmet köras så snabbt som det behövs istället
för så snabbt som möjligt. Till exempel, om vi vill optimera en videoläsningsapp så att
den visar minst 30 bildrutor varje sekund, så behöver appen inte visa fler och därmed
förbruka mer energi från batteriet än nödvändigt. Med den experimentella processorn
SCC (Single Chip Cloud computer) från Intels forskningsprogram Tera-Scale Computings
studerar vi hur man kan använda kärnor och nätverk för att utveckla effektiva program.
Vi introducerar Crown Scheduling, en teknik som gör exekveringen av strömprogram
mer energieffektiv. Till exempel, kan den välja lägre klockfrekvens för vissa aktörer eller
stänga av oanvända kärnor men fortfarande uppfylla appens prestandakrav. Vi redovisar
också detaljer om Drake, ett programmeringsramverk som använder en Crown Scheduler
för att generera effektiva strömprogram för massivt parallella processorer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Constant efforts have been made through the years to steadily improve the
performance of computer systems. From the earliest forms of automated
data processing systems such as Hollerith’s census machine [58], computers’
hardware was developed to make it more reliable, faster, and less energy con-
suming. Major improvements include the replacement of mechanical parts
with faster and more reliable electronic equivalent (e.g. vacuum tubes and
more recently, solid-state drives) and miniaturization with transistors and
later integrated circuits. Until recently, microprocessors gained in perfor-
mance through a fast paced growth in the number of integrated transistors,
following the self-fulfilling Moore’s law [33]. Today, integrated circuits with
a structure size in the order of magnitude as small as a dozen of nanometers
face many challenges, and industries recently struggle to follow Moore’s law
when producing new processors.

Until recently, further improvements of computers’ processing power
came from the increase of frequency so processors accomplish more work
in the same unit of time, with no need to adapt programs already existing.
However, as power consumption is often modeled as fα where α ≈ 3, it
becomes harder and harder so supply systems with enough power to run
them at higher speeds. Because of the speedup being, at best, linear with
frequency, the total energy consumed by an application is the product be-
tween its work and f2. In other words, the acceleration of processors already
running at a high frequency results in poor reductions of execution time and
a great increase of energy consumption; this is called the power wall. Be-
cause of the power wall, the frequency of processors stagnates since about
2005 [30] and this technique does not allow for improvements anymore.

Parallel processing bypasses the power wall limit by multiplying the num-
ber of processing units (cores), therefore multiplying the output produced in
a unit of time by the same factor for the same frequency. The power model
above is multiplied by the number of cores employed, that still allows for
a linear increase of power consumption for a linear performance improve-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ment through parallelism and a constant frequency. However, compilers
and programmers face many challenges to design efficient parallel programs,
distributing workload equally among cores, and using the complex memory
structure (Fig. 1.1) efficiently. Inefficiencies related to the intensive use of a
slow main memory is often denoted as the von Neumann Bottleneck. Com-
pilers reduce this penalty through prefetch operations, although all latencies
cannot be hidden. Complex, multilevel cache hierarchies implement memo-
ries closer to processing units with higher bandwidth (see Fig. 1.1), allowing
for much shorter average latencies of memory operations. However, algo-
rithms must take this memory structure into account and more complexity
is transferred to the compiler or the programmer’s responsibility. Algorithms
with irregular memory access patterns such as Breadth-First Search cannot
use this complex memory hierarchy to improve their performance.

Parallel algorithms proved to be more challenging to design than sequen-
tial ones. It is challenging despite the efforts developed to maintain the com-
mon assumption that all data is always available to all parts of a program
through memory operations. Processors’ memory hierarchies have gained in
complexity to maintain performance brought by the cache hierarchy and a
coherent view of the distant common shared memory space throughout the
execution of a parallel program. This introduces inefficiencies: if one core
modifies a value that needs to be kept coherent and that is stored in another
core’s cache, then both cores’ caches must be stalled until all are at least
aware of the update that took place. Numerous improvements for efficient
cache coherency have been developed; for instance, Grahn and Stenström
[50] suggest an adaptive cache coherency mechanism that switches block
of a cache between write invalidate and write update policies, depending
on the observed behavior of the application, and so reduce cache misses
by 71% and bandwidth requirement by 26%. Stenström et al. [134] ac-
knowledges latencies due to cache misses and invalidation and explores 4
optimization techniques for applications running on a Cache-Coherent Non
Uniform Memory Access (CC-NUMA) architecture. Martin et al. [99] con-
cludes that despite its cost, the performance of cache coherency protocols
can scale with the number of cores. However, they admit that their anal-
ysis does not take into account the cost of on-chip networks necessary to
implement cache coherency. The use of network links is expensive in en-
ergy and the energy drawn by links grows with their length [119]. Also, the
end of Dennard Scaling1 makes smaller transistors from refined lithography
processes to consume relatively more energy. However, the energy spent in
networks does not contribute to the processing power of an architecture and
therefore, their area and energy consumption must scale to be employed in
massively parallel architectures.

Classic networks such as crossbars, buses, hypercubes, fat trees or meshes
1The Dennard scaling [32] is often cited to denote that the power density of transistors

remains constant while their size in new manufactured chips decrease. In other words,
the power drawn by a transistor scales with its size.

2
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Figure 1.1: Picture of a typical computer system, processor die and
schematic view of a typical memory hierarchy [71, 130].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

fail to provide a good cost/latency compromise to implement scalable cache-
coherency on-chip networks: crossbars implement O(1) link traversal for
communications between any pair in p cores, but it requires (p2) links. Buses
are very efficient for broadcast but their energy consumption O(p3/2) [14]
is too high, they cannot operate at high frequency and they do not allow
several pairs of cores to communicate in parallel [51]. Hypercubes and fat
trees provide a scalable latency of O(log p) but their cost in number of
links, O(p log p), grows too fast. Finally, meshes are cheap (O(p) links),
predictable due to uniform links’ length [119] but their O(

√
p) latency does

not allow fast broadcasting. As cache coherency protocols rely heavily on
broadcast [35], effective cache coherency over meshes requires on knowledge
about the sharing pattern (producer-consumer for instance) of the memory
being shared [23] to limit broadcast operations. Therefore, for the same
programming complexity, low-latency cache coherent architectures are costly
in silicon area and energy to operate.

Current research investigates on the energy consumption challenge de-
scribed above by trading latency for throughput to consume less energy.
This allows for simpler on-chip networks and the scaling of the number of
cores embedded. The challenge posed by these architectures is an ever in-
creasing complexity due to numerous features. Due to the high number of
cores, programmers can no longer manage individual threads manually as
they would do with legacy libraries such as pthreads. Data accesses must
be laid out so that communications between caches, as well as the distance
between them, should be reduced to lower energy consumption and com-
munication latencies. In some cases, programmers can no longer assume
data to be directly accessible at any time through a simple memory opera-
tion. Instead, they must explicitly initiate communications by sending and
waiting for messages.

While this message passing approach may seem harder for programmers,
a lot of research has been performed on parallel programming based on
message passing instead of shared memory. Stream programming is a spe-
cial form of message passing model that consists in modeling a program as
several concurrent tasks, each reading a small subset of input data, pro-
cess it and forward intermediate results to another processing task while
more data is read from input and processed. Kahn [77] as well as Lee and
Messerschmitt [90] demonstrate the verifiability of correctness for streaming
algorithms, even in real-time context, making streaming algorithms suitable
for safety critical systems. Streaming algorithms involve consecutive tasks
that may run concurrently using pipeline parallelism. If the pipeline of a
streaming algorithm is implemented so that only the cores at the beginning
and at the end of a pipeline need to operate on the distant main memory and
other communications are forwarded within the processor chip directly from
core to core (on-chip pipelining), the algorithms are much more efficient, as
shown e.g. by Keller et al. [81] through a on-chip pipelined implementation
of mergesort for the Cell B/E processor. In this context, the use of caches
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is much more predictable, which enables the development of fast real-time
systems. If tasks of a pipeline are sequential and do not directly share mem-
ories, then this approach also waives the need to maintain coherent caches
across a multi-core processor as well as complex synchronization strategies;
the saving of transistors allows the implementation of more cores into the
same chip.

The work described in this thesis takes profit of opportunities brought by
many-core architectures to elaborate on active research on stream process-
ing. We investigate challenges to implement fast and energy efficient on-chip
streaming algorithms for many-core architectures. An important challenge
tackled in this thesis consists in the layout of streaming tasks into processors
in order to optimize energy efficiency under throughput constraints.

Thesis outline
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background about many-core architectures
and stream processing. Chapter 3 details a thorough benchmarking of the
Intel Single Chip Cloud computer (SCC) architecture. Chapter 4 describes
on-chip pipelining experiments with the SCC. Chapter 5 describes Crown
Scheduling, a novel methodology to optimize the energy consumption of task
schedules across multi-processors under makespan constraints. Chapter 6
introduces Drake, a tool designed to test the quality of static schedules for
streaming applications under throughput constraints and compare proper-
ties such as energy consumption. In Chapter 7, we give a brief introduction
to all software developed to perform the work described in thesis, with more
details in appendices. Finally, Chapter 8 gives final remarks and concludes
this thesis.

Contributions
The contributions in this thesis include the benchmarking of a many-core
architecture, the Intel Single Chip Cloud computer, the design and evalu-
ation of an on-chip pipelined implementation of streaming mergesort, and
Crown Scheduling, a novel scheduling technique that optimizes energy of
streaming applications under a throughput constraint.

• We scrutinize the on-chip network of the SCC and investigate the
behavior of its main memory controllers. In particular, we study the
bandwidth to main memory available to cores for read, write and com-
bined read and write operations in linear, strided, mixed linear and
strided and random memory addresses access patterns. We find that
the SCC cores fail to saturate the memory bandwidth available and
that memory controllers are able to efficiently compensate for cache
misses for regular memory accesses.
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• We use four implementations of a classic mergesort algorithm for the
SCC in order to study its behavior: a shared memory algorithm, with
enabled or disabled caches and a message passing scheme implemented
on shared off-chip memory or using the on-chip network. We ob-
serve that the use of the on-chip network to transfer large amounts of
data does not yield much time penalty over merging data directly over
cached shared memory without transfers.

• We implement a complete sorting algorithm adapted to the SCC, in-
cluding an on-chip pipelined phase. We find that the on-chip pipelined
phase brings a significant acceleration over classic mergesort imple-
mentations.

• We formulate Crown Scheduling, a novel technique to schedule mold-
able streaming tasks for many-core architecture under a throughput
constraint. We solve the problems of allocation, mapping and fre-
quency scaling of streaming tasks, either separately or all together us-
ing an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation and heuristics.
We find that the integrated variants require a longer time to execute,
but they produce better schedules. Also, our heuristics produce solu-
tions of a quality very close to the ones produced by an ILP solver.
We extend the technique to target platforms of arbitrary number of
cores through Crown configuration and we evaluate the efficiency of
several configuration strategies. We investigate further energy saving
by scheduling tasks to a reduced set of cores and switch off the unused
ones. We adapt Crown Scheduling to take architecture constraints
such as voltage and frequency islands so that the solutions computed
can be used in practice. We describe Crown rescaling to adapt dynam-
ically a schedule computed statically, in case of tasks running slower
or faster than expected so that to save even more energy. Finally,
we provide a mathematical argument to demonstrate that, for real-
istic target platform and energy consumption models, our integrated
Crown Scheduler produce solutions estimated to make a stream appli-
cation consume at worst 3.7 times more energy than with an optimal
schedule.

• We introduce Schedeval, a tool to evaluate schedules of communicating
streaming tasks under throughput constraints for massively parallel
architectures and Drake, a C programming framework derived that
builds optimized and retargetable streaming applications. We show
that the overhead of Drake can be hidden by running several streaming
tasks on the same core and that a mergesort implementation based on
Drake competes with a specialized implementation for the SCC. We
use Drake to demonstrate the energy performance difference between
two schedules that are otherwise considered as equivalent by a simple
energy model. We show that on Intel Xeon platform, our mergesort
implementation for Drake is competitive with other implementations
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using state-of-the-art frameworks OpenMP and Intel TBB, both in
sorting time and energy consumption.
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List of publications
The work described in this thesis has been published in the articles listed
below. For each paper, we detail the contribution of each author and we use
the first person (I ) to denote Nicolas Melot, the author of this PhD thesis.
We further give the chapter that gives all details about the work achieved
in the paper.

Kenan Avdic, Nicolas Melot, Jörg Keller and Christoph Kessler: Parallel
sorting on Intel Single-Chip Cloud computer. A4MMC, ISCA-2011, San
Jose, USA, 2011 [7] (Ch. 3).

Christoph Kessler and I supervised Kenan Avdic, then master student
working on his master thesis at Linköping University. We suggested
mergesort variants to implement and Kenan Avdic wrote them and
managed the experimental work. Jörg Keller participated in inter-
preting intermediate results and deciding on the next appropriate ex-
perimental step. I wrote the final paper, with the help of Kenan Avdic
to check the accuracy of the content and Christoph Kessler, and of
Jörg Keller for writing style.

Nicolas Melot, Kenan Avdic, Christoph Kessler, Jörg Keller: Investigation
of Main Memory Bandwidth on Intel Single-Chip Cloud computer. Intel
MARC3 Symposium 2011, Ettlingen, Germany, 2011 [104] (Ch. 3).

Christoph Kessler and Jörg Keller suggested the experimentation. I
supervised Kenan Avdic to implement and run it and I wrote the paper.

Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler, Kenan Avdic, Patrick Cichowski and Jo-
erg Keller: Engineering parallel sorting for the Intel SCC. Procedia Com-
puter Science, Vol.9(0), pp.1890–1899, 2012. Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2012 [105] (Ch. 4).

Christoph Kessler and myself imagined the two task placement strate-
gies that co-optimize communication load and load-balancing. I adapted
software from Christoph Kessler to read the ILP-computed mappings
into our sorting implementation of [8]. Christoph Kessler, Patrick Ci-
chowski, Jörg Keller and myself discussed an alternative third phase
for merging; Patrick Cichowski implemented it.

Christoph Kessler, Nicolas Melot, Patrick Eitschberger and Jörg Keller:
Crown Scheduling: Energy-Efficient Resource Allocation, Mapping and Dis-
crete Frequency Scaling for Collections of Malleable Streaming Tasks. 23th
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International Workshop on Power and Timing Modeling, Optimization and
Simulation (PATMOS-2013), Karlsruhe, Germany, Sept. 9-11, 2013 [83]
(Ch. 5).

Christoph Kessler imagined the recursive decomposition scheme of
Crown Scheduling and suggested an ILP model to implement it in
phase separated and integrated manners. Patrick Eitschberger wrote
the task set generator that we used in the experimental section and
helped me writing the software we used to run the separated phases
together. I fixed details on all ILP models suggested by Christoph
Kessler and managed all experiments we describe. Christoph Kessler
and Jörg Keller wrote the article.

Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler, Jörg Keller and Patrick Eitschberger:
Fast Crown Scheduling Heuristics for Energy-Efficient Mapping and Scaling
of Moldable Streaming Tasks on Many-Core Systems. ACM Transactions
on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol.11, pp.62:1–62:24, 2015 [108]
(Ch. 5).

We reused the basic technique and experimental approach of [83]. In
this work, I designed the optimal allocation, LTLG and Height phase-
separated heuristics for Crown Scheduling as well as the binary search
and simulated annealing integrated heuristics and their time complex-
ity analysis. Christoph Kessler suggested the additional concrete task
set we used in our extended experimental section and I imported the
task set derived from the Streamit benchmark suite. I designed the
earliest version of Mimer [106] in order to manage experiments and
analyze the data produced. I wrote the final paper with the help of
Christoph Kessler, Patrick Eitschberger and Jörg Keller, mainly for
proof-reading.

Nicolas Melot, Johan Janzén and Christoph Kessler: Mimer and Schede-
val: Tools for Comparing Static Schedulers for Streaming Applications on
Manycore Architectures. 8th International Workshop on Parallel Program-
ming Models and Systems Software for High-End Computing (P2S2), 2015,
Beijing, China, Sept. 1st, 2015 [106] (Ch. 6).

I supervised Johan Janzén, then master student at Linköping Uni-
versity working on his master thesis. Johan Janzén adapted into
Schedeval a more general implementation of on-chip pipelined stream
programs for the SCC than in [8], that I initially developed, to add
frequency scaling and power measurement for the SCC and that re-
sulted in Schedeval (I later refactored Schedeval into Drake to decouple
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platform-specific and streaming framework routines). Johan Janzén
used Mimer to conduct experiments under my supervision. Christoph
Kessler helped discussing the results. Johan Janzén wrote the arti-
cle part on Schedeval and the experimental section and I wrote the
remaining parts with writing advice from Christoph Kessler.

Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler and Jörg Keller: Improving Energy-Efficiency
of Static Schedules by Core Consolidation and Switching Off Unused Cores.
Proceedings of International Conference on Parallel Computing (ParCo),
Edinburgh, UK, Sept., 2015 [107] (Ch. 5).

I received the suggestion of Core Consolidation in a visit to Denis
Trystram’s group at INRIA in Grenoble. Christoph Kessler, Jörg keller
and myself discussed the ILP model details. I implemented it and used
Mimer [106] to manage experiment. Jörg Keller wrote the article.

Nicolas Melot and Christoph Kessler: Voltage Island-Aware Energy-Efficient
Scheduling of Parallel Streaming Tasks on Many-Core Processors. Accepted
for presentation at the 9th Nordic Workshop on Multi-Core Computing
(MCC2016), Trondheim, Norway, 2016 (Ch. 5) and submitted at 8th Work-
shop on Parallel Programming and Run-Time Management Techniques for
Many-core Architectures and 6th Workshop on Design Tools and Architec-
tures for Multicore Embedded Computing Platforms (PARMA-DITAM),
Stockholm, Sweden, 2017 (Ch. 5).

I suggested the experiment and Christoph Kessler and myself discussed
the details of the extension of Crown Scheduling Integrated ILP model.
I ran the experiment with Mimer [106] and I wrote the article with
writing advice from Christoph Kessler.

Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler, Patrick Eitschberger and Jörg Keller: Co-
optimizing Core Allocation, Mapping and DVFS in Streaming Programs with
Moldable Tasks for Energy Efficient Execution on Manycore Architectures.
Submitted at 31st IEEE International Parallel & Distributed Processing
Symposium (IPDPS), Orlando, Florida USA, 2017 (Ch. 5).

Christoph Kessler, Jörg Keller and myself discussed the details of the
restriction free integrated ILP scheduler. Patrick Eitschberger and
I implemented the model. I designed the proof that demonstrates
the approximation ratio of optimal Crown Scheduling. I conducted
experiments with Mimer [106] and I wrote the article with help from
Patrick Eitschberger for the section describing our ILP formulation for
an unrestricted scheduler.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction
This introductory chapter gives elements to show why programming for
performances is a challenging activity and introduces Stream programming
as an approach to ease the design of high-performance systems. In this
chapter, we give the necessary background to the rest of this thesis. We begin
with an introduction to streaming computation in Sec. 2.2, then we review a
few relevant processor architectures commonly used in the high-performance
research community in Sec. 2.3. The chapter ends by a brief introduction
to the main programming languages designed for high performance that are
available today (Sec. 2.4). Finally, Sec 2.5 concludes this chapter.

2.2 Streaming Computation
Streaming computation can be described as the computation and output of
data depending on input data that the computation system cannot entirely
capture and store beforehand. Instead, the system captures only a small
subset of this input data at a time to perform computation upon it and
replaces it immediately by more input data. Many industrial applications
naturally involve this situation: for example, scientific computing and big
data often involve the processing of an amount of data far greater than
the memory of computers used to process it. Similarly, the duration of
a telephonic conversation is unknown until the user hangs the phone; a
telephony system must sample a user’s voice, process it and transmit it
immediately so that the user at the other end of the communication channel
can interact and form a two-sided conversation. In this situation, input
data can be seen as an infinite size input until the conversation effectively
ends. Concrete examples range from telephony and multimedia encoding
and decoding, to the processing of large data such as from social networks
and scientific facilities such as the CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. When
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the high-speed memory of a computer cannot hold the entire input data set,
streaming computation is a preferred method to accelerate the process by
limiting accesses to the slower memories. Because of these many advantages,
streaming is a well researched area whose roots date as early as in the 1960
decade [135].

This section attempts to give a brief overview of stream computing.
Section 2.2.1 gives a brief formal introduction to the semantics of stream
processing.

2.2.1 Semantics
Stephens [135] observes in a survey of stream processing, that while lots
of attention is given to systems to compute on streams, little care is given
to study streaming as an abstract computing machine. The survey stresses
the difference between Stream Processing Systems (SPS) and Stream Trans-
formers (ST).

SPS are systems composed of modules (otherwise called agents, filters,
nodes, computing stations or processes) that run in parallel and whose only
means of communication with each other is a set of channels between them.
Sources input data to the system and sinks output computed data from the
system. Channels convey streams between modules and a stream can be
defined as a finite or infinite ordered list of elements a1, a2, · · · , an where all
elements, including the empty element Λ (noted ∅ by Broy and Dendorfer
[16] and <> by Stephens [135]), belong to a set A. Elements can be assigned
to a discrete time value from a time set T = N = {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · }, in a
function a : T → A. Kahn [77] denotes such a list or function as Aω and
Broy and Dendorfer [16] decompose it further into Aω = A∗∪A∞ where A∗

is the set of finite sequences of elements in A, and A∞ is the set of infinite
sequences over A. It is interesting to observe that the first references to
streams were intended to model histories of loop variables and employed in
the verification of operating systems [16, 135]. Consequently, channels and
streams are sometimes also referred to as histories.

Stream Transformers (ST) [135] define operations on streams. Stephens
[135] describes them as an abstract system taking n input streams and pro-
duces m output streams (n,m ≥ 1), that could be represented by the func-
tion

Φ : [T → A]n → [T → A]m

Stephens [135] stresses the differences between a ST and a SPS, where the
latter is a set of communicating processes that implement a ST, and thus is
a special case of ST. However, it is not clear why a ST should be restricted
to output streams over the same set A of its input streams. Primitive
operations over streams remind of basic functional programming constructs,
such as:

• F: to any sequence x ∈ Dω, associate its leftmost (first) element.
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• R: to any sequence x ∈ Dω, the sequence at the right of (after) its
leftmost element.

• A: to an element d ∈ D and a sequence x ∈ Dω, associate the sequence
starting with d followed by x.

We refer to the survey by Stephens [135] and to Broy and Dendorfer [16]
for more primitive operations over streams. An important property of a ST
is that it is a function that maps an input stream to an output stream; in
other words, every element in the output stream is a function of all elements
of input streams consumed so far instead of just one corresponding element
in each input stream. Thies et al. [138] gives 6 properties characteristic
of a streaming application: large streams of data, independent stream fil-
ters, a stable computational pattern, occasional modifications of the stream
structure, occasional out-of-stream communications and high performance.

Stephens [135] classifies SPS along three dimensions of two elements
each, that defines if a SPS is synchronous (S) or asynchronous (A), deter-
ministic (D) or non-deterministic (N) and if its channels are unidirectional
(U) or bidirectional (B). A synchronous system controls the rates in which
its nodes fire and consume tokens transported on channels. A determinis-
tic SPS denotes a SPS whose nodes run a deterministic working function,
that is, the behavior of the process if determined by the function’s code
only. Finally, the channels of a unidirectional SPS can only carry data to-
kens in one direction. Communications in the opposite direction must be
performed through other channels. For example, a synchronous, determinis-
tic SPS with unidirectional channels is denoted a SDU-SPS. Stephens [135]
further divides the dataflow model of computation into data driven where
modules start to compute data upon data availability (eager evaluation),
and demand driven where modules request data on the input line as they
need to compute output (lazy evaluation).

Thies et al. [138] argues that general purpose languages such as C/C++
are oblivious to challenges brought by recent parallel architectures with inde-
pendent, loosely synchronized clocks, cores communicating with each other
and where data locality is a more important problem than for sequential
machines. Indeed, Stephens [135] claims that dataflow research has little im-
pact on the traditional “von Neumann computing” because practical imple-
mentations on conventional architectures lead to inefficiencies. Specialized
architectures for SPS have been developed to avoid the von Neumann bot-
tleneck, but Stephens [135] further invokes the “lack of generally accepted
clear and straightforward semantics” to further explain the relatively low
impact of the dataflow approach over von Neumann’s.

2.2.2 Properties of Computation over Streams
As Stephens [135] explains, studies over streaming takes root in the study
of histories of loop variables. Kahn [77] studies the dataflow approach and
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proposes streaming semantics aiming at simplifying the analysis of such
programs to prove some of its properties. The paper gives a simple example
of a streaming program for which he proves that all its processes run forever,
a particular process produces an alternating sequence of 0’s and 1’s forever
and that if any process stops, then all processes stop. However, Kahn [77]
makes a number of assumptions in his analysis:

1. Channels are the only means of communication between two processes.

2. Channels convey information in a finite time.

3. No two processes can send information through the same channel.

4. Processes can hold an infinite amount of information before consuming
it.

5. At any given time, a process is either computing or waiting for infor-
mation on one of its inputs.

6. Nothing can prevent a process from writing on any of its output chan-
nels.

7. All processes implement a continuous mapping of their input stream
elements to their output streams.

Because of Assumption 7, a complete dataflow program can be seen as the
aggregation of all functions of its processes. Hence the dataflow program
implements a larger but still continuous function. This allows for a top-down
design of a data-flow system, where the overall function can be later split
and distributed to processes, without affecting the global system. Kahn [77]
explicitly allows processes to run in parallel and mentions that “this model
exhibits some form of parallelism”. A sequential machine can simulate such a
model, provided that the scheduler guarantees that all processes eventually
receive computing time if required.

The major weakness of Kahn networks lies in assumption 4, which states
that processes can hold an infinite amount of information before it is con-
sumed. No real architectures can provide such a guarantee. If any commu-
nication buffer is full, then either the process writing on the corresponding
channel is stalled (contradicting assumption 6), or information is lost. Lee
and Messerschmitt [90] propose Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) to anno-
tate arcs of data flow graphs with firing and consuming rates (called sample
rates) to process infinite streams. An arc is annotated with a firing rate r
if the producer node connected to this arc produces r tokens of information
each time it is run. In SDF, all nodes cannot run in any arbitrary order,
therefore some form of scheduling is required. Lee and Messerschmitt [90]
propose to compute static schedules, arguing that a dynamic strategy is
likely to provoke overhead. All SDF graphs cannot be scheduled statically;
in particular, Lee and Messerschmitt [90] give an example of a simple graph
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with an inconsistent sample rate, that requires at least one unbounded com-
munication buffer; clearly, no real architecture can hold such a buffer. Lee
and Messerschmitt [90] give examples of graphs with consistent sample rates
that do not admit a valid schedule. In this case, Lee and Messerschmitt [90]
argue that a class of scheduling algorithms are proved to find a schedule
for any graph that admits a valid schedule, and fail if such graph does not
admit any valid schedule; they provide polynomial scheduling algorithm for
uniprocessors that satisfies this property. Falk et al. [39] proposes the op-
posite approach: they dynamically adjust the size of communication buffers
so that no deadlock can happen due to a full memory.

2.3 Processor Architectures Overview
This section reviews several many-core architectures developed in the recent
years and often used in many-core research. Most of these architectures aim
at scalability, that is it should be possible to increase the number of cores and
obtain a proportional increase in performance; most of them include several
dozens of cores. As discussed in the introduction, this often implies a relaxed
cache coherency mechanism. They also aim at an increase of computation
speed (floating points operations per seconds) and energy efficiency (floating
point operations per watt).

2.3.1 Platform model
A model provides a common language to describe existing and non-existing
execution platforms. It facilitates comparisons between platforms and al-
lows algorithms to reason about them. Such a model should capture various
platform characteristics. These include the number of cores available or
the degree of dependence between processing cores. For example, the cores
within a GPU are very dependent on each other because of performance
penalties related to branches in the code they execute collectively. Other
important characteristics include network topologies as well as their links’
bandwidth and latency, cores’ micro-architecture or DVFS capabilities. The
modeling of computer platforms can take shape in an idealized, easy to rea-
son with but unrealistic model such as PRAM [80], more realistic but more
difficult model to reason with such as LogP or LogGP and very realistic and
difficult to handle models such as PDL [124] and XPDL [84]. While PRAM
and LogP are used to analyze parallel execution time of algorithms, PDL
and XPDL provide a very detailed model designed as part of a retargetable
optimization framework. XPDL includes CPUs, cores and their instruc-
tion set, main memory, GPUs and accelerators with their own memory and
software available.

Using a model allows performance analysis of algorithms designed for
processing architectures. We focus on analysis on energy usage. Analyt-
ical energy models decompose power consumption in static and dynamic
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power [110]. Dynamic power accounts for the power spent switching logic
gates, and static power models the power lost by gates through power leak-
age, regardless of their activity. Mudge [110] models the total power con-
sumption as

P = A · C · V 2 · f + τ ·A · V · Ishort · f + V · Ileak
where A,C,τ , Ishort and Ileak are architecture-dependent constants, f is the
frequency the processor runs at in Hertz and V is the power supply in Volts.
The two first terms model dynamic power : the first term models the power
consumed to switch a gate and the second describes the energy loss when
switching momentarily short-circuits the supply voltage to the ground. The
last term is static power, the power loss of gates through leakage regardless
of their state. As Mudge [110] states, the maximal frequency is roughly
proportional to voltage, hence the equation above can be reduced to

P = O((1− ζ)f3 + ζ · f) (2.1)

where the dynamic power is O(f3) and the static power is f and ζ ∈ [0; 1]
models the part of static and dynamic power in the total energy. Mudge
[110] claims that dynamic power accounts for most of total power consump-
tion. Although Borkar [15] acknowledges that most power consumption was
due to dynamic power until the publication time of writing his article, the
static power part began to grow faster than the dynamic power as the size
of transistors continued to decrease. Equation 2.1 demonstrates the impor-
tance of the frequency in the total power consumption. In principle, a small
decrease of frequency results in high energy savings. However, Snowdon
et al. [131] shows that energy savings through frequency scaling are depen-
dent on applications and that a lower frequency does not always translate
to a lower power consumption. For example, the execution time of memory
intensive applications might not be affected much by their frequency as they
spend most time waiting for memory operations to complete.

Frequency and voltage scaling is restricted to numerous constraints that
make any switching decision challenging. It must be performed on voltage
or frequency islands, i.e, groups of cores whose voltage or frequency, respec-
tively, cannot differ from one another. This constraint is necessary because
portions of a chip running at a different voltage or frequency must be isolated
from each other; this consumes additional silicon to implement the voltage
regulator necessary for each island, and complicates floor planning and clock
propagation problems as the clock must be isolated within an island. A volt-
age island often includes several frequency islands; see the description of the
SCC in Sec. 2.3.2 for an example. As shown on Fig. 2.1a, switching fre-
quency or voltage have costs in delay and energy, and switching frequency
takes shorter time than switching voltage [101]. This complicates the prob-
lem as switching to a voltage or frequency level may cost more switching
energy than saving energy through a lower voltage and/or frequency. Also,
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Scheduled frequency over time
Frequency over time with transition delays

Time

Frequency (Hz)

(a) Switching delays hinders energy saving due to voltage or frequency scaling. Light
gray areas denote transition delays trying to follow the schedule. Dark gray areas show
periods where the running frequency matches the frequency scheduled. Too short periods
of expected low frequency may not allow actual energy savings or may make impossible any
actual switching.

Voltage and minimum voltage for current frequency
Frequency and maximal frequency for current voltage

Time

Frequency (Hz)
Voltage (V)

(b) Example of frequency over time and maximal frequency given the voltage level at the
same time, and voltage over time and the minimal voltage given the frequency at the same
time.

Figure 2.1: Constraints in voltage and frequency scaling.

voltage and frequency are dependent on each other: the maximal frequency
is linear in voltage to ensure reliable gate switching [110] and reducing volt-
age as much as possible to run at a given frequency can yield large energy
saving (Eq. 2.1). As shown in Fig. 2.1b, the voltage must be increased be-
fore frequency, if necessary. On the contrary, the frequency must be lowered
before the voltage is decreased.

2.3.2 Single Chip Cloud computer (SCC)
The SCC is the second generation processor issued from the Intel Tera-
scale research program [61, 66, 67, 68, 100]. It provides 48 independent
IA32 cores, organized in 24 tiles. Figure 2.2a provides a global view of the
organization of the chip. Each tile embeds a pair of cores, and tiles are
linked together through a 6× 4 on-chip mesh network. A tile is represented
in Fig. 2.2b: each tile comprises two cores with their cache and a message
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Figure 2.2: Organization of SCC.

passing buffer (MPB) of 16 KiB (8 KiB for each core); it supports core-to-
core communications through memory operations on local and distant MPBs
thank to the on-chip network. The cores are IA32 (P54C [64]) cores running
at 533 or 800 MHz; each of them has its own individual L1 and L2 caches of
size 32 KiB (16 KiB code + 16 KiB data) and 256 KiB, respectively. Since
these cores have been designed before Intel introduced MMX, they provide
no SIMD instructions. The mesh network can work at up to 2 GHz. Each of
its links is 16 bytes wide and exhibits a 4 network cycles latency, including
the routing and conveying activity. In the default setting, a group of six tiles
share an off-chip DDR3 memory controller that the cores access through the
mesh network. The overall system admits a maximum of 64 GiB of main
memory accessible through 4 DDR3 memory controllers evenly distributed
around the mesh. Each core is attributed a private domain in this main
memory whose size depends on the total memory available (682 MiB in
the system used here). Furthermore, a common small part of the main
memory (32 MiB) is shared between all cores; this small amount of shared
memory may be increased to several hundred megabytes. Note that private
memory is cached on cores’ L2 cache but cache support for shared memory
is not activated by default in Intel framework RCCE. When activated, no
automatic management for L2 cache coherency among all cores is offered to
the programmer. This functionality must be provided through a software
implementation.

The SCC can be programmed in two ways: a baremetal version for
OS development, and using Linux. In the latter setting, the cores run an
individual Linux kernel on top of which any Linux program can be loaded.
Also, Intel provides the RCCE library which contains MPI-like routines
to synchronize cores and allows them to communicate data to each other,
as well as the management of voltage and frequency scaling. Because of its
architecture consisting of a network that links all cores and each core running
a Linux kernel, programming on the SCC is very similar to programming
parallel algorithms for clusters (for instance) on top of a MPI library.
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2.3.3 Intel Knights Corner
The first Xeon Phi generation Knights Corner [70] is a PCI-express accel-
erator with up to 61 Intel-64 bit independent cores based on the P54C [64],
compatible with 32-bit programs. The cores do not provide SSE or AVX
vector instructions, but another 512 bit wide vector instruction set. Addi-
tionally, all cores provide support for 4 hardware threads, aggregating up to
244 hardware threads through the chip. Each core has an individual 64 KiB
L1 cache (32 KiB data + 32 KiB code) and 256 KiB L2 cache. Coherency
between cores is maintained through a 8 rings network between caches. The
chip embeds 8 DDR5 memory controllers with two channels per controllers,
providing a maximum bandwidth of 352 GiB per second.

The Knights Corner is designed to facilitate the porting of applications to
exploit its parallel resources. Because there is a cache coherency protocol,
it behaves like a Symmetric Multi-Processing machine. Each core runs a
lightweight version of Linux, which provides a large programming flexibility
and a familiar execution environment. The chip allows for dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling, and for several sleep states for individual cores and
for the whole board. Voltage and frequency scaling as well as the selection
of an idle state are not directly accessible to the programmer; it is only
possible to select and parametrize a scaling algorithm.

2.3.4 Intel Knights Landing
Intel released Kights Landing [132], the second generation of Xeon Phi pro-
cessor, in mid 2016. It provides numerous changes over the first generation
Knights Corner, including the cores as well as the on-chip interconnect and
memories. The Knights Landing chip includes 72 out-of-order cores based on
Silvermont architecture [72] instead of P54C. Each core embeds 4 hardware
threads and 2 Vector Processing Units (VPU) [102]. Each VPU embeds 512
bits AVX, SSE, AVX1, AVX2 and EMU instructions. All cores are grouped
in 36 tiles of 2 cores and 4 VPUs each, as well as a shared 1MB L2 cache kept
consistent across the chip and a Caching Home Agent (CHA), i.e., a cache
coherent NUMA directory. Cache coherency takes place with a MESIF pro-
tocol (F stands for Forward), using each tile’s CHA as a distributed tag
directory as well as the on-chip 2D mesh network that links tiles to forward
data between caches, using a deterministic XY routing scheme. The chip
includes 2 DDR4 controllers for a total of 6 channels and up to 384 GB at 90
GB/sec. Finally, the chip includes two 16x and one 4x PCI-express Gen3,
one 4-lanes DMI controller and two 25 GB/sec Omni-Path on-die ports de-
signed to link several Knight Landing packages together to a cluster, for
example through Infiniband.

One major improvement brought to Knights Landing is the Multi-Channel
DRAM (MCDRAM) integrated in the chip’s package, but not in the chip,
via 3D stacking of silicon dies. It offers 16GB with 400GB/sec bandwidth,
accessible through dedicated controllers all around the chip and that can
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be used in three modes. Cache mode provides a package-level shared L3
cache with 64 bits lines that covers the whole off-package main memory.
The Flat mode gives the programmer full explicit control of the MCDRAM
memory with Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) in the address space as
off-package DDR memory. The programmer can use a dedicated high-level
allocation routine hbw_malloc(size) to use it explicitly, taking the on-chip
mesh network into account to optimize accesses. Finally, the Hybrid mode
partitions MCDRAM into 4 or 8 GB L3 cache as in Cache mode and 8
or 12GB memory as in Flat mode. Thanks to the cache mode, the Knights
Landing processor offers binary compatibility with Xeon and can even stand
as a system’s main processor initialized by UEFI or a Bios to load and boot
an operating system. As any Xeon-compatible operating system can run
on a Knights Landing-based system, it can be programmed with any lan-
guage or software environment. However, frequency scaling is only possible
at the chip level, making impossible the fine tuning of voltage and frequency
scaling techniques described in this thesis.

2.3.5 Sony-Toshiba-IBM Cell
The Cell Broadband Engine [2, 76] was conjointly designed by Sony, Toshiba
and IBM for media processing and scientific computing and released in 2005.
It is composed of 1 Power Processor Element (PPE) and 8 Synergistic Pro-
cessor Elements (SPE). The PPE is a 64-bit Power PC core with 2 hardware
threads issuing 2 instructions per cycle. It has a private 32 KiB L1 cache (16
KiB code + 16 KiB data) and a 512 KiB L2 cache and provides a 128-bit
wide vector instruction set and can issue 2 instructions per cycle. The 8
SPEs are designed to accelerate multimedia processing. All its instructions
are 128-bit wide SIMD instructions. SPEs have no cache but a 256 KiB
explicit local store memory. A 4 rings on-chip network links the PPE, SPEs
and the memory controller together and provide a bandwidth of 307.2 GiB
per second. The Cell BE implements two channels to a Rambus XDR mem-
ory systems of bandwidth 12.8 GiB per second each, or a total of 25 GiB
per second memory bandwidth.

IBM provides a software development kit with C and C++ compilers
and libraries for both the PPE and the SPEs. The compilers do not auto-
matically determine if some code must run on the PPE or the SPE, making
it particularly challenging to program for this processor.

2.3.6 Tilera Tile, Tile-Gx and TilePro
Tilera distributes commercial processors based on TileGx and TilePro Tilera
architectures. Figure 2.3 gives an overview of an older Tile64 architecture,
but both TileGx and TilePro have a similar structure. The Tile-Gx variant
includes between 9 and 72 64-bit cores with SIMD extensions. Each core
has an individual L1 cache of 32 KiB for data and 32 KiB for code, an
individual 256 KiB L2 cache and a coherent 18 MiB L3 cache. Cores are
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of Tilera Tile64 architecture and one of its tiles

linked by 5 independent on-chip networks aggregating 110 TB per second of
bandwidth and a latency of 1 clock cycle per hop. The Tile-Gx includes 4
DDR3 memory controllers that can address a total of 1 TB. No information
is given on any voltage and frequency scaling capability, or any sleeping
state for cores. The TilePro variant embeds 36 or 64 independent VLIW
32-bit cores. The cores are connected through an on-chip network of 12 TB
per second bandwidth. The chip embeds 2.8 MB of on-chip cache.

In order to make their architecture scalable, Tilera implements a Dis-
tributed Shared Cache that does not implement a complex cache coherency
scheme. If two cores manipulate the same memory address, then only one of
their associated cache keeps the value and both cores read and write to this
copy. The physical distance between both cores affects the overall perfor-
mance. Choi et al. [22] investigate this issue and claim to improve 5 out of
the 11 benchmarks in the SPLASH benchmark suite [142], by 32% to 77%.

The TileGx architecture allows programming in C/C++ and TilePro
additionally supports Linux 2.6 to run separately on individual tiles or as
SMP on multiple tiles.

2.3.7 Adapteva Epiphany
The Epiphany architecture [1] is a coprocessor that standard microproces-
sors can offload their computation to. Adapteva claims that it can scale to
up to 4096 cores organized in individual tiles. Each tile embeds an individual

2CC-BY-SA MovGP0 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tile64.svg
2CC-BY-SA MovGP0 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tile64-Tile.svg
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RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) 32-bit 1 GHz processor optimized
for floating-points operations. Each core is paired with a local memory of
32 KiB (although the web page mentions up to 128 KiB per core). The
local memories are not caches and are not managed automatically by the
hardware; instead, local memories are part of the memory address space
and memory operations to these memories must be performed explicitly.
On-chip memories can be used to implement core-to-core communications.

Each tile is connected to the on-chip network with a 4 directions (North,
East, South and West) router. The network is designed to allow the direct
composition of an Epiphany IP with other components of a chip, such as a
host core, a memory or IO controller or even another instance of epiphany
architecture. Communication is conveyed through the eMesh, a on-chip
network composed of 3 mesh interconnects called cMesh, rMesh and xMesh.
The cMesh interconnect conveys on-chip write operations with a maximal
throughput of 8 bytes per cycle, that is 0.5 TiB per second at 1GHz. rMesh is
used for all read operations within and outside the chip and offers 1 read op-
eration per 8 clock cycles. Finally, xMesh carries write operations outside the
chip (to main, off-chip memory, host CPU, I/O or other composed Epiphany
IP) with a bandwidth of 8 GiB per second. The Epiphany documentation
hints that the cMesh network has lower latency and higher bandwidth, and
therefore tasks communicating a lot with each other should be placed on
the same chip. Routers guide data packets in a XY fashion with a latency
of 1.5 cycles per hop. Epiphany implements hardware-aided multicast com-
munication operations. The Epiphany can be programmed in C/C++ and
allows approaches such as Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Sim-
ple Program Multiple Data (SPMD), Multiple Instructions Multiple Data
(MIMD), shared memory multithreading, message passing and several vari-
ants of dataflow programming. Consult the paper by Olofsson et al. [112]
for more details about Epiphany.

2.3.8 Kalray MPPA
Kalray’s Multi-Purpose Processor Architecture (MPPA [78]) implements
from 64 to 1024 cores. The MPPA-256 variant is structured in 16 clus-
ters of 16 identical cores each. The cores implement a VLIW instruction
set with a single, double precision floating point unit and an individual L1
instruction and data cache. Each cluster provides a shared memory island,
and a DMA (Direct Memory Access) controller as well as Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and DPS (Dynamic Power Switch). Each
cluster is managed by an additional and individual core with its own FPU
and MMU. Clusters are linked together with a 2D torus on-chip network
with a bandwidth of 3.2 GiB per second between two adjacent clusters and
a “low and predictable latency”. The chip provides 2 DDR3 64-bit memory
controllers of up to 12.8 GiB per second bandwidth. The MPPA can be pro-
grammed using C, C++ or Fortran and provides a dataflow programming
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framework.

2.3.9 Intel Xeon
There is a wide variety of Xeon processors commercialized by Intel and
commonly employed in clusters. In contrast to many processors reviewed in
this section, Xeon processors embed a few (typically no more than 16), but
powerful cores. Cores implement elaborate instruction sets, including 512
bits wide SIMD instructions and atomic instructions such as Test-and-Set or
Compare-and-Swap. Each core has typically a private 64 Kib L1 cache (32
KiB data + 32 KiB code) and a 256 KiB L2 cache, although some models
share L2 caches among a subset of the cores. Many Xeon chips embed a
large L3 cache (up to 45 MiB) shared among all cores.

All Xeon processors maintain a coherent view of the shared memory
with the MESI (Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid) cache coherency pro-
tocol. Newest versions of Xeon cores also provide Quick Path Interconnect
(QPI [65]) that aims at having caches to fetch up-to-date shared data di-
rectly from the cache holding the newest value instead of the main memory.

2.3.10 Other Parallel Architectures
Other architectures for low power, fast computing are being developed with
radically different strategies to enhance programmability for performance.
Among these are Replica [56] and XMT which emulate a PRAM archi-
tecture, providing many execution threads and uniform, constant and pre-
dictable latencies for read and write memory accesses. For instance, Replica
provides 4, 16 or 64 VLIW cores linked by a 2D on-chip network. The chip
can run in 2 modes: the PRAM mode enables 512 threads per core and
unit-cost memory accesses (in time units) and NUMA mode, where the cost
depends on the distance between cores. There is a high time cost to switch
from a mode to another. The PRAM mode performs well on algorithms
with an irregular access to memory, but does not perform well with regular
accesses compared to other architectures. The Replica can be programmed
with C with keyword extensions to declare symbols shared between cores
and switch from a mode to another.

General Purpose Graphic Processing Units (GPGPU or simply “GPU”)
are very commonly used for high performance multimedia computing and
more recently for scientific computing. GPUs are typically packaged in an
accelerator board, they have their own main memory and they cannot access
the system’s main memory. A master core pushes the data to be processed
onto the GPU board and triggers the execution of a kernel on GPU, then it
fetches the data processed; this data transfer is slow and can typically not
be issued at the GPU’s initiative. A typical GPU embeds several hundreds
of tiny cores (192 cores and 2048 threads on Kepler GK110) running an
identical program in strictly synchronized steps, on different data (SIMD).
If the program includes a branch (if-then-else construct) then cores that do
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not execute a code block must wait for other cores to finish running it before
all cores can run in parallel the rest of the program.

2.4 Programming for High Performance on Many-
Core Architectures

This section briefly reviews most common ways to program many-core archi-
tectures for high performance as well as challenges. Each of the approaches
and languages described here represent a commonly used or researched pro-
gramming approach, but there are other industrial languages to implement
similar features.

2.4.1 Pthreads
Pthreads is a collection of C routines to create and schedule new threads
in the system userspace. With pthreads, the programmer must manage
almost everything including thread spawning, termination and various forms
of synchronization. Programming with pthreads is difficult, error-prone and
is very invasive in the design of an implementation. However, it provides a
fine grain control on the parallel execution of a program.

2.4.2 OpenMP
OpenMP [113] extends regular C or C++ with parallelization-related an-
notations. These annotations make easy the parallelization of loops or the
synchronization of shared variables. In contrast to pthreads, it is much less
invasive in the source code and is therefore preferred to port legacy applica-
tions for parallelism. Furthermore, the compiler can use annotations to take
decisions automatically and generate complex strategies to manage threads
it spawns to implement load-balancing for example. However, OpenMP
assumes a shared memory architecture, which limits its scope to SMP pro-
cessors. Furthermore, a deep knowledge of the target architecture is still
required by the programmer to fine-tune a program for performance. This
limits the performance portability.

2.4.3 CUDA
Cuda extends C++ to allow the programming of nVidia CUDA-enabled GP-
GPU. CUDA’s additional constructs allow a programmer to write programs
executed by a GPU (a kernel), send and receive data to and from the GPU
as well as starting a kernel and waiting for it to terminate. nVidia provides
a specialized compiler able to produce binaries from a mixed CPU/GPU
source code. A CUDA kernel translates into a sequence of SIMT instructions
run by the GPU.
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2.4.4 OpenCL
OpenCL is a portable C++ extension to compete with CUDA and provides
a programming language for non-nVidia GPGPUs as well as other parallel
architectures such as a multicore Xeon processor. In contrast with CUDA,
OpenCL can exploit simultaneously both programmable GPUs and CPUs.

2.4.5 Streamit
Thies et al. [138] explores computing on data flows for high performance.
They argue that classic general purpose programming languages are not
well suited to parallel architectures. These languages provide a common
abstraction for single processor systems, but they fail to model interactions
between several processors, in particular the data flow between computation
nodes. Thies et al. [138] propose Streamit, a programming language where
data flows between computation nodes form a central concept. In addition
to the models by Kahn [77] and Lee and Messerschmitt [90], they include
“high performance expectations” as one salient characteristic of computing
over streams.

Streamit provides 3 basic blocks to build a streaming application (Fig. 2.4):
filter, pipeline and split-join. The basic unit of computation is the filter
(Fig. 2.4a). Its program is defined in its function work, that is its finest-
grain execution step in the steady state. Filters implement a deterministic
work function that consumes and fires data at a fixed rate, triggered by the
arrival of new data to compute. Filters cannot read from any of its output
links or write to its input links. The function work takes its input from pop
operations on FIFO queues, and write its outputs with push operations to
FIFO queues. pop removes an element from the end of a channel, peek(i)
returns a copy of the ith element from the end of the channel. push adds
an element to the beginning of a channel. A pipeline (Fig. 2.4b) builds a
linear sequence of streams between an ordered collection of filters or other
pipelines. The rates and types of channels are implicitly deduced from what
the filters declare. A split-join (Fig. 2.4c) allows the building of loops in
the streaming program. It is composed of a body stream, a loop stream, a
joiner, a splitter as well as an init path. The body stream is the main part
of the loop and its flow goes frontward. The loop stream links the end of
the body stream to its start through one or several filters. The splitter takes
the data produced by the body stream and distributes it between the loop
output and the loop stream. A duplicate splitter duplicates all data on its
input and forwards all copies to each of its consumer streams. A round robin
splitter distributes an element from its input stream to one of its consumer
streams, the next element to the next consumer stream and so on. Con-
sumer streams can be weighted to bias the distribution of data to consumer
streams. Finally, a null splitter has no input stream and is valid only if all
its consumer streams begin with a filter with no input channel. Similarly,
the joiner feeds the body stream with data from both the loop input stream
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Figure 2.4: The three basic blocks of a Streamit program

and the loop stream. A joiner can be round robin like a splitter, or null
if all its producer streams have no output channel. The init path provides
initial values to substitute with the loop stream until it begins to produce
any data.

All these basic blocks can be used alone or composed either with an-
other block or as part of another block. A block can be used alone only
if it consumes no element and produces no element. Instead, input data is
read from source filters and written to sink filters. Streamit proposes other
features such as low-latency communication of small control messages be-
tween filters to reconfigure them. Instead of using regular channels, Thies
et al. [138] argues that dedicated channels for controls allow the compiler
to run optimizations taking their specific characteristics into account. Mes-
sages can be sent from filter to filter (unicast) or from a filter to many or
all other filters (multicast). For the latter, Streamit proposes portals that
forward messages to any filter having subscribed to the portal. Additionally,
Streamit allows filters to trigger the dynamic reinitialization of basic blocks.
The composite feature of a basic block makes easy the reinitialization of a
subset of a streaming application. Finally, the language allows the definition
of latency constraints between two filters.

Streamit exposes to the programmer a well-defined structure for writing
streaming applications. It is restrictive but Thies et al. [138] argues that
it allows for better compiler analysis and optimization. They argue that
other stream programming solutions allow for more programming flexibility
but, as for GOTO statements in general purpose languages, this flexibility
impedes the compiler analysis capabilities, hindering its capacity to produce
efficient code. A Streamit program implements a data-driven SDU-SPS.
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2.4.6 CAL Actor Language
The CAL Actor Language [38] (CAL, a recursive acronym) structures a par-
allel program as a set of independent actors sending communication through
channels, following the dataflow approach described in Sec. 2.2. A CAL ac-
tor contains one or several actions to run upon data arrival on one or several
of its input channels. If several actions can be performed upon data arrival,
the actor can omit the rule governing which action to run; in this case, an
action is chosen after an undefined rule. A CAL actor can store internal
variables whose values persist across the actor’ executions, therefore imple-
menting a stateful actor. There is no hierarchy in CAL actor composition
to structure a streaming application as for Streamit. Channels must have
exactly one producer actor and one consumer actor and actors cannot write
to their input channels or read from their output channel. A CAL streaming
application is therefore a data-driven ANU-SPS.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter covers 3 dimensions of stream programming for performance.
We shows that stream programming is a well researched topic dating from
the early 1960, and whose advantages cover more than the mere high-
performance. It was initially investigated to explore the correctness of a
program for safety-critical systems and this property is still in use today
in industries. Stream programming enables pipeline parallelism, a property
initially seen as a side-effect that makes it suitable for high-performance com-
puting. Massively parallel architectures that emerged in the recent years im-
plement a larger number of simpler cores than conventional general-purpose
multi-core architectures available. These architectures implement a more
complex but more scalable on-chip networks upon which memory and com-
munication operations can be carried, and that is explicitly accessible to
the programmer to implement communication or memory consistency. Ex-
plicit on-chip networks of massively parallel architectures and the pipeline
parallelism in stream computation are a good match to implement on-chip
pipelined algorithms. As such algorithm trade accesses to main memory
for heavier use of the on-chip network, the main memory is accessed only
at the source and sink of the corresponding dataflow graph, this technique
can lower memory wall effects to bring more performance. There are many
existing languages available to implement parallel computation; however,
legacy approach such as pthread are very invasive and difficult to use to
manage many cores. OpenMP and OpenCL are less invasive but they still
require a deep knowledge of the underlying execution platform, which limits
performance portability. CUDA is only available for GPU manufactured by
nVidia, which limits severely its portability. Finally, stream languages such
as Streamit or CAL provide a good abstractions for stream computing and
are popular languages in the stream programming research community.
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Chapter 3

Investigations on SCC
Capabilities

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter1, we use various benchmarks to analyze the Single-Chip
Cloud computer (SCC) and investigate on characteristics of its network’s
and memory’s bandwidth and latency. We implement several variants of
parallel mergesort in order to test the architecture further with a actual al-
gorithm and serve as a comparison basis to an implementation of an on-chip
pipelined mergesort discussed in Chapter 4. We first analyze the influence
of the core placement on memory access performance and communication
latency and bandwidth, using a smaller part of the algorithm and a mi-
crobenchmark, respectively. Then we evaluate the performance of the overall
merging algorithm implementations on SCC.

3.2 Memory Bandwidth
This work evaluates the performance of the SCC when accessing the off-
chip memory. The focus of this study is not on testing the bare hardware.
Instead, we are interested in the performance of applications that run on
the Linux operating system and use the SCC as it is provided. We see
that the per-core read memory bandwidth is largely independent of the
number of cores accessing the memory simultaneously, but that the write
memory access performance drops when more cores write simultaneously to

1This chapter is based on the following publications: Kenan Avdic, Nicolas Melot,
Jörg Keller and Christoph Kessler: Parallel sorting on Intel Single-Chip Cloud computer.
A4MMC, ISCA-2011, San Jose, USA, 2011 [7] and Nicolas Melot, Kenan Avdic, Christoph
Kessler, Jörg Keller: Investigation of Main Memory Bandwidth on Intel Single-Chip
Cloud computer. Intel MARC3 Symposium 2011, Ettlingen, Germany, 2011 [104]
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the memory. In addition, the global and per-core memory bandwidth, both
writing and reading, depends strongly on the memory access pattern.

The goal of our experiments consists in the measurement of the band-
width available to an application that runs on top of the Linux operating
system in standard operating conditions (cores at 533 MHz, on-chip net-
work at 800 MHz, memory controllers at 800 MHz). Furthermore, we are
interested in how this bandwidth varies with the number of cores perform-
ing memory operations and the nature of the operations themselves, read
or write. This is achieved by consecutively reading respectively writing
the elements of a large array of integers, aligned by 32 bytes which is the
size of a cache line. Thus, consecutive access to all integers (1-int-stride, 4-
byte-stride) yields perfect spatial locality whereas 8-int-strided access (4 out
of 32 bytes) to the data always results in a cache miss. Each participating
core runs a process that executes a program as depicted in Fig. 3.1, where
each array is located in the respective core’s private memory and through
which the cores iterate exactly once.

While the 1-int-strided and 8-int-strided memory accesses stresses the
bandwidth difference due to cache hits and cache misses, the random ac-
cess pattern stresses the memory controllers’ throughput using a random
access, making helpless its hardware optimizations that prefetch or paral-
lelize or cache read or write accesses, such as using a plurality of open rows
in the attached SDRAMs. To simulate random access, the array is accessed
through a function π(j) that is bijective in {0, . . . ,SIZE −1}, where j is the
same index (strided 1 int or 8 ints) used to access the array in the strided
access described above. In practice, we use π(j) = (a · j) mod SIZE for
a large, odd constant a where SIZE is a power of two and the size of the
array to be read. The random access pattern also applies the 1-int-strided,
8-int-strided and mixed patterns described above to the index j.

Finally strided, mixed and random access make all the cores read or
write at the same time, along the different access patterns they define. All
these patterns also combine read and write operations, one half of processors
performing reads, and the second half performing writes. This is denoted as
the combined access pattern.

In this experiment, a varying number of cores synchronize, then iterate
through the array to read or write as described above. Since every memory
operation leads to a cache miss in the 8-int-strided access and random ac-
cess reduces the memory controllers’ performance, such memory operations
generate traffic and the time necessary to read the targeted amount of data
allows the calculation of the actual bandwidth that is globally available to
all cores. The amount of data to be read or written by each core is fixed
to 200 MiB. 3 to 12 cores are used, as up to twelve cores share the same
memory controller. Cores run at 533 MHz and 800 MHz in two different
experiments, while the mesh network and memory controllers remain both
at 800 MHz. The global bandwidth and the bandwidth per core are mea-
sured: the global bandwidth represents the bandwidth a memory controller
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Listing 3.1: Pseudo-code of the microbenchmark for reading access. For
writing, the order of the variables in the assignments is exchanged.

/* SIZE is a power of two
* str ict ly bigger than L2 cache
*/
int array [ SIZE ] ;

void memaccess ( int s t r i d e )
{

int i , j , tmp ;

for ( j = 0 ; j < SIZE ; j += s t r i d e )
tmp = array [ j ] ;

}

provides to all the cores. The bandwidth per core is the bandwidth a core
gets when it shares the global bandwidth with all other running cores. Fig-
ures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show the global and per core bandwidth measured in
our experiments.

Figure 3.1 indicates that both read and write bandwidth are linearly
growing with the number of cores. Since the SCC provides no hardware
mechanism to manage and share the memory bandwidth served to cores, this
shows that all cores together still fail to saturate the read memory bandwidth
available. The random access pattern offers a much lower read throughput
around 250 MiB/sec with 12 cores running at both 533 and 800 MHz. The
write throughput for random stride 1 shows the same performance as write
stride 1 (up to 105 and 120 MHz respectively at 533 and 800 MHz) and other
write patterns do not exceed 20 MiB/sec nor about 7 MiB/sec for random
stride 8 access pattern. This shows that memory controllers struggle to
serve irregular main memory request patterns. The absolute numbers of
read bandwidth per core in the 1-int-stride experiment are stable around
205 MiB/s and around 125 MiB/s with the 8-int-stride access pattern with
cores running at 533 MHz and respectively 305 and 235 MiB/sec at 800 MHz,
as shown in Fig. 3.2a. However, the bandwidth per core with the write
accesses (Fig. 3.2b) drops with the number of cores from 10 MiB/sec with
3 cores to 9 MiB/sec using 12 cores at 533 MHz and from 11 MiB/sec to
10 MiB/sec at 800 MHz. The P54C’s L1 cache no-allocate-on-write-miss
behavior may explain this performance drop: as write cache misses do not
lead to a cache line allocation, every consecutive write results in a write
request addressed to the memory controller. In both cases, the low difference
in performance of 1-int-stride and 8-int-stride access patterns shows that the
high performance memory controllers are able to compensate efficiently the
performance losses due to cache misses. However the mixed access pattern,
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Figure 3.1: Measured global memory read and write bandwidth as a function
of the number of cores involved, at 533 and 800 MHz.
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with one half of the cores reading memory with a 1-int-stride and the second
half with 8-int-stride, exhibits lower performance, which shows again the
limited capabilities of memory controllers to serve irregular access patterns.

The bandwidth measured per core for the random access pattern reveals
better performance with faster cores.

3.3 Communication Latency and Bandwidth
The on-chip network is also of interest, as a future pipelined mergesort im-
plementation would make a heavy use of it. The evaluation method proposed
here consists in investigating latency by making a core to send several blocks
to another core, and monitor the average time these blocks take to be totally
transferred. This test is repeated with growing block sizes and with pairs of
cores at a growing distance. Figure 3.4 illustrates how the pairs are chosen
to increase the distance to its maximum.

Figure 3.5 pinpoints that the communication speed is a linear function
of the distance between cores, and the low standard deviation indicates
that this speed is stable. However, when the block size reaches 256 KiB
this linear behavior does not hold anymore and the standard deviation gets
much higher. 256 KiB is the size of L2 cache and transferring such blocks
may generate much more cache misses when storing received values, thus
slowing communication drastically down.

3.4 Mergesort
Parallel sorting algorithms have been investigated since about half a century
for all kinds of platforms, sorting being an important subroutine for other
applications, and being a good model for non-numeric algorithms with a
low computation-to-communication ratio. For an overview cf. [3] or [73].
Robison [120] discusses the problem of scaling the number of cores to paral-
lelize quicksort. He argues that with a high number of cores, a performance
bottleneck appear in the initial data partitioning phase, that cannot benefit
from parallelization. Although a parallel partitioning phase is possible with
sample sort, Robison [120] describes how memory bandwidth and a lack
of TLB entries in many-core architectures limit the parallel performance of
sample sort for big inputs. Finally, Robison [120] argues that mergesort
benefits from a memory bandwidth and cache-friendly behavior, and that
it shows no bottleneck so that it can benefit from a massive parallelism.
Mergesort originated as an external sorting algorithm, with data held on
the hard disks and merging done in main memory. A similar situation oc-
curs with multiple cores on a chip, connected by an on-chip network, and
the main memory being chip-external. Furthermore, mergesort has a simple
control structure, is cache-friendly as the blocks to be merged are accessed
consecutively from front to end, and is largely insensitive to distribution of
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Figure 3.2: Measured per-core memory bandwidth as a function of the num-
ber of cores involved, for strided access patterns, at 533 and 800 MHz.
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Figure 3.3: Measured per-core memory access bandwidth as a function of
the number of cores, for random access patterns, at 533 and 800 MHz.
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Figure 3.6: Data-flow graph of the mergesort algorithm.

values or occurrences of duplicates. For this reason, we chose mergesort for
implementation on SCC.

The mergesort algorithm sorts values using a recursive method. The ar-
ray to be sorted is recursively split into chunks that are trivial to sort then
merged together to obtain larger sorted blocks. Figure 3.6 gives an exam-
ple of the split/merge phases of the mergesort algorithm, where the split
operation is actually trivial. The chunks issued from blocks split can be
treated separately and independently. This separation enables paralleliza-
tion of the algorithm thus leading to a parallel mergesort algorithm. When
the block has been divided into as many chunks as there are cores available,
the chunks are sorted sequentially and then merged pairwise on different
cores. Experiments with larger problem sizes show that the merging phase
dominates overall sorting time; for instance, when sorting 32 Mi integers
on 32 cores with the fastest of our mergesort implementations, local sorting
accounts for less than 10% of the overall time. For this reason, focus will be
on the merging phase in the remainder of this chapter.

Algorithm implementations usually make a more or less heavy use of
main memory to load data and to store intermediate or final results. Ac-
cesses to main memory represent a bottleneck in some algorithms’ perfor-
mance [81], despite the use of caches to reduce the penalty due to limited
bandwidth to main memory. Caches are high-speed memories, close to pro-
cessing units but are rather small and their effect is less visible when a
program manipulates a larger amount of data. This leads to the design of
other optimizations such as on-chip pipelining for multicore processors [81].

This section2 investigates the actual memory access bandwidth limits of
SCC from the perspective of applications that run on the Linux operating
system and use the SCC as it is provided to them. As thus, the focus is not
what the bare hardware is capable of, but what the system, i.e. the ensemble
of hardware, operating system and programming system (compiler, commu-
nication library, etc) achieves. Our approach is to use microbenchmarking
to create different sets of patterns to access the memory controllers. In
Sec. 3.2, we show that the memory controllers can support all cores reading
data from their private memory, but that the cores experience a significant

2This is an updated version of the paper by Melot et al. [104].
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performance drop when writing to main memory. For both read and write
accesses, the available bandwidth is strongly dependent on the memory ac-
cess pattern.

The first variant of our parallel mergesort, namely private memory merge-
sort algorithm, is an adaptation to the SCC’s architecture. It uses cores’
private memory to store integer blocks and shared memory to transfer these
blocks from a core to another. Each core starts the algorithm by generating
two blocks of size s/p of pseudo-random non-decreasing values, where s is
the private memory’s size and p is the number of cores. This size is chosen
so that the processor that performs the last recursive merge operation can
fit both input and output buffer in its private main memory. Then the algo-
rithm enters a sequence of rounds as follows: A core merges its two blocks
into a larger one and either sends it to another core or waits for a block to
be received. All cores whose ID is lower than or equal to half the number
of active cores in this round wait for a block to be received. All other cores
send their blocks to a recipient core whose ID is b id

2 c, through shared main
memory and then turn idle. At the end of a round, the remaining active
core number is divided by two. At the last round, only one core is still active
and the algorithm ends when this core finishes the merging of both of its
blocks. Figure 3.7 provides an illustration of this algorithm.

The communication process is shown in Fig. 3.8. Forwarding blocks uses
shared memory for buffering: at every round, the shared memory is divided
into buffers of size 2m/p, where m is the total size of shared memory. This
value maximizes the buffer size for block transfers because half of the active
cores have to send a block in a round. Both sending and receiving cores can
calculate to which shared main memory buffer they should read or write
the block to be transferred, from their ID and active round number. A
core sends its block to another core by writing a portion of this block in its
dedicated buffer in shared main memory. When this shared memory buffer
is full, the sending core sets a flag to the recipient core and waits for it to
reply another flag stating it is ready to take more. Both the sender and
the receiver can determine the amount of data to be sent and received from
the total size of the input to be sorted and the number of the active round.
Then the process restarts until the whole block has been transferred.

Flags and barriers used for synchronization are sent through the on-chip
network. Also in the communication phase, each processor can calculate to
what portion of main memory it should read or write. Therefore there is
no two cores writing at the same address in shared memory. For each core
writing in shared memory, exactly one other core reads the same address
after both cores have synchronized using a flag and on-chip network. Finally,
the shared memory used for this algorithm is not cached, thus there is no
need any shared memory coherency protocol.

A variant of the private memory mergesort algorithm uses the on-die net-
work mesh to communicate blocks between cores. The process MPB private
memory algorithm is the same as the one described above but individual
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core’s MPB memory buffer is used in place of shared memory as transfer
buffer. This uses the high speed on-die network and reduces accesses to
main memory to transfer data blocks from one core to another. The other
two variants of parallel mergesort are similar to the one described above,
except that they work directly on shared memory as storage for input and
output blocks. Their implementation here actually relies on SCC’s shared
memory. Since they work directly on shared memory, they do not need any
transfer phase in the algorithm. The two shared memory versions of merge-
sort differ in that one uses L1 and L2 cache and the second one does not
use caches at all. Similarly to the private memory algorithm, each core can
determine its own chunk in main memory thanks to its ID and the number
of the round being run. Thus no coherency protocol is required here. In the
case of cached shared memory, the cache is flushed before and after each
round in order to make sure that no value cached in a round is considered
valid and is read again from the cache in the next round; instead, it is forced
to be actually loaded from main memory.

A significant difference between private memory and shared memory
variants is that the private memory variant needs a communication phase
between all rounds, which requires more or less accesses to main memory,
while the shared memory variant does need any transfer phase. This dif-
ference gives a performance advantage to the shared memory variants over
the private memory based algorithms.

The private memory mergesort algorithm requires the blocks to be copied
to shared memory, and then to a different private memory. This doubles
access to main memory and significantly slows down the private memory
mergesort variant. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show slightly better performance
for the private memory variant compared to the cached shared memory
variant but this does not scale with number of cores. As soon as more
than 2 processors are used, the private memory gets the worst performances
of all algorithms implemented. As expected, the private memory variant
using the MPB is faster than its equivalent using shared memory to transfer
blocks, as it requires less than half the number of main memory access when
transferring a block from one core to another. This latter variant competes
very well with the cached shared memory algorithm even though it still
requires a communication phase between all rounds. The cached shared
memory is the fastest of all algorithms studied here.

However the good performance of the MBP private memory algorithm
shows that transferring data from core to core using MPBs and on-die net-
work brings little penalty to the mergesort algorithms studied, and much
less accesses to main memory. It demonstrates the high capacity of this on-
die network, which encourages the implementation of a pipelined mergesort
algorithm using this network.

Another setting alters the algorithms to generate blocks of constant,
identical value among blocks and merges them using the same four tech-
niques. This different pattern of data to be merge-sorted aims at showing
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the four mergesort variants on SCC, sorting
integer blocks with randomly generated data of different size and using dif-
ferent numbers of cores.
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Figure 3.11: Runtime differences with increasing core count

the behavior of the algorithms in an extreme case of input. Constant, iden-
tical values in all blocks denote the case of uniform input as well as an input
already sorted. The results of this latter setting are shown in Fig. 3.10. It
shows better performance of the mergesort algorithms with an input of al-
ready sorted data. However, when compared to Fig. 3.9f, the ratio between
times of algorithms merging random and constant input blocks is constant
and can thus be neglected. Such absence of significant difference is a char-
acteristic of mergesort algorithms, which are insensitive to distribution of
values or occurrences of duplicates.

In the following, the length of the first merge round is compared in
experiments with 2k cores, where k = 0, . . . , 5, and initial block size of 220
integers. This is done for the private memory variant, the uncached shared
memory variant, and the cached shared memory variant, as described before.
Each setting is run 20 times to reduce influences such as the operating
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Figure 3.12: Execution times for round 1 of private memory mergesort al-
gorithm, where nodes manage 1 million integers, depending on the distance
from a core to its memory controller.

system’s scheduler. The averaged time is computed for each core, as well as
the minimum, maximum, and average times over all cores. The results are
depicted in Fig. 3.11.

The measurements show that the placement of cores on the die has a
significant impact on performance while accessing main memory or when
communicating to each other. When accessing to main memory, Fig. 3.12
demonstrates that the closer a core is to the relevant memory controller, the
faster it is loading or writing data. It shows a linearly growing minimum
time bound to complete round 1 of private memory mergesort algorithm.
That round is quite an intensive main memory user (private and shared).
In each setting, Fig. 3.11 shows that the runtime increases with the growing
number of cores. This indicates contention and/or saturation at the memory
controllers, as the code executed is the same in all cases. This effect is very
prominent in the shared memory variants. Consequently, on-chip pipelining
might help to relieve the memory controllers, especially in applications where
the computation-to-communication ratio is low. Figure 3.11 also shows that
the difference between the fastest and the slowest core in a round increases
with growing core count, especially for the shared memory variants. This
indicates that the distance of a core to the memory controller has a notable
influence on the share of the controller’s bandwidth that the core gets. Yet,
as the distribution of the times is not similar to the distribution of the
distances, there must be some other influence as well, which however so far
is unknown to us.

3.5 Conclusion
This chapter shows a significant performance penalty from the use of the
SCC’s shared main memory, compared to using private memory or the on-
chip network [7]. This work uses non-pipelined parallel mergesort as a case
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study. The results also indicate that the distance to the memory controller
has an influence on round-trip time. Further tests indicate that there is
sufficient read bandwidth when accessing memory in a cache-friendly pat-
tern, but that write bandwidth suffers [104]. Also, a comparison of different
programming styles for the Intel SCC finds that using the on-chip message-
passing buffers (MPB) provides performance advantages [25], and that using
shared memory has performance problems either due to lack of caching or
overhead from ensuring cache coherency by software [25].

Mergesort (and in particular its global merging phase) is an interesting
case of a memory-access intensive algorithm. We have implemented four
versions of mergesort on SCC, and evaluated their performance. Beyond
the mergesort algorithms themselves, our experiments enlighten important
factors that influence performance on SCC.

Our results motivate that on-chip pipelining would make sense also for
SCC. Because the pipeline trades access to main memory for heavier use of
the on-chip network, the main memory is accessed only when loading blocks
to be sorted and when the final merged block is written back. Also, because
off-chip memory access is more expensive than communication through the
mesh network, it is expected that the on-chip pipelining technique brings
significant speedup over any of the parallel mergesort implementations de-
scribed here. Its performance may even be improved thanks to awareness of
distance between active cores and distance to main memory controllers to
generate better task-to-processor mappings.

The memory wall represents an important performance limiting issue still
present in multicore processors, and implementations of parallel algorithms
are still heavily penalized when accessing main memory frequently [81].
This work enlightens the available memory bandwidth on Intel’s Single Chip
Cloud Computer when several processors perform concurrent read and write
operations. The measurements obtained here and the difficulty we experi-
ence to actually saturate the read memory bandwidth show that the cores
embedded in the SCC cannot saturate all together the read memory band-
width available for read access patterns that behave regularly. However,
the measurements obtained from the write access patterns demonstrate a
much smaller write bandwidth available. Also, we can note that the avail-
able bandwidth for both read and write strongly depends on the memory
access pattern, as the low bandwidth on random access patterns indicates.
Thus, there is no point in reducing the degree of parallelism in order to
increase the available bandwidth for tasks requiring a high main memory
bandwidth. The measurements shown in this chapter show a behavior possi-
bly adapted to program restructuring techniques such as on-chip pipelining
and our previous implementation of on-chip pipelined mergesort [81]. In
this implementation, many tasks mapped to several cores fetch input data
in parallel from main memory, and a unique task running on a unique core
writes the final result back to main memory, therefore limiting expensive
main memory accesses. However, the gap between the memory bandwidth
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available and the limited capabilities of cores to saturate it shows that there
is room to add more cores, run them at higher frequency or add SIMD ISA
extensions. Without such improvements in the cores’ processing speed and
accordingly higher demands on memory bandwidth, our ongoing research
on program restructuring techniques such as on-chip pipelining is, for SCC,
limited to implementation studies leading to predictions of their theoreti-
cal speed-up potential, rather than demonstrating concrete speed-up on the
current SCC platform. Such techniques could speed up memory-access in-
tensive computations such as sorting [7, 81] on SCC-like future many-core
architectures that are more memory bandwidth constrained.
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Chapter 4

On-Chip Pipelining on
SCC

4.1 Introduction
Engineering parallel algorithms for many-core architectures involves many
considerations, e.g. load balancing, communication patterns, and memory
access patterns. Especially for algorithms that mainly transport and modify
large amounts of data, so-called streaming applications, the accesses to main
memory may represent a performance bottleneck [81], despite the use of
caches, because of the limited bandwidth to off-chip main memory. The
goal for bandwidth optimization, combined with other design targets, leads
to approaches such as on-chip pipelining for multicore processors [81].

In this chapter1, we consider sorting large data sets as a simple and
well-researched model for streaming applications. We investigate the im-
plementation of sorting on the SCC as an algorithm engineering problem,
and devise a combination of pipelined and non-pipelined mergesort as a
good fit for that architecture. Preliminary performance measurements with
a prototype implementation indicate the validity of our hypothesis and the
applicability of on-chip pipelining.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2
we present our arguments for the choice of sorting algorithm used, together
with an integer linear programming (ILP) approach to optimize the load
balancing and latency reduction in memory accesses. In Section 4.3 we
present preliminary performance results of our prototype implementation,
and give an outlook to future work in Section 4.4.

1This chapter was initially published as Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler, Kenan Avdic,
Patrick Cichowski and Joerg Keller: Engineering parallel sorting for the Intel SCC. Pro-
cedia Computer Science, Vol.9(0), pp.1890–1899, 2012. Proceedings of the International
Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2012. [105].
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4.2 A Hybrid Parallel Mergesort Algorithm
In order to engineer a sorting algorithm for a given manycore system, one
first has to consider whether the data set to be sorted fits into the on-chip
memory (either local memories or caches) or whether the data is stored in
the off-chip main memory. We consider the latter situation, especially as
the SCC does not possess big local memory but only provides small on-chip
caches and small buffers for core-to-core communication. While the main
memory of SCC in principle can be used as a shared memory, there are two
obstacles here. First, the system software only allows a fraction of the main
memory to be declared as shared memory, the majority is used as private
memory, where each private memory section can only be accessed by one
user process. Second, that shared memory is, by default, not cached. Thus,
as each core can only have one outstanding memory request, this results in a
low bandwidth for shared memory accesses, especially as all cores will access
the same memory controller (accesses to the private memory are distributed
over the 4 available memory controllers). If caching is enabled for shared
memory, there is no hardware coherency i.e. the application would have to
take care of that. Therefore, we have concentrated on avoiding using shared
memory, and work with message-passing like algorithms: although each core
physically is able to access each part of the external memory, there is no way
(at least not on application level) to re-label data in one private memory
to belong to the private memory of a different core. Thus a core-to-core
communication has to take place to transfer data in this case.

For sorting algorithms where each core uses its off-chip private mem-
ory and communicates with other cores over the on-chip interconnection
network, we must consider that the network’s bandwidth (64 GByte/s) is
much higher than bandwidth to the off-chip memory, where the latter varies
largely with the access pattern, cf. Chapter 3 or [104]. Furthermore, band-
width to off-chip main memory is strongly dependent on the memory access
pattern, with access to blocks of consecutive words providing the highest
bandwidth. Thus, we arrive at a situation similar to parallel external mem-
ory algorithms. This moves our focus to merge sort which is a popular
external sorting algorithm. It also has proven more efficient than other al-
gorithms like e.g. bitonic sort used in CellSort on the Cell processor [44].
In order to relieve the external memory, pipelined mergesort has been intro-
duced to forward results from a merge step directly to a another core where
the follow-up merge step is to be executed; see e.g. [81] for results on the
Cell processor.

On-chip pipelined mergesort organizes this merge tree computation in a
pipeline, with all tasks running concurrently on the SCC’s 48 cores. Pro-
ducer and consumer tasks mapped to the same tile communicate through
the tile’s local memory, those mapped to different tiles through the mesh
network. The leaf tasks start the computation by reading data from memory
and they forward their intermediate merging results towards their consumer
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tasks at the next level in the task graph. These tasks can then start the
same process, and so on, until all the tasks in the pipeline are active. This
schema restricts memory writes to the root node. As the merge operation is
done blockwise, follow-up tasks can start as soon as leaf tasks have produced
their first block of intermediate results.

As sending and receiving tasks can be mapped to different processors,
the sending tasks can restart with new input data while the receiving one
can process the data it has just received. Hence, parallelism is achieved
through the overlapping execution of successive tasks. As there can be many
more tasks than processors, a processor will generally handle several tasks.
This introduces an optimization problem for mapping tasks to processors.
One difficulty consists in keeping a balanced computational load among the
cores, another one in the preference for keeping the distance between sender
and receiver small, especially if the memory controller is involved, in order
to reduce delays in data transmission. In [81], an ILP-based model for
multi-criterion optimized mapping of tasks was presented. In this work, an
adapted model is described in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Hybrid Parallel Sorting on the SCC, Overview
Merging complexity (using ordinary sequential merging) is linear in the input
size. Hence, each level of the merge tree involves the same computational
load. In general, as the root node will allocate a core alone, an m-level
mergetree will be mapped to m cores. The high number of 48 cores available
on SCC however rules out this direct approach because of the vast size of
the merge tree involved. Hence, on-chip pipelined mergesort needs to be
adapted by using several smaller mergetrees concurrently. As each tree will
allocate the same number of cores, both the number of the trees and the
number of the cores per tree (which equals the number of levels per tree)
should be a divisor of the number of the cores (48). Also, the number of
the trees should be a power of two, to allow a balanced final merging phase,
and the number of levels in the tree should be as large as possible, to get
more work done in this phase, but less than 10, to avoid cores with more
than 100 concurrent tasks. As a result, we arranged for 8 trees of 6 levels
each. The guidelines above make this arrangement preferable over 4 trees
with 12 levels each, and also over 16 trees with 3 levels each. Thus, our
approach to parallel sorting on SCC as implemented in this work consists
of three phases.

• In phase 0, all the leaf tasks of 8 merging trees mapped to 8 disjoint
sets of 6 cores, as detailed in Section 4.2.2, fetch input data from files
and locally sort their inputs using qsort.

• Phase 1 runs 8 on-chip-pipelined 6-level merge trees simultaneously.
This phase produces 8 sorted subsequences from 8 root nodes. Note
that the mapping of the tree leaves for phase 1 influences the runtime
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of phase 0 as well via the number of cores that carry leaves, so this
has to be considered when mapping the tasks to cores.

• Phase 2 merges these 8 subsequences together, using a non-pipelined
mergesort where merge nodes are parallelized. We preferred this over
using a parallel sample sort with all 48 processors, because of the
coordination overhead involved in implementing the latter solution.

4.2.2 Optimizing Task Mapping by ILP
For mapping the overall pipelined task graph to the SCC resources, we have
developed multiple variants of an integer linear programming (ILP) based
method that either optimize (1) for the aggregated overall distance (in hops)
between communicating tasks, weighted by their inter-task communication
volumes, or (2) for the aggregated overall distance of tasks to their memory
controller weighted by the tasks’ memory access volumes (and possibly by
the direction of the access, to prioritize write access). In addition, the
model also balances the computational load per core, and tries to reduce the
number of leaf tasks per core, to improve the runtime of phase 0. To consider
all goals, we use a linear combination of the respective target functions,
which is controlled by weight parameters.

The architecture model part of our ILP model can be configured by the
number of tiles per row and column and by the number and distribution of
memory controllers. Thus, besides the usage to provide optimal mappings
for a concrete application such as mergesort, the model can also be used for
computer architecture research [37]. For example, one can compute optimal
positions for different numbers of memory controllers, given an application
and the number and arrangement of cores for a hypothetic manycore chip.

In order to reduce model complexity by exploiting symmetries in the SCC
architecture, we consider the problem of mapping a pipelined merge task
forest (here, eight parallel 64-to-1 pipelined merge trees) to SCC and split
it into four symmetric subproblem instances. Each subproblem is mapped
to an SCC quadrant with its memory interface controller. Hence, only one
instance, i.e., mapping two 64-to-1 merge trees (thus 126 tasks) to one quad-
rant consisting of 3 × 2 tiles of 2 cores each, actually needs to be solved.
Two 6-level binary trees are easily modeled by a single 7-level tree where the
now artificial root node 1 is assigned a zero workload. We further simplify
the problem by mapping tasks to tiles only, not to individual cores.

We model the nodes of a pipelined b-ary merge tree (usually, b = 2)
with k levels, which has thus (bk − 1)/(b − 1) merge tasks, as an index
set V = {1, ..., (bk − 1)/(b − 1)}, where 1 denotes the root merger and
where for v ∈ V \ {1}, parent(v) denotes the merger task to which the
task v forwards its output. Hence, the inner nodes (tasks) are Vinner =
{1, ..., (bk−1 − 1)/(b− 1)} and Vleaves = V − Vinner denotes the bk−1 leaves.
For each leaf task v, we add an artificial co-task v + bk−1 that models read
memory accesses of v. For the root 1, we add a co-task 0 that models its
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write memory accesses. The overall set of nodes comprising tasks and co-
tasks is thus Vext = {0, ..., (2 · bk − bk−1 − 1)/(b − 1)}, the co-task set is
Vext − V . See Figure 4.1a for an example with k = 3 and b = 2.

A co-task is to be mapped on the memory controller closest to its cor-
responding leaf or root task, i.e., on the memory controller of the SCC
quadrant where the corresponding task is mapped, while the tasks in V are
to be mapped to SCC tiles. The (normalized) computational workload wv

of a merge task v ∈ V at depth d is 1/bd with d ∈ [0; k − 1]. The memory
access volume of a co-task v′ ∈ Vco is defined by the computational workload
of its corresponding task; a co-task has no computational workload.

We model a generic SCC-like architecture as a 2D mesh of tiles with
arbitrary extent and arbitrary numbers and positions of memory controllers
around the mesh. The SCC mesh is defined by extents NRows and NCols,
such that Rows = {1, ..., NRows} denotes the tiles’ row indices and Cols =
{1, ..., NCols} denotes the tiles’ column indices.

For simplicity, the MICs are not modeled by extra tiles adjacent to spe-
cific boundary tiles but as part of those boundary tiles, as specified by the
(generic) SCC architecture. The additional link to an extra tile would not
influence the optimization. The binary parameter secondMIC configures if
there are one or two MICs per (double) row, i.e., MICs on one or both sides
of the SCC. See Fig. 4.1b for an example.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of a merge tree and SCC-like architecture.

The mapping to be computed for all tasks and co-tasks is given by the
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binary solution variables x where xv,r,c = 1 iff node v is placed on tile (r, c),
for v ∈ Vext, r ∈ Rows and c ∈ Cols. In the mesh, we name each horizontal
edge by its left endpoint (r, c) → (r, c + 1) and each vertical edge by its
lower endpoint (r, c) → (r + 1, c), see Figure 4.1b for an illustration. In
order to compute communication distances for tree edges, we use auxiliary
binary variables yhv,r,r′ and yvv,c,c′ respectively, for v ∈ Vext, r, r′ ∈ Rows
and c, c′ ∈ Cols. Here, yhv,r,r′ = 1 iff task v is placed in row r and task
parent(v) is placed in row r′. We also need to model to which quadrant
(memory controller) a tile belongs, which is captured by the auxiliary binary
variables quadv,q with v ∈ V and q ∈ Rows and a binary variable denoting
whether MICs are attached on one or on both outer columns; the standard
setting of SCC is one quadrant per half doublerow.

Solution variables sumDistComm, sumDistMem, maxCompLoad and
maxLeaves denote various optimization goals, namely the weighted sum
of communication distances, the weighted sum of memory access distances,
the maximum computational load on any tile and the maximum number of
leaves per tile, respectively. Then, the objective function of our ILP instance
becomes

minimize ε1 ·maxCompLoad+ ε2 · sumDistMem

+ε3 · sumDistComm+ ε4 ·maxLeaves,

where 0 ≤ εi ≤ 1 and
∑

i εi = 1. By choosing the tuning parameters appro-
priately between 0 and 1, priority can be given to the various optimization
subgoals. We have the following constraints. maxCompLoad is defined by
the sum of computational work of all tasks mapped to any tile:

∀r ∈ Rows, c ∈ Cols : maxCompLoad ≥
∑
v∈V

wv · xv,r,c

maxLeaves is defined by the number of leaves mapped to any tile:

∀r ∈ Rows, c ∈ Cols : maxLeaves ≥
∑

v∈Vleaves

xv,r,c

Each task node must be mapped to exactly one processor:

∀v ∈ Vext :
∑

r∈Rows

∑
c∈Cols

xv,r,c = 1

where the placement of the co-tasks is additionally constrained: The root’s
co-task 0 must be fixed to a memory controller in the root’s quadrant, where
we assume that memory controllers are placed in rows with odd index:

∀r ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2} :
∑

c∈Cols

x0,2r,c ≤ 0

∀r ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2} :
∑

c∈[2,NCols−secondMIC]

x0,2r−1,c ≤ 0
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Likewise, a leaf’s co-task must be fixed to the memory controller of the
quadrant where the leaf is mapped:

∀v ∈ Vco, r ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2} :
∑

c∈Cols

xv,2r,c ≤ 0

∀v ∈ Vco, r ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2} :
∑

c∈{2,...,NCols−secondMIC}

xv,2r−1,c ≤ 0

The auxiliary quadrant variables are defined as follows:

∀v ∈ V, mcr ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2}, mcc ∈ {0, 1} :

quad[v, 2mcr − 1 +mcc] ≤
∑

r∈{2mcr−1,...,2mcr},
c∈{(mccbNCols/2c+1,...,mccbNCols/2c+NCols/2}

xv,r,c

∀v ∈ V :
∑

mcr∈[1,NRows/2]

∑
mcc∈{0,1}

quad[v, 2mcr − 1 +mcc] ≥ 1

Then, the following constraints force the co-tasks of leaves and the root
on the same quadrant as their corresponding tasks:

∀mcr ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2}, mcc ∈ {0, 1}, v ∈ Vleaves, i ∈ {1, ..., b} :

xv+bk−1,2mcr−1,mcc·(NCols−1)+1 ≤ quadv,2mcr−1+mcc

∀mcr ∈ {1, ..., NRows/2}, mcc ∈ {0, 1} :

x0,2mcr−1,mcc·(NCols−1)+1 ≤ quad1,2mcr−1+mcc

The communication load on each mesh edge is defined by constraints such
as

∀u ∈ Vinner, i ∈ {1, ..., b}, r1 ∈ Rows, r2 ∈ Rows :

yhu+b(u−1)+i+1,r1,r2 ≥
∑

c∈Cols

xu+b(u−1)+i+1,r1,c +
∑

c∈Cols

xu,r2,c − 1

∀u ∈ Vinner, i ∈ {1, ..., b}, r1 ∈ Rows, r2 ∈ Rows :

yhu+b(u−1)+i+1,r1,r2 ≥ 0

for the row segments, and similarly for the column segments. The weighted
sum of communication distances is defined as follows:

sumDistComm =
∑

u∈Vinner, i∈{1,...,b},
r1∈Rows, r2∈Rows

yhu+b(u−1)+i+1,r1,r2 · 0.5|r2− r1| · wu

+
∑

u∈Vinner, i∈B,
c1∈Cols, c2∈Cols

yvu+b(u−1)+i+1,c1,c2 · 0.5|c2− c1| · wu
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The weighted sum of memory access distances is defined by

sumDistMem =
∑

v∈Vleaves,
r∈Rows, c∈Cols

xv,r,c(r + c− 2)wv +
∑

r∈Rows,
c∈Cols

x1,r,c(r + c− 2)

As an example, Fig. 4.2 depicts two mappings of two 6-level binary trees
with roots 2 and 3 onto one quadrant of the SCC. Both mappings result from
different settings of the weight parameters and are optimal with respect to
load balancing. The level-wise mapping (Fig. 4.2a), incurs a small distance
to memory for leaf and root tasks but increases core-to-core communication.
The block mapping (Fig. 4.2b) puts each 4-level subtree containing leaves
into one core. This minimizes the distances for core-to-core communication
but increases the distance to memory for leaf and root tasks. Thus, if goal
(2) has a stronger influence in the optimization, the level-wise mapping is
to be preferred over the block-wise mapping. If writes to memory would
get a higher weight than reads, because the write bandwidth to memory
is smaller, the advantage would be even more on the side of the level-wise
mapping. In the block-wise mapping however, the leaves are distributed
over 8 cores, in contrast to only 2 cores for the level-wise mapping, so that
the runtime for phase 0 is improved. Thus, depending on the detailed user
preferences, different mappings can be chosen out of a number of pareto-
optimal mappings.

ILP Solver Results Table 4.1 shows the runtime requirements of our ILP
model for cases with a single MIC, using CPLEX 10.2 as ILP solver. We find
that when considering one quadrant the problem can be solved to optimality
within at most 2 minutes in almost all cases, while considering the whole
SCC with 24 tiles leads to considerably higher complexity. However, using
a newer ILP solver such as Gurobi might make even such configurations
feasible. First tests with Gurobi (also running on a faster machine with
more memory) show that, for mapping sufficiently large trees, significant
improvements in optimization time are possible, e.g., a 250x speed-up for
mapping a 5-level binary tree to a 4x6 mesh, and a 6-level tree mapping
which was not feasible with CPLEX could be solved to optimality in 58
seconds with Gurobi.

4.2.3 Phase 1: On-Chip Pipelined Merge
The first phase of the on-chip pipelined mergesort implemented on SCC is
quite similar to the implementation on Cell [81]. The focus here is given to
6 cores of one of the SCC’s 4 quadrants, i.e., one octant. All 7 other octants
of 6 cores execute in parallel the same actions.

All merging tasks of a 6-level binary merge tree are allocated to 6 cores,
using an optimal task mapping computed by the ILP solver (see Section 4.2.2).
The cores that are assigned some of the merge tree leaves locally sort each
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Figure 4.2: Mappings of two 6-level binary trees onto one SCC quadrant.

Table 4.1: ILP solver times in seconds for mapping 4, 5 and 6 level binary
merge trees to different SCC mesh sizes, using 1 MIC and accounting for
maximum communication loads across any mesh edge, in seconds (CPLEX
10.2). A dash (“–”) means that no optimal result was obtained after 10
minutes, but an approximation solution is reported.

3x2 Quadrant, 1 MIC
k #var ε = 0.5 ε = 0.1 ε = 0.9
4 374 0.5 0.1 1.0
5 774 1.8 5.5 0.2
6 1574 53.9 – 111.9

6x4 Quadrant, 1 MIC
k #var ε = 0.5
4 1818 –
5 3786 93.6
6 7722 –
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input buffer stored in their private main memory (phase 0). Once all leaves’
buffers are sorted, they are merged together as part of the on-chip pipelined
merging procedure. Each merge task is assigned a buffer in the MPB to
read data from, and some space in L2 cache to store the merge output be-
fore pushing it toward the parent task, with the exception of leaf tasks which
take their input directly from the main memory, and of the root task that
writes its output to main memory through the L2 cache. Every task in the
merging tree executes the following sequence:

1. Check and merge
Checks both input buffers of the task from the core’s MPB: if both
contain data and if the output buffer in L2 cache has some free space,
then the task merges as many elements as possible, i.e. the minimum
of the smallest amount of elements available in both input buffers and
the amount of elements that the output buffer can take up at the
moment.

2. Check and push
Checks the input buffer of this task’s parent task; if it can be filled
with the sorted data available, then the parent’s input buffer is filled
and what is written to the parent is removed from the task mem-
ory. The root task writes directly to main memory without any prior
verification.

The checks are performed thanks to a header preceding every buffer in
the MPB. It allows tasks to keep track of the amount of data already sent
and received, the amount of data available in this buffer or the amount
of free space, as well as where to read input or write output. From this
information and the size of the buffer, a task can calculate how much space
is available to write, or how much data is available in this buffer. All tasks
mapped to the same core time-share it in a Round-Robin fashion, where the
time quantum for each task is the time necessary to perform either of the
two steps enumerated above.

4.2.4 Phase 2: Parallel Non-Pipelined Merge
Phase 2 consists in merging the 8 subsequences into one final sorted se-
quence. For this, we use a parallel mergesort, where each merge node is
implemented by several cores to increase performance. For example, in a
first round, four merger tasks run concurrently, where each task is imple-
mented by 4 cores. Every task splits one of the two corresponding input
blocks into 4 chunks of equal size and separated by 3 pivots. Then they
look up the positions of those 3 pivots in the other block. Thus there is no
need to transfer the pivots between the cores, saving the overhead of com-
munications. Now each core knows the positions of all pivots in both blocks;
thus they can merge the respective chunks. From the positions of pivot i
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in both blocks, it can also compute the position of the merged block in the
sorted sequence. While this approach to parallelization does not guarantee
balanced work between the cores, the overhead is low which leaves room
for imbalance. In the second round, 2 merger tasks run concurrently, each
implemented with 8 cores, and in the last round the root merger task is
implemented by 16 cores. A higher parallelization lead to longer runtimes
because the work imbalance gets too large.

Initially, we also considered a parallel sample sort in shared memory,
where each of the 8 subsequences is split into 48 chunks according to 47
pivots, where the pivots are generated as averages of 47 pivots for each
subsequence. Then each of the 48 cores could sequentially merge 8 corre-
sponding chunks, one from each of the 8 subsequences. The concatenation
of the 48 resulting sequences then forms the final sorted sequence. Details of
the parallel sample sort can be found in [8]. While the degree of parallelism
is higher with sample sort (48 cores instead of 16), its runtime still was longer
than for the non-pipelined mergesort because of the coordination overhead
involved that necessitated several synchronizations and scatter/gather com-
munications. Therefore, we did not investigate that variant further.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation
We implemented a prototype of the hybrid sort algorithm for SCC described
in Section 4.2. We ran it on the 48 cores, varying the total input size N from
220 to 225 integers (32 bits each). As our previous work on on-chip pipelined
mergesort on Cell [81] exhibits different performance with different available
buffer size per core, the sorting algorithm for SCC is run with allocated
space in the MPB of 4096, 6144 and 8128 bytes. Each combination of input
size and buffer size is run a hundred times to reduce interferences from
the underlying operating system, using random data (uniformly distributed
unsigned integers) as input. We use a variant of the level-wise mapping
from Fig. 4.2a. The algorithm is monitored so that also sub-timings for the
initial sequential sorting phase (phase 0) and the parallel sorting (phases 1
and 2) are available. The timing results are depicted in Table 4.2. We see
that the runtime is growing linearly with the input data size, with a lower
pace between 222 and 224 integers. Also, the difference in buffer size only
has an influence for small data size, but is negligible for large data sizes.

The runtime distribution between the phases shows a tendency of phase 0
to grow faster than phase 1, as the runtime in phase 0 grows withO(N ·logN)
because of the sorting, while the runtime in phase 1 grows with O(N). In
contrast, the runtimes for phase 2 tend to decrease their share on the total
runtime from 220 to 225 integers, respectively from 5%, 14% and 81% to 14%,
25% and 61% (block-wise variant). This indicates that for a larger amount
of data to merge (from 223 integers in our measures), Parallel merge gets
faster than an on-chip pipelined merge, despite the disadvantage of using
shared memory.
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Table 4.2: Runtime results for different data sizes with maximum buffer size,
using both mapping shown in Fig.4.2 (values expressed in ms).

Data size 220 221 222 223 224 225

Total (layer) 481.4 960.8 1842.6 2938.2 5090.4 10308.6
Total (block) 415.6 817.8 1533 2279.8 3689.2 7321
Phase 0 (layer) 88 191.4 413.2 880.8 1875 3991
Phase 0 (block) 22.2 48.4 103.6 222.4 473.8 1003.4
Phase 1 57 114 226 451 902 1805
Phase 2 336.4 655.4 1203.4 1606.4 2313.4 4512.6

We compare the performance of phase 1 to the best variants of parallel
merge shown in [7], that uses 4 cores to run a 4 levels tree and use 8 cores
to run a 8 levels tree. As we run our on-chip pipelined merge phase (phase
1) with 8 merging trees, we focus on the runtime of one of them merging an
input block 8 times smaller than the global input. Thus we compare phase
1 runtime merging a total of 225 integers (222 per tree) to variants shown
in [7] merging 222 integers. The classic merge implementation in [7] takes
3000 ms and 4 cores to run a 4 levels tree and 3200 ms and 8 cores to run
a 8 levels tree. Our on-chip pipelined merge takes 1805 ms with 6 cores to
run a 6 levels tree, yielding a speedup of 1.6 and 1.7, respectively and an
efficiency of 1.1 and 2.26, respectively. Thus, our on-chip pipelined merge is
more efficient than a classic parallel merge thanks to main memory access
optimization despite the unfavorable case. Previous work [104] indicate that
the SCC’s cores struggle to saturate the main memory, due to old and slow
cores coupled to modern, fast memory controllers. In other architectures,
on-chip pipelining may yield even better speedup.

Table 4.3: Scaling the algorithm using one to four quadrants (values ex-
pressed in ms).

1 quadrant 2 quadrants 4 quadrants
Phase 0 (block) 1003 473 222
Phase 1 1805 902 451
Phase 2 571.2 1221 1606
Total [ms] 3379.2 2596 2279
Speedup 1 1.3 1.5
Efficiency 1 0.6 0.4

We show in Table 4.3 the behavior of our algorithm when scaling it from
1 quadrant (twelve cores) to 4 quadrants (48 cores). All variants sort the
same input size, that is equally distributed among all cores in all 1, 2, or 4
quadrants used. Since using 2 or 4 quadrants would result in smaller chunks
distributed to merging trees, and phases 0 and 1 involve unsynchronized
quadrants, it roughly divides the runtime by 2 or 4, respectively, compared
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to using 1 quadrant. As shown in table 4.3, phase 2 does not scale perfectly.
This can be explained by the growing number of input blocks with the
number of quadrants, 2 to 8, that leads to more merge steps to be achieved
by phase 2. In our measurements, using more quadrants always results in
higher speedup, although this increasing speedup does not maintain the
efficiency at a constant level.

We are not aware of performance results for other sorting algorithms
on the SCC, besides our own implementation of non-pipelined mergesort
[7]. Thus we compare with sorting algorithms implemented on the Cell
processor [21]. The Cell processor, usually employed in pairs, provides 8
processors called SPEs running at 3.2 GHz, where the processors can issue
up to 2 instructions per cycle, and the instructions work on 128-bit data (or
four 32-bit integers). Thus, considering operations on 32-bit integers as a
basic unit, an SPE performs 8 times as many operations per cycle compared
to an SCC core. As the SPE operating frequency is 6 times higher than
for the SCC cores running at 533 MHz, an SPE is about 48 times more
powerful than a SCC core. As a Cell pair comprises 16 SPEs compared
to 48 cores in an SCC, a Cell pair is roughly 16 times more powerful than
a SCC. CellSort [44], which uses a local sort (corresponds to our phase 0)
followed by a bitonic sort (corresponds to our phases 1 and 2), needs 565 ms
to sort 32M integers with 16 SPEs, where the time for phase 0 is omitted. As
we need about 6317.6 ms for the same data size, we are by a factor of about
1.43 more efficient, considering the factor 16 computed above, although the
Cell BE may feature other advantages over the SCC’s P54C that are hard to
quantify, such as a newer and more efficient instruction set implementation.

4.4 Conclusion
We presented a hybrid sorting algorithm for the SCC processor as an algo-
rithm engineering case study, where we had to combine different algorithmic
techniques, knowledge about the processor’s memory bandwidth, and an ad-
vanced ILP-based multi-objective mapping optimization method to derive
an efficient implementation. Preliminary experimental results indicate that
the resulting code yields good scaling properties and is competitive with
simple off-chip parallel mergesort as well as other high performance parallel
sorting algorithms. The algorithm should be portable to other upcoming
mesh-based manycore architectures such as e.g. Tilera processors [139] and
also to NUMA-based systems such as the AMD Interlagos manycore pro-
cessor, where the coherent on-chip caches could take over the role of the
message-passing buffers. The techniques presented to derive an efficient
implementation should be adaptable to other streaming algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Scheduling

Exploiting effectively massively parallel architectures is a major challenge
that stream programming can help to face. In this chapter1, we investigate
the problem of generating energy-optimal code for a collection of streaming
tasks that include parallelizable or moldable tasks on a generic manycore
processor with dynamic discrete frequency scaling. Streaming task collec-
tions differ from classical task sets in that all tasks are running concurrently,
so that cores typically run several tasks that are scheduled round-robin at
user level in a data-driven way. A stream of data flows through the tasks
and intermediate results may be forwarded to other tasks like in a pipelined
task graph. In this chapter we consider crown scheduling, a novel technique
for the combined optimization of resource allocation, mapping and discrete
voltage/frequency scaling for moldable streaming task collections in order to
optimize energy efficiency given a throughput constraint. We first present
optimal off-line algorithms for separate and integrated crown scheduling
based on integer linear programming (ILP). We make no restricting assump-
tion about speedup behavior. We introduce the fast heuristic Longest Task,
Lowest Group (LTLG) as a generalization of the Longest Processing Time
(LPT) algorithm to achieve a load-balanced mapping of parallel tasks, and
the Height heuristic for crown frequency scaling. We use them in feedback
loop heuristics based on binary search and simulated annealing to optimize
crown allocation.

Our experimental evaluation of the ILP models for a generic manycore
1This chapter is based on the publications by Kessler et al. [83], Melot et al. [108]

(DOI: 10.1145/2687653 http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2687653) and Melot et al. [107], as
well as the following submissions: Nicolas Melot and Christoph Kessler: Voltage Island-
Aware Energy-Efficient Scheduling of Parallel Streaming Tasks on Many-Core Proces-
sors. Accepted for presentation at the 9th Nordic Workshop on Multi-Core Computing
(MCC2016), Trondheim, Norway, 2016 and Nicolas Melot, Christoph Kessler, Patrick
Eitschberger and Jörg Keller: Co-optimizing Core Allocation, Mapping and DVFS in
Streaming Programs with Moldable Tasks for Energy Efficient Execution on Manycore
Architectures. Submitted at 31st IEEE International Parallel & Distributed Processing
Symposium (IPDPS), Orlando, Florida USA, 2017
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architecture shows that at least for small and medium sized streaming task
collections even the integrated variant of crown scheduling can be solved
to optimality by a state-of-the-art ILP solver within a few seconds. Our
heuristics produce makespan and energy consumption close to optimality
within the limits of the phase-separated crown scheduling technique and the
crown structure. Their optimization time is longer than the one of the other
algorithms we test, but our heuristics consistently produce better solutions.

We make the following contributions:

• We propose to extend Crown Scheduling heuristics [108] to support
core consolidation.

• We reduce the restrictions on ILP-based integrated Crown Schedulers,
by allowing arbitrary numbers of cores. In particular, we focus on a
balanced binary decomposition, an extremely unbalanced binary de-
composition and another binary decomposition based on the analysis
of the tasks’ efficiency functions.

• We give a ILP formulation to schedule moldable tasks with arbitrary
parallel efficiency functions for many-core homogeneous architectures
that admit a bounded, discrete frequency set but that does not as-
sume any restriction on possible core allocation or mapping, i.e., it
can compute optimal schedules given a sufficient optimization time.

• We show by a mathematical argument that our unrestricted scheduler
produces schedules at best 3.7 times better than Crown Schedulers,
under realistic execution platform description parameters, improving
upon existing Crown Scheduling implementations [108] and therefore
earlier techniques [116, 143].

• We use benchmarks based on random task collections, classic paral-
lel algorithms and on the Streamit benchmark suite to experimentally
demonstrate that our improved ILP-based Crown Schedulers produce
schedules of a quality with no significant difference to solutions pro-
duced by our optimal scheduler and that our heuristics find in a short
time near-optimal solutions.

5.1 Introduction
The increasing attention given to multi- and manycore architectures yields
the need for programming models able to take easily profit of their power.
Among many solutions to the general parallel programming problem, the
streaming approach is particularly adapted to coarse architectures and gives
opportunities toward the design of highly scalable parallel algorithms [48,
90]. Examples include image processing and video encoding/decoding pipe-
lines, and other applications operating on large data volumes, e.g. streamed
mergesort or map reduce. We consider the steady state of a software pipelined
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streaming task application where all streaming tasks are active simultane-
ously. Each task repeatedly consumes some amount of input, does some
computation, and produces output that is forwarded to another task (or to
memory if it is a final result).

A streaming task application can be modeled by a static streaming task
graph (or a Kahn Process Network [77]) where the nodes represent the tasks,
that are not annotated with runtimes but with average computational rates.
In the steady state, an edge between tasks u and v does not indicate a prece-
dence constraint but denotes a communication of outputs from producer task
u to become inputs of consumer task v, and is annotated with an average
bandwidth requirement.

As the workloads of different tasks may vary around the given averages
and as there are normally more tasks than cores on the underlying machine,
dynamic round-robin scheduling enables several tasks to run concurrently
on the same core. In this case, a scheduling point is assumed to occur after
the production of a packet, and a round-robin non-preemptive user-level
scheduler normally is sufficient to ensure that each task gets its share of
processor time, provided the core has enough processing power, i.e. is run
at a frequency high enough to handle the total load from all tasks mapped
to this core.

Here we consider streaming task collections, i.e., we model the tasks’
computational loads only. Our results can still be applied to streaming task
graphs if we assume that the latencies of producer-consumer task communi-
cations can be hidden by pipelining with multi-buffering from one scheduling
round to the next, and that on-chip network links are not oversubscribed2.

We assume that our underlying machine consists of p identical proces-
sors, which can be frequency-scaled independently. We consider discrete
frequency levels. We do not consider voltage scaling explicitly, but as most
processors auto-scale the voltage to the minimum possible for a given fre-
quency, this is covered as well. We allow for arbitrary core power models,
which might comprise static and dynamic power consumption, and can be
modeled analytically or based on measurements on real hardware. Beyond
analytic power models like fα, other models (e.g. derived from measure-
ments) are also possible by replacing the corresponding terms in ILP formu-
lations and heuristics.

A task instance produces a packet of output data from packets of input
data. Its granularity depends both on the data packet size and on the com-
plexity of the computation performed on it. In practice, we assume task
instances (i.e., per packet) to take a time in the milliseconds range. This is
coarse enough that the per-task user-level scheduling overhead, buffer man-
agement and frequency switching overhead can be considered reasonably low
compared to task execution time. We allow for moldable (multithreaded,
aka. parallelizable) tasks that can internally use a parallel algorithm involv-

2Scheduling tasks under bandwidth constraints and optimizing latency is a matter of
future work.
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ing multiple processors (possibly using communication and synchronization
via shared memory or message passing) in order to achieve parallel speedup.
We do not schedule tasks in a malleable way, i.e. a task cannot increase or
decrease its number of allocated cores while running. Such task collections
can still be scheduled by considering them as moldable tasks. We make no
assumptions about the parallel efficiency functions of moldable tasks; these
are parameters of our model. Moldable, partly moldable and sequential
tasks might be mixed.

We are interested in statically (1) allocating processing resources to tasks
and (2) mapping the tasks to processors in such a way that, after (3) suit-
able task-wise frequency scaling given a throughput constraint, the overall
energy consumption during one full round of the round-robin scheduler is
minimized. We refer to this combined optimization problem (1–3) shortly
as energy-efficient scheduling. With this respect, we make the following
contributions:

• We introduce the crown structure as a constraint on resource alloca-
tion, which reduces the complexity of allocation, mapping and discrete
frequency scaling considerably, namely from p to O(log p) possible task
sizes for allocation and from 2p to O(p) possible processor subsets for
mapping. We show that this constraint makes the exact solution of
the still considered NP-hard optimization problem feasible even for
medium problem sizes. We argue that the resulting schedules are effi-
cient and also flexible for dynamic rescaling to adapt to fluctuations
in streaming task load at runtime, in order to save further energy e.g.
in situations where a task may not be data-ready in a schedule round
and has to be skipped. We present crown scheduling, a novel method
for energy-efficiency scheduling under the crown structure constraint.

• We show how to apply discrete frequency scaling of the tasks in a given
crown schedule to optimize its energy efficiency for a given throughput
constraint.

• We give implementations of crown scheduling as Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) models and evaluate them for a generic manycore
architecture, showing that it can be solved to optimality (with regards
to the crown structure) for small and most medium sized streaming
task collections within a few seconds.

• We present efficient heuristics for crown allocation, mapping and dis-
crete frequency scaling phases for large streaming task collections. We
give a time complexity analysis for each of them and we show that the
quality of their solution competes with optimal crown schedules for a
much lower optimization time.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 in-
troduces the general concepts and central notation. Section 5.3 considers
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the separate optimization of crown resource allocation/mapping and subse-
quent frequency/voltage scaling, while Section 5.4 provides the integrated
solution of crown resource allocation, mapping and scaling in the form of an
integer linear programming model that can provide an optimal solution for
small and medium sized problems. Section 5.5.3 addresses dynamic schedule
rescaling. Section 5.7 presents experimental results. Section 5.8 discusses re-
lated work, and Section 5.9 concludes the chapter and proposes some future
work.

5.2 Crown Scheduling
A crown3 is a recursive b-ary decomposition of the set of cores into subgroups
down to singletons. These subgroups are to become the only possible map-
ping target for tasks. The base of a crown represents the full core set to run
very parallel tasks. This inter-dependency decreases with the parallel degree
of tasks and the increasing height in the crown. The crown structure aims
to guarantee that cores belonging to a higher region of the crown (running
less parallel tasks) can perform their work independently of cores belonging
to another branch.

We consider a generic multicore architecture with p identical cores (pro-
cessors). For simplicity of presentation, we assume in the following that
p = 2L (see 4) is a power of 2 (see 5 ). All p cores can be individually and
dynamically set to run at one frequency level from a finite set F .

The set of processors P = {P1, ..., Pp} is hierarchically structured into
a set H of 2p − 1 processor subgroups by recursive binary partitioning
as follows: The root group G1 equals P ; it has the two child subgroups
G2 = {P1, ..., Pp/2} and G3 = {Pp/2+1, ..., Pp}, four grandchildren groups
G4 = {P1, ..., Pp/4} to G7 = {P3p/4+1, ..., Pp} and so on over all L + 1 tree
levels, up to the leaf groups Gp = {P1},..., G2p−1 = {Pp}. Unless other-
wise constrained, such grouping should also reflect the sharing of hardware
resources across processors, such as on-chip memory shared by processor
subgroups. Let Cm denote the set of all groups that contain processor Pm.
For instance, C1 = {G2z : z = 0, . . . , L}. Let pi = |Gi| denote the number
of processors in processor group Gi. Where it is clear from the context, we
also write i for Gi for brevity.

We consider a set T = {t1, ..., tn} of n moldable, partly moldable or
sequential streaming tasks, where each task tj performs work τj and has a
maximum width Wj ≥ 1 and an efficiency function ej(q) > 0 for 1 ≤ q ≤ p

3The name is inspired by the shape of a crown, whose triangular spikes symbolize a
decreasing degree of connectivity, see Fig. 5.1a.

4We can define p = bL with b > 1 and b ∈ N for generality. However, our method
yields more optimization opportunities as b decreases, for the same complexity. Therefore
in this paper, we are only interested in the case where b = 2.

5See Sec. 5.5.2 for a generalization of Crown Scheduling with arbitrary recursive de-
compositions where p is any strictly positive integer.
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(b) An (unscaled) crown schedule
running in Round-Robin fashion.

Figure 5.1: A group hierarchy and a possible corresponding unscaled crown
schedule for 8 processors.

that predicts the parallel efficiency (i.e., parallel speedup over q) with q
processors. For moldable tasks, Wj is ∞, i.e., unbounded; for partly moldable
tasks, Wj can be any fixed value > 1, and for sequential tasks Wj = 1. For
all tasks tj we assume that ej(1) = 1, i.e., no parallelism overhead when
running on a single processor6. Where clear from the context, we also write
j as shorthand for tj .

Resource allocation assigns each task tj a width wj with 1 ≤ wj ≤
min(Wj , p), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. As additional constraint we require for crown
allocation that wj be a power of 2, and thus could be mapped completely to
one of the 2p− 1 processor subgroups introduced above. A crown mapping
is a mapping of each task tj with assigned width wj to one of the processor
subgroups in {G1, ..., G2p−1} of a size matching wj . For each processor group
Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p−1, let T (i) denote the set of tasks tj ∈ T that are mapped to
Gi. For each processor Pm, 1 ≤ m ≤ p, let Tm denote the set of tasks tj ∈ T
mapped to Pm, i.e., to any Gi ∈ Cm. Conversely, let Rj denote the group
to which task tj is mapped. Crown scaling attributes a running frequency
level to each task. If task j is given frequency level fj ∈ F , and mapped to
group i, then all processors Gi must run at frequency fj from when task j
begins until task j finishes.

We define the execution time for tasks, groups and processors as func-
tions of allocation, mapping and frequency settings given to all tasks. The
execution time of a task j running on w processors at frequency f is defined
as follows:

ttj(w, f) =
τj

f · ej(w) · w
(5.1)

6In principle, partial moldability might be also expressed by manipulating the ej func-
tions, but in this chapter we use the upper limits Wj for this purpose. — We may assume
that the efficiency functions ej are monotonically decreasing, although this assumption is
not strictly necessary for the techniques of this chapter.
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Where clear from the context, we write ttj for the execution time of task j
with given width wj and frequency fj . We conveniently assume here that
the running time of task j is proportional to the frequency inverse 1/f ,
but the model allows extensions to sample the tasks’ speedup function of
frequency. Similarly, we consider that tasks use all w cores through all their
entire execution time7. The static runtime of a processor group i, denoted
gti, is the sum of execution times of all tasks mapped to this group. If they
all run at frequency f , then we write gti(f) as:

gti(f) =
∑

j∈T (i)

ttj(wj , f) (5.2)

We write for convenience gti =
∑

j∈T (i) ttj(wj , fj) for the execution time of
group i, with all tasks j running at the frequency fj they have been assigned.
A processor m runs as long as the sum of all execution time of all groups it
belongs to, assuming frequency f :

ptm(f) =
∑
i∈Cm

gti(f) (5.3)

When clear from the context, we also write ptm =
∑

i∈Cm
gti for the ex-

ecution time of processor m, where all tasks j that it executes run at the
frequency fj that they are assigned. When we need to compare task j, group
i or processor m by unscaled execution time, i.e. with no bias due to any
task frequency settings, for instance to compute task’s running frequency,
we use the constant frequency 1Hz with ttj(wj , 1) (Eq. 5.1), gti(1) (Eq. 5.2)
and ptm(1) (Eq. 5.3), respectively.

For each processor Pm, we order the tasks in Tm in non-increasing order
of width, e.g., by concatenating the elements of all T (i) ∈ Cm in increasing
order of group index i. The relative order of the tasks within each processor
group must be kept the same across all its processors, e.g., in increasing task
index order. We call such a p-tuple of processor schedules a crown schedule.

A user-level, round-robin runtime scheduler running on each processor
Pm, 1 ≤ m ≤ p, uses a crown schedule for the (instances of) tasks in Tm to
determine their order of execution. The scheduler works in rounds. Each
round starts with a conceptual global barrier synchronization across all p
processors8. Thereafter the tasks are executed round-robin as specified in
the chosen crown schedule of the tasks in Tm. Tasks that are not data ready

7If not, then task j’s efficiency function should not be modeled after its work τj , the
number of processors w and a parallelization overhead, but instead derive the parallel
time function ttj of each task j from analysis or measurements.

8There is no need for an explicit barrier to separate rounds. For the prediction of
makespan, a conceptual barrier can be assumed: As the cores involved in a parallel task
(e.g., the first full-width parallel task running on the root group at the beginning of a
round) will task-internally communicate and synchronize with each other, the resulting
waiting times that would occur if cores start the task at different times can conceptually
be moved to the end of the preceding round, thus having the same effect as a zero-latency
barrier separating the rounds.
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are skipped. Then the next round follows. The stable state of a round in a
crown-based streaming computation involves (almost) all tasks in T as they
all have data to process. See Figure 5.1b for an illustration.

The processing of tasks in decreasing order of width is required to make
sure that all processors participating in the same moldable task (instance)
start and stop approximately at the same time, allowing for efficient inter-
processor communications and avoiding idle times, except at the end of a
round. Between tasks (even of different widths) within a round, scheduled
idle time (“external fragmentation”) cannot occur because the processors
of the subgroup assigned to the subsequent task automatically start quasi-
simultaneously after finishing the previous task where they also participated;
a moldable task is either data-ready or not, which means it is skipped either
by all or none of the processors in the assigned processor group.

Crown scheduling computes crown allocation, mapping and frequency
scaling for streaming tasks and minimizes energy consumption under a
makespan constraint. We fix a target throughput for an application as the
inverse of a time budget M to execute a round. Crown scheduling allows
any analytic energy consumption model. Let PC(f) be an arbitrary dy-
namic power function for the crown scheduler. For a concrete machine, it
is sufficient to use results from power measurements of the target machine
at the available frequencies [24]. In our experiments, we set PC(f) = fα

with α = 3. The simple model of power and speedup as a function of fre-
quency does not capture the detailed interactions between processors and
main memory [131] depending on programs running. However it can give a
rough estimation of speedup and power consumption.

We consider the energy spent at idle time as negligible, and also ignore
the time and energy required to switch frequencies, as they are small against
the time of a round. Equation 5.4 shows our energy consumption model.

energy =

n∑
j=1

ttj · wj · PC(fj) (5.4)

5.3 Phase-Separated Energy-Efficient Crown
Scheduling

In this section we discuss separate optimization algorithms for each of the
subproblems crown resource allocation, crown mapping and crown scaling.
An integrated and more expensive approach is be discussed in Section 5.4.
An overview of these problems is given in Figure 5.2.

We can reduce the overall energy usage by scheduling tasks to run at
a frequency as low and uniform as possible through a pipeline stage [91].
Also, early phases of the phase-separated approach are unaware of their
influence on the efficiency of subsequent phases. However the more idle
time processors have between the target makespan and the execution of
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Figure 5.2: Overview of phase-separated vs. integrated crown scheduling.
The methods shown by solid boxes are detailed in this paper.

their last task, the lower frequency can run their task at and the lower
energy a pipeline stage consumes. Therefore, the allocation and mapping
phases aim at optimizing for unscaled execution time and load-balancing.
The frequency scaling phase scales frequencies as low as possible under the
makespan constraint.

In this section, we call crown-optimal an optimal solution of the alloca-
tion, mapping or frequency scaling phases in a separate manner. Because
they are solved separately, they do not participate in an optimal solution to
the general scheduling problem studied in this chapter.

5.3.1 Crown-optimal Crown Resource Allocation9

Let Qz , where z = 0, ..., log2 p, be the set of indexes of all the tasks which
are assigned width wj = 2z. Then task tj (j ∈ Qz) has unscaled runtime
τ̂j = ttj(wj , 1) assuming that its processors run at fixed frequency 1. The
total execution time of all tasks running one after each other is

Rz =
∑
j∈T

τj
ej(2z) · 2z

. (5.5)

As most tasks run in parallel in the final schedule, the final execution time is
likely to be much lower after load-balancing. An optimal resource allocation
chooses the Qz in a way to minimize

log p∑
z=0

Rz

i.e., we minimize the total runtime assuming that the processors run at a
fixed frequency and running the tasks in parallel will further reduce the
final execution time. To do this by linear optimization, we introduce binary
variables vj,z with vj,z = 1 iff task j gets width wj = 2z. Then Eq. 5.5
transforms to

Rz =
∑
j∈T

vj,z
τj

ej(2z) · 2z
.

9 A programming error in the corresponding section by Melot et al. [108] made the
scheduler using this phase to perform poorly. This section describes a technique that is
corresponds better to the experiment that was run.
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and we need the constraint

∀j :
∑
z

vj,z = 1 .

It is simple to find an allocation that minimizes the total runtime, under
the assumption that the total runtime is given by Eq. 5.5. Equation 5.5 is
minimized iff all τj/(ej(2z) · 2z) are minimized. Therefore, we compute for
each task j the speedup gj(q) = ej(2

q) · 2q for each q ∈ [0..L] and select one
q that maximizes gj , from all L = log p possible allocations for task j. Since
we have n tasks, this takes at most O(n · log p) time steps in total. Because
all terms in the sum of Eq. 5.5 are independent and because we minimize
each, the computed allocation is optimal. Because it computes an allocation
such that each task runs individually for the shortest possible time, we refer
to this algorithm as fast allocation.

5.3.2 Crown-optimal Task Mapping
For an optimal crown mapping given an allocation, we treat all widths sep-
arately, i.e., we solve log2 p smaller optimization problems. For the tasks
j of a given width wj = 2z, we try to distribute them over the p/wj pro-
cessor groups available such that the maximum load over any processor is
minimized.

In order to formulate the mapping of the tasks of a given width 2z as an
integer linear program, we minimize a variablemaxload (note that the target
function here is simple) under some constraints. To express the constraints,
we use binary variables yj,i where j runs (in consecutive numbering) over
all tasks with width 2z and i runs over all considered p/2z processor groups
Gp/wj

, . . . , G2p/wj−1. Hence, yj,i = 1 iff task j is mapped to processor group
i. The constraints are as follows. Task j is mapped to exactly one processor
group among those that have the right width wj :

∀j with width wj = 2z :

2p/wj−1∑
i=p/wj

yj,i = 1

We define Li as the load mapped to processor i, that is the sum of the load
of each group i is part of

∀i ∈ 1..p : Li =
∑
q∈Ci

n∑
j=1

τ̂j · yj,q

And maxload as the maximal Li, i.e., the makespan:

∀i ∈ {1, ..., p} : maxload ≥ max(Li)
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Figure 5.3: Mapping quality with or without load balancing

5.3.3 Heuristic Task Mapping with Load Balancing
We describe the Longest Task, Lowest Group (LTLG) mapping heuristic for
the load balancing problem modeled in Sec. 5.2. We consider the height of
a processor group i as shown in Eq. 5.6 and illustrated in Fig. 5.4a. The
height of a group i is the maximum running time maxm∈Gi

ptm(f) of all
its processors running at frequency f . We call for convenience heighti the
height of group i where all tasks j run at frequency fj (Eq. 5.7). The LTLG
heuristic discards all tasks of group 1 from the height of any group because
group 1 cannot participate in any load imbalance (heighti=1 = 0). As no
frequency scaling is performed yet at the mapping stage (Fig. 5.2), LTLG
computes the height of a group i for a constant frequency f (heighti(f)).
Note that this is not a limitation of our LTLG heuristic as scaled tasks would
only result in a different running time for each task to map.

heighti(f) = gti(f) +

blog2 ic∑
i′=2

gtb i

2i
′ c(f) + max(height2i(f), height2i+1(f))

(5.6)

heighti = gti +

blog2 ic∑
i′=2

gtb i

2i
′ c + max(height2i, height2i+1) (5.7)

LTLG is based on three principles to produce better load-balanced map-
pings:

1. The assignment of each task j to the group i of least heighti among
groups of size wj limits load imbalance while building a schedule.

2. The insertion of tasks of highest parallel running time first (with wj

processors) lowers the risk of creating load imbalance when adding the
last tasks to a schedule.

3. If tasks have the same parallel running time, inserting tasks of high-
est width first keeps lowest width tasks available to later fill in the
schedule’s holes.
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prevents valid schedules then search for higher valid value
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the Height of a schedule for eight processors and
4 possible scenarios of schedules’ makespan evolution during binary search.
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Figure 5.5: Running example of 7 tasks mapped with LTLG yielding a
makespan of 7. Tasks are sorted and numbered after their parallel running
time and degree as described by principles 2 and 3. Tasks 1 to 7 with their
current allocation run for 5, 4, 4, 3, 2, 2 and 1 time units. The reader
may build schedules without principles 2 and 3 (or using their complement
instead) to experience their contribution.
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φ(i1, i2) =

{
heighti1 > heighti2 if heighti1 6= heighti2
i1 > i2 otherwise.

(5.8)

φ(j1, j2) =


ttj1(wj1 , 1) > ttj2(wj2 , 1) if ttj1(wj1 , 1) 6= ttj2(wj2 , 1)

wj1 > wj2 if ttj1(wj1 , 1) = ttj2(wj2 , 1)

and wj1 6= wj2

j1 > j2 otherwise.

(5.9)

The algorithm maintains log2 p priority queues, one per group size. The
priority of groups is defined by their least height, or their group number
if both groups have the same current height (Eq. 5.8). Since tasks of size
wj = p do not create load imbalance and as the root group is the only group
of size p, we do not use a priority queue for it. The algorithm first sorts
the tasks using Eq. 5.9 to compare them, with both their parallel running
time and their width. Considering tasks in this order, we assign task j to
the highest priority group i of size wj as given by the priority queue for size
wj . Then we recompute the runtime gti of group i and its height, as well
as for all its children groups recursively. If the new height of group i is the
maximum height among all children of group i′ = bi/2c, then the height of
i′ is also updated, and this is repeated for i′ until the root group (excluded)
is reached.

At each insertion of task j to a group i, we recompute the group’s runtime
gti. This takes constant time as we can add τj to an existing gti value,
initialized to 0. Then, we need to update the height of all O(p) descendants
groups of i as well as all O(log p) ancestor groups of i. Each group update
requires a constant time update of the group starting time for descendant
groups and of the maximum child height for ancestor groups. Finally, for
each height recomputed, the group list for the corresponding level must be
sorted to reflect the new height. This can take O(log p) time by removing
and inserting again the group in the list. Each task insertion takes therefore
O(p log p+ log2 p) time steps. As we insert n tasks, the time complexity of
the LTLG heuristic is O(n(p log p+ log2 p)) = O(np log p).

5.3.4 Crown-optimal Voltage/Frequency Scaling of Sched-
ules

We assume that when running all cores at maximum speed Fmax all the time,
the resulting makespan is M̂ ≤ M . The gap M − M̂ and any processor-
specific idle times at the “upper end” of the crown can then be leveraged
for voltage/frequency scaling to obtain better energy efficiency. We call this
scaling the schedule.

For a given crown, energy efficiency can be optimized by each processor
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running each of its tasks tj requiring work τj at a frequency fj chosen from
a given set F = {F1, ..., Fs} of s discrete (voltage and) frequency levels, such
that it still meets the throughput constraint. We require

∀m = 1, . . . , p : ptm ≤ M

and the overall energy usage as defined by Eq. 5.4 is minimized, subject to
the additional constraint that all processors of a group must use the same
frequency level for a task.

5.3.5 Height Heuristic for Voltage/Frequency Scaling
The Height frequency scaling heuristic reduces individual tasks’ frequencies
so that the final schedule satisfies the throughput constraint M and tries to
minimize energy consumption. In general, energy consumption is lower when
all tasks run with the same frequency compared to running them at different
frequencies for performing the same work in the same time interval [91],
therefore we decrease moderately the frequency of all tasks together instead
of decreasing aggressively the frequency for some of the tasks while greatly
increasing the frequency of other tasks in order to satisfy the makespan
constraint M . Our heuristic is an implementation of the Best-Fit heuristic
for the bin packing problem, where each group is a bin and each bin’s free
space is the difference between the group’s height and the target makespan.

The algorithm begins by assigning all tasks the maximum frequency Fmax
and computing the initial height heighti(Fmax) of all groups i. All tasks j
are queued after their decreasing running time ttj at frequency fj (initially
∀j : fj = Fmax). We call fj,cur any frequency assigned to task j at any point
in the algorithm. We call Fnext the frequency variable that iterates over the
set of frequencies F sorted decreasingly. For all tasks j in the task priority
queue, if fnext < fj,cur and the time penalty resulting in running task j
at frequency fnext < fj,cur is lower than, or equals the gap between the
height heightij of the group ij (to which task j is mapped) and the target
makespan M (that is, if ttj(wj , fnext)− ttj(wj , fj,cur) ≤M−heightij ), then
we can assign task j the frequency fnext, update the height of group ij as
described in Sec. 5.3.3, and insert the newly scaled task into a new task
priority queue for the next frequency iteration.

The initial frequency assignment to tasks takes O(n) steps, the com-
putation of the initial height for each group takes O(n) for each O(p)
groups, hence O(pn). Tasks and frequencies are sorted decreasingly in
O(n logn) and O(|F | log |F |) time steps, respectively. In each nested loops
iterations, taking the longest running time from the sorted task queue takes
O(1) time steps. Checking if running task j at frequency fnext does not
make the schedule to cross the target makespan M takes O(1) time steps
if the height of group ij is already computed. Updating the height of
group ij takes O(p) time steps and adding the task in the new prior-
ity queue takes O(logn) time. Since we have |F | frequency levels and n
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tasks, we run n · |F | iterations. Therefore the Height heuristic runs in
O(n + pn + n logn + |F | log |F | + pn · |F | logn) = O(|F | · pn logn) time
steps.

5.3.6 Binary Search Allocation Heuristic
The methods described above for the allocation, mapping and frequency
scaling phases rely on the mapping phase capability to compute task distri-
bution close to optimal and produce a schedule whose runtime is the average
load that each core receives (Eq. 5.5). However, we target the minimization
of energy consumption under makespan constraint instead of runtime. As
parallelization usually induces additional processing cost due to a task j’s
non-perfect efficiency function ej(q) ≤ 1, a too high parallelization consumes
more energy. This suggests to give tasks as little parallelism as possible [11].

We set a minimal acceptable efficiency value emin for allocations of pro-
cessors to all tasks, in order to limit parallelization and reduce its cost. We
run the fast allocation, with the additional constraint that no task j should
be allocated a number of cores that yields ej < emin. The constraint is
implemented as a O(1) condition to discard any allotment q for a task j
if ej(q) < emin in the search for q that minimizes ttj(q, 1). Then, we use
the fast heuristics described in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.5 to check if the lim-
ited parallelization still allows our heuristics to compute a valid schedule. If
so, we increase the minimal efficiency threshold by ∆ and compute a new
schedule. Otherwise we decrease the minimal efficiency by ∆. Finally, we
update ∆ to its half. We implement a binary search on emin to maximize
the minimal efficiency in the search space (0, 1), with an initial threshold
0.5 and ∆ = 0.25 (Fig. 5.4b). The binary search stops when the minimal
efficiency is higher than any possible value for ej,wj (Wj > 1) for all tasks
j (Fig. 5.4b case 1) or when ∆ becomes lower than the minimal efficiency
difference between two allocations, for any task.

The binary search sequentializes tasks as far as task mapping and fre-
quency scaling allow the production of valid schedules. However, more se-
quential tasks take longer time to execute. This can result in the frequency
scaling phase to increase the task’s frequency, which can replace the paral-
lelization overhead by a much higher frequency cost, due to the fast increase
of PC(f) = fα. During the binary search, we keep track of the energy
consumption of every schedule generated and we keep the best. The best
initial solution is computed with fast allocation (Sec. 5.3.1) with no effi-
ciency constraint (emin = 0). Before starting our binary search, we also
try an allocation with a perfect efficiency constraint emin = 1, that is only
possible with sequential or perfectly scalable tasks. If such an allotment
results in a schedule running all tasks at the lowest possible frequency, then
we select this solution and skip the search loop. Otherwise, we compare it
to the initial best solution and begin the binary search iterations.

Figure 5.4b illustrates four possible search scenarios. In scenario 1, a
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M
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1 3

(a) Initial schedule: all tasks run at f =
max({1, 2, 3}) = 3.

M

2

1
3

(b) Scale tasks 1, 2 and 3 at fnext = 2.

21 3

decreasing priority
from left to right

(c) Task priority queue before states of
Fig 5.6b and after Fig. 5.6a.

M

2

1 3

(d) Only tasks 2 and 3 can scale further at
fnext = 1.

2 1 3
(e) Final task priority queue .

Figure 5.6: Running example of 3 tasks scaled with the Height heuristic for
2 processors of 3 frequency levels.
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progressive increment makes the final schedule’s makespan to approach M ,
but it never reaches or crosses it. All allocations are valid but the best
one can be any of them (bottom curve, plain black squares). In scenario
2, the initial emin does not allow subsequent heuristics to compute a valid
schedule. emin is drastically reduced by initial ∆, and the resulting sched-
ule’s makespan is much lower than the target. The binary search method
continues to halve ∆ and increasing and decreasing emin by ∆ until ∆ is
too small and the allocation that yields the best schedule is kept (mid-dark
green rounds). In scenario 3, the binary search increments emin so the final
schedule approaches M as in scenario 1 but as emin increases, the heuristics
begins to fail at computing a valid schedule. Binary search behaves then as
in scenario 2, until ∆ is too small (dark red diamonds). Finally in scenario
4, the binary search may always decrease emin but still fails to produce any
allocation that the heuristics could use to compute any valid schedule (top
light blue triangles). In this case, we use the initial best solution computed
with the fast allocation strategy (Sec. 5.3.1) and rely on LTLG and Height
heuristics to compute a valid schedule, if possible.

The binary search algorithm explores the search space (0, 1) for ∆. Each
round runs the LTLG (O(np log p)) and Height (O(|F | · pn logn)) heuristics
and run therefore in O(np(log p+ |F | · logn)) time steps. We define the stop
condition as ∆ being smaller than the efficiency gap between two alloca-
tions for all tasks, which we calculate before beginning the binary search.
The minimal allocation gap takes time O(n log p) to compute (see Sec.5.3.1
on allocation), where allocations that exhibit too low efficiency are pruned
during search. If g is the minimal efficiency gap between two possible al-
locations for any task (a large value of g means that all tasks scale badly),
then γ = dlog2(∆/g)e is the number of rounds in our binary search. We also
compute twice a fast allocation (time O(n log p)) as an initial solution and
attempt with a perfect efficiency constraint. The overall complexity of our
binary search is therefore O(n log p + 2(n log p + np log p + |F | · pn logn) +
dlog2(∆/g)e ·np(log p+ |F | · logn)) = O(dlog2(∆/g)e ·np(log p+ |F | · logn)).

5.3.7 Simulated Annealing
The binary search method described in Sec. 5.3.6 limits the allocation space
exploration to solutions where all tasks share a common efficiency constraint.
In particular, it does not permit any fine tuning through individual tasks’
allotment adjustment. We use the fast LTLG mapping and height frequency
scaling heuristics within a simulated-annealing meta-heuristic that optimizes
the core allocation for each individual task. Our simulated annealing thus
optimizes allocation for a task collection.

We define the neighborhood of an allocation as other allocations within a
fixed distance. The distance between two allocations is a real in the interval
[0, 1], that defines a proportional amount of the n tasks, whose number of
cores allotted differs between both allocations. The distance also defines the
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proportional variation of number of cores, as a power of 2, that run the same
task in both solutions. Searching in the neighborhood of an allocation within
a distance 0, is searching in the set of all allocations whose exactly one task
is allocated the next higher or lower power-of-2 number of cores, compared
to the allocation of origin. Searching in the neighborhood of an allocation
within a distance 1 is searching in all possible allocations. A search within
the neighborhood of an allocation always excludes the allocation of origin.

We begin with a schedule computed with binary search (Sec. 5.3.6). The
LTLG mapping and height frequency scaling heuristics compute a schedule
for this allocation and we use the resulting energy consumption (Eq. 5.4,
PC(f) = fα, α = 3 ) as feedback to the simulated annealing allocation
phase. In our experiment, we search a new solution within the neighborhood
of the current allocation at a maximal distance 0.5 at each simulated anneal-
ing iteration. We allow at most 2 iterations before we decrease the simulated
annealing temperature (starting at 8) by multiplying it by our cooling factor
0.6. For each temperature level, we accept at most 2 improving solutions.
The simulated annealing stops when the simulated temperature reaches 0.9,
or whenever it finds a correct solution where all tasks are sequential and run
at the minimal frequency.

We have dlog(8/0.9)/ log(1/0.6)e = 5 iterations until the final tempera-
ture is reached. We allow at most 2 transformations per iteration, resulting
in at most 10 = O(1) runs of the task mapping and frequency scaling phases.
Because we use binary search as an initial solution, the overall time com-
plexity is O(np(log p + |F | · logn + dlog2(∆/g)e) + 10(pn(logn + log p)) =
O(np(log p+ |F | · logn+ dlog2(∆/g)e)).

5.4 Integrated Energy-Efficient Crown Scheduling
Separate crown allocation, crown mapping and a-posteriori scaling of the
resulting crown schedule may lead to suboptimal results compared to co-
optimizing resource allocation, mapping and discrete scaling from the be-
ginning. See Fig. 5.7 for an example.

The integration of crown allocation, mapping and scaling is modeled
as follows: We construct an integer linear program that uses (2p− 1) · s · n
binary variables xi,k,j where xi,k,j = 1 denotes that task j has been assigned
to group i and should run at frequency level Fk. We require that each task
be allocated and mapped to exactly one group and frequency level:

∀j = 1, . . . , n :

2p−1∑
i=max(p/Wj ,1)

s∑
k=1

xi,k,j = 1 .

and forbid the mapping of a task with width limit Wj to an oversized group:

∀j = 1, . . . , n :

max(p/Wj ,1)−1∑
i=1

s∑
k=1

xi,k,j = 0 .
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(a) Optimal phase-separated crown schedule
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(b) Optimal integrated crown schedule

Figure 5.7: Phase-separated and integrated solutions; the lighter the tasks,
the lower their running frequency. Optimal allocation used in the phase-
separated approach restricts the quality of the final solution. Frequencies
are represented by colors and darkness: dark red is high frequency (5) and
lighter yellow represents low frequency (1).

Another constraint asserts that no processor is overloaded

∀m = 1, ..., p : timem :=
∑
i∈Cm

s∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

xi,k,j ·
τj

piej(pi)Fk
≤M

Then we minimize the target energy function (as derived from Eq. 5.4)

2p−1∑
i=1

s∑
k=1

PC(Fk) ·
n∑

j=1

xi,k,j ·
τj

ej(pi)

Note that the coefficients τj , pi and ej(pi) are constants in the linear
program. Note also that the time and energy penalty for frequency switching
is not modeled. One sees that (2p− 1) · s · n variables and p+ n constraints
are needed to allocate, map and scale n tasks onto p cores with s frequency
levels.

5.5 Crown Scheduling Extensions
In this section, we exploit the crown structure to design several extensions
to Crown Scheduling. This includes an alternate energy model (Sec. 5.5.1)
for a more accurate modeling of energy consumption, crown configuration
(Sec. 5.5.2) that enables Crown Schedulers to compute schedules for non-
power of 2 target architectures, dynamic crown rescaling (Sec. 5.5.3) to
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dynamically adjust the frequency of a subset of tasks in an application with
a low complexity and to improve energy consumption and robustness, core
consolidation (Sec. 5.5.4) that, when taking idle energy into account, im-
proves further energy consumption by switching cores off and offload tasks
to other cores and voltage and frequency island-aware Crown Scheduler
(Sec. 5.5.5) that computes schedules taking into account architectural volt-
age and frequency island constraints.

5.5.1 Energy model
In Sec. 5.2, we describe a simple energy model based on the power con-
sumption of the target architecture as a function of frequency. However,
this model does not take into account the energy drawn by cores when they
are unused. In this section, we provide an alternative energy model that
includes idle phases and switching off cores.

The power consumption of a processor core can be roughly split into
dynamic power and static power. Dynamic power Pd is consumed because
transistors are switching. This is influenced by the energy needed for a
switch, which depends quadratically on the supply voltage (as long as this
voltage is far enough from the threshold voltage), how often the switch oc-
curs, i.e. the frequency f within set F of applicable discrete frequency lev-
els, and how many transistors are switching, i.e. on the code executed [57].
There are more influence factors such as temperature, but for simplification
we assume that minimum possible voltage for a given frequency (and vice
versa) are linearly related, and that for compute intensive tasks, the instruc-
tion mix is such that we know the average number of transistors switching.
Therefore, ignoring the constants, we get

Pd(f) = f3 .

Static power is consumed because of leakage current due to imperfect re-
alization of transistors and due to momentary shortcuts when switching
both transistor parts of CMOS circuits. Static power is both dependent on
frequency and on a device-specific constant κ [20]. For simplification, we
express it as

Ps(f) = f + κ · minF .

For simplification, we assume a proportionality factor of 1 and get:

Pt(f) = ζ · Pd(f) + (1− ζ) · Ps(f) ,

where ζ ∈ [0; 1] expresses the relative importance of dynamic and static
power consumption.

The energy consumed by a processor core while processing a load can
be computed as the product of power consumption and time, where the
power consumption is fixed, or by summing over sub-intervals in which power
consumption is fix. The total energy consumed by a multicore is the sum of
the core energy consumptions.
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We consider a processor set P and a task set T . If a processor core runs
idle, it consumes power as well. However, as long as idle power is sufficiently
lower than the power under load, it might be ignored. Moreover, consider the
situation that n tasks j ∈ T with workloads of τj cycles each are processed
at frequencies fj on p cores before a deadline M . Then the runtime ttj of
task j is given in Eq. 5.1, and the total energy can be computed as

E =
∑
j∈T

ttj · Pt(fi) +
∑
m∈P

zm · Pidle , (5.10)

where zm is the sum of the lengths of all idle periods on core m and Pidle is
the idle power that we model as the dynamic power at minimal frequency:

Pidle = Pt(Fmin).

We ignore the overhead in time and energy to scale frequencies between
tasks, as we assume that the task workloads are much larger than the scaling
time.

If the power under load is modified to

P̃t(f) =
Pt(f)

ζ
− Pidle

1− ζ
,

then the formula for the total energy changes to

E = ζ
∑
j∈T

ttjP̃t(fj) + (1− ζ)

∑
j∈T

ttjPidle +
∑
m∈P

zmPidle

 (5.11)

= ζ
∑
j∈T

ttjP̃t(fj) + (1− ζ)pMPidle , (5.12)

because the sum of the task runtimes and the idle periods is the total runtime
of all cores. The latter part is fixed for given p and M and hence not relevant
when energy is to be optimized.

5.5.2 Crown Configuration
In this section, we give the details of a generalized Crown Scheduler for any
integer number p of cores; we refer as classic Crown Scheduling the technique
described by Melot et al. [108] in Sec 5.2, i.e., an integrated Crown Scheduler
with a balanced binary core decomposition for p = 2L cores.

Let P = {1..p} be the set of all cores and G1 = P be the root group. We
recursively divide a group Gi into smaller subgroups. In each recursion step,
we create a set of b ≥ 2 subgroups that we call Gs

i , where ∀g1, g2 ∈ Gs
i : g1 6=

g2, we have g1 ∩ g2 = ∅ and
⋃

g∈Gs
i
g = Gi. We can represent a recursive

decomposition with a tree of processor groups, where the root is G1 = P
and the children of a group are the disjoint subsets that form its subgroups.
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(a) Core partitioning for the classic Crown
Scheduler for 4 cores.

A =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0


(b) Decomposition matrix of a classic Crown Sched-
uler for 4 cores.

B =



1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


(c) Group matrix of a classic Crown
Scheduler for 4 cores.

Figure 5.8: The core partitioning of a classic Crown Scheduler and the
corresponding decomposition and group matrices.

We call A the binary decomposition matrix that represents a decomposition
of processor groups. Ai1,i2 = 1 if group i2 is a direct or indirect descendant
of group i1 and zero otherwise. If group i1 = 1 is the root, then A1,i2 = 1
for all i2 > 1 because group i2 is a direct or indirect descendant of group
i1 = 1 and Ai1,1 = 0 for all i1 because group i2 = 1 is the descendant of
no other group. Classic Crown Scheduling assumes p = 2L for any positive
integer L, b = 2 for each of the log2 p recursion steps, 2p−1 groups such that
|g1| = |g2| = |Gi|/2 for all g1, g2 ⊂ Gs

i with g1 ∩ g2 = ∅. Its decomposition
matrix is shown in Fig. 5.8b.

We can represent the set of cores that belong to each group with the
binary group matrix Bi,q, where Bi,q = 1 if processor q belongs to group Gi

and 0 otherwise. Likewise, the group matrix of a classic Crown Scheduler is
shown in Fig. 5.8c. From group and decomposition matrices, it is trivial to
compute the set of cores Gi for each group i as well as the set of groups Cm

that contains core m. Therefore, the rest of our generalized Crown Scheduler
does not differ from the classic one.

Based on this decomposition scheme, we provide 3 variants of Crown
schedulers. We call balanced binary a Crown Scheduler with a balanced bi-
nary decomposition. The only difference between this variant and the classic
Crown scheduler is the ability the binary crown scheduler to compute sched-
ules for any number of cores. The balanced binary configuration consists of
2p − 1 configuration steps organized in a binary tree. For the root node,
we divide all p cores into 2 groups of bp/2c and dp/2e cores, respectively,
and we recursively repeast this operation until we obtain groups of 1 core.
We provide the organ binary crown scheduler, that splits recursively every
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A =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0


(a) Decomposition matrix of an organ Crown Sched-
uler for 4 cores.

B =



1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


(b) Group matrix of an organ
Crown Scheduler for 4 cores.

Figure 5.9: Decomposition and group matrices of an organ Crown Scheduler.

processor group of p cores into one group of 1 core and another of p − 1
cores (Fig. 5.9). Finally, we provide the taskgraph-configured crown sched-
uler, that computes the desired size of groups after properties of the task
collection to schedule.

For the taskgraph-configured Crown Scheduler, we begin by computing
the set Q that contains, for each task, the preferred number of cores to run
it. For a task j, the preferred number of cores qj,best ∈ {1..min(p,Wj)}
is the value qj that maximizes ej(qj)/ttj(qj , 1), i.e., the number of cores
that yields a high efficiency at low execution time for task j. The set Q
(Eq. 5.13) holds all preferred group sizes for all tasks. This takes at most
n ·p times steps for n tasks and p processors. Then, we sort decreasingly the
values in Q in O(n · logn) time steps. Finally, we decompose all p cores into
2p − 1 groups as follows: if maxQ ≥ bp/2c, then we create a group of size
s = maxQ and we remove s from Q; otherwise, we create a group of size
s = bp/2c. We create another group with the remaining p− s cores and we
repeat the process recursively with both groups we created. Since we have
p cores, we have at most p < 2p− 1 different preferred group sizes and since
we can create at most 2p− 1 groups10, this step takes at most 2p− 1 time
steps.

Q =
⋃
j∈T

max
q∈1.. min(p,Wj)

ttj(q, 1)

ej(q)
(5.13)

5.5.3 Dynamic Crown Rescaling
The above methods for crown resource allocation, mapping and scaling op-
timize for the steady state of the pipeline and in particular for the (“worst”)
case that all tasks are data ready and execute in each round. In practice,
however, there might be cases where individual tasks are not yet data ready

10We can obtain 2p− 1 groups by decomposing every groups into exactly 2 subgroups.
Any b > 2 at any decomposition step leads to a smaller final number of groups, regardless
of the core distribution into subgroups. This can be proven for p = 21 cores and by
induction as well as by proving that all decomposition step producing a constant amount
b of direct subgroups, however randomly imbalanced at each recursion step, produce the
same total amount of subgroups.
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at the issue time and thus are to be skipped for the current round by the
crown scheduler, or where tasks are delayed due to cache misses, branch
mispredictions or unexpected I/O latency. If the skipped or delayed task j
was mapped to a group (even a singleton group) Gi, for instance the black
hashed task in Fig. 5.4a, we call β the additional execution time of group
i due to variable delays or tasks skipped. If task j is skipped, then the
additional execution time is the negative opposite of ttj (β = −ttj < 0).

If β < 0 we can save more energy or if β > 0, the schedule may not meet
the target makespan M . We can rescale “down-crown” all n′ ≤ n remaining
tasks of the processors in Gi that follow j in the crown schedule (gray hashed
area in Fig. 5.4a). Note that such rescaling must be consistent across all
processors sharing a moldable task, and hence the concurrent search for
candidates to rescale must be deterministic. The crown structure can be
leveraged for this purpose. Note that if a task of the root group is skipped
or delayed, then the entire schedule needs to be rescaled.

Dynamic rescaling of the current round is an on-line optimization prob-
lem that should be solved quickly such that its expected overhead remains
small in relation to the saved amount of time. Hence, simple heuristics
should be appropriate here. Let Ri be the set of tasks in group i already
executed (j /∈ Ri). We can apply the Height heuristic (Sec. 5.3.5) with the
subgroup Gi running tasks in Ri as the root group and target the makespan

M ′ =M − ttj − β −
blog2 ic∑
x=1

gtbi/2xc −
∑
j′∈Ri

ttj′

for p′ = |Gi| processors (p′ ≤ p) and n′ < n tasks, taking O(|F |p′n′ logn′)
time steps.

5.5.4 Core Consolidation
Even if we specify the idle periods explicitly and optimize with Eq. (5.10),
energy consumption remains the same for different placements of tasks as
long as the frequencies are not changed. For example, both schedules in
Fig. 5.10 consume the same amount of energy, as each task is run at the
same frequency in both schedules. In the following, we will assume Pidle =
ηPt(fmin), where fmin is the minimum possible operating frequency. This
is a simplification, as even in idle mode, some transistors are used and thus
Pd > 0, but it gives a good lower bound.

Another possible view on idle periods is that cores might enter a sleep-
mode during such periods, and hence the energy consumption of idle phases
might be neglected. However, the times to bring an idle core into a sleep-
mode and to wake it up again are much larger than frequency scaling times,
and hence cannot be ignored or is not even feasible in many applications.
Yet, one possibility to take advantage of sleep-modes is core consolidation,
where tasks are packed onto fewer cores, and unused cores are not switched
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Figure 5.10: Different schedules for the same task set.

on at all. E.g. in the schedules of Fig. 5.10, one core could remain switched
off in the right schedule, while all cores would be used in the left schedule.
Thus, if idle power is counted and if core consolidation is possible, the energy
consumption would be lower in the right case: Eq. (5.12) would change in
the sense that p in the last term would be replaced by p − u, where u is
the number of switched-off cores. The sections below give an extension of
our integrated ILP Crown Scheduler (Sec. 5.4) and of our heuristics for core
consolidation.

Optimal Core Consolidation

Sec. 5.5.1 gives a possible model taking the energy spent by idle cores into
account. To explore whether core consolidation is helpful, we additionally
use p binary variables um where um = 0 if and only if core m is not used at
all.

Because of Eq. 5.1, the energy to be minimized, is

E =
∑

j∈T,i∈G,k∈F

xi,k,j ·
τj · Pt(Fk)

wj · Fk · ei(wj)
. (5.14)

Then the target function can be derived from Eq. (5.12) by adding idle
power as in Eq. (5.14) but subtracting from p all unused cores:

Econs =
∑

j∈T,i∈G,k∈F

xi,k,j ·
τj · (Pt(Fk)− Pidle)

wj · Fk · ei(wj)
+ (p−

∑
m

(1− um)) · Pidle .

(5.15)
In order to set the um variables correctly, we need further constraints.

If a core m is used, then um must be forced to 1:

∀m ∈ P, j ∈ T, k ∈ F :
∑
i∈Cm

um ≥
∑
i∈Cm

xj,i,k
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If any task i is mapped (at any frequency) to a processor group that uses
m, then the sum is larger than zero, and hence the right-hand side is less
than 1. Multiplying by 1/n ensures that the right-hand side can never be
less than 0.

Forcing um to 0 if core m is not used, is not strictly necessary, as an
optimal solution will set as many um as possible to 0 to minimize energy.
Yet, to also have feasible non-optimal schedules (e.g. in case of time-out),
one can set

∀m ∈ P : um ≤
∑

i∈Cm,j∈T,k∈F

xj,i,k (5.16)

Core Consolidation Heuristic

This section describes our approach to implement core consolidation in fast
heuristics. We take as starting point the integrated Crown Scheduler heuris-
tics based on binary search and simulated annealing described in Sec. 5.3.6
and 5.3.7.

Our approach for core consolidation heuristics consists in adding up to
p−1 sequential mock-up tasks to the task collection and compute a schedule,
not taking into account the contribution of mock-up tasks when computing
the total energy consumption corresponding to the schedule. Each mock-up
task simulates a work of M ·maxF units, which forces schedulers to schedule
them alone on a dedicated core. We begin by computing a schedule with no
mock-up task, then we progressively add up to p− 1 tasks and we keep the
best quality schedule produced in the process, as defined by Eq. 5.12, where
mock-up tasks are ignored to evaluate energy consumption.

We apply this principle to run p − 1 times either the binary search or
simulated annealing heuristics. For binary search, we use 0.5 as the initial
minimal efficiency constraint value. Let ∆1 = 0.25 be the initial increment
or decrement of the minimal efficiency constraint we use through the search.
This yields a worst-case time complexity of O(p·dlog2(∆1/g)e·np(log p+|F |·
logn)). For simulated annealing, we use a initial temperature of 9, a final
temperature of 0.9 and 0.6 as cooling factor. Finally, for the initial binary
search solution, we use the same initial minimal efficiency constraint value
(0.5) and search speed (∆ = 0.25). As in Sec. 5.3.7, we define the distance
between two neighbor solutions as a continuous value between 0 and 1, as
the number of differences in tasks’ individual core allocation, and the dif-
ference amplitude. The resulting time complexity is therefore O(np2(log p+
|F | · logn+ dlog2(∆/g)e)) for our core-consolidated simulated annealing.

5.5.5 Island-aware Crown Scheduler
Existing target architectures often organize voltage and frequency scaling
capabilities into islands, within which every cores always run at the same
voltage or frequency level, respectively (see Sec. 2.3.1). In this section, we
take profit of the recursive decomposition of Crown Scheduling to extend our
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Figure 5.11: Platform with unbalanced island structure and the correspond-
ing crown configuration for island-aware scheduling. Here N = {G2, G3}.

ILP-based integrated implementation with constraints that take voltage and
frequency islands into account. As power consumption is mostly dependent
on voltages (see Sec. 2.3.1), we consider voltage scaling only and we always
use the fastest frequency available for a given voltage level. Therefore we
focus on voltage islands only.

For a target architecture of p cores, we consider l sets of cores H1...Hl

to model islands, where ∪l
r=1Hr = P . Note that islands do not necessarily

include the same number of cores. Also, we have Rm the set of islands that
contains processor m; obviously, we have ∀m ∈ 1..p : |Rm| = 1, i.e., such a
processor belongs to exactly one island. We define Mi = ∪m∈Gi

Rm as the
set of all islands any core in group i is a member. N is the set of groups
for which the set of cores matches exactly the union of 1 or more frequency
islands (Eq. 5.17); see Fig. 5.11b for an example. Finally, Oi is the set of
descendant groups i according to the decomposition matrix A such as 5.8b
or 5.9a (Eq. 5.18).

N =
|G|
∪
i=1

{
i if ∃r ∈ 1..l : Hr = Gi

∅ otherwise (5.17)

Oi = ∪
i′∈G:i′ 6=i

{
i′ if Ai,i′ = 1
∅ otherwise (5.18)

We define the binary variable si,f and we force it to 1 if at least one task
mapped to i or one of its subgroups is not set to f (Eq. 5.19)

si∈N,f∈F ≥
∑
i′∈Oi

∑
j′∈T

∑
f ′∈F :f ′ 6=f

xi′,j,f ′

n
, (5.19)

and we make sure that for all group i ∈ N , the amount of frequency levels
not assigned for any tasks in i or any of its subgroup, is exactly |F | − 1
(Eq. 5.20), i.e., the number of different frequency levels assigned for any
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task in i or one of its subgroup is exactly 1; this is possible only if all tasks
mapped to group i or one of its subgroups are assigned the same frequency
level.

∀i ∈ N :
∑
f∈F

si,f = |F | − 1. (5.20)

With Crown Consolidation (Sec. 5.5.4), we switch cores off to improve
energy consumption. When a core is switched off, its voltage supply is cut to
save the associated energy. However, this must be done at the voltage island
level, therefore affecting all cores in the island. We add another constraint
to um (see Sec. 5.5.4)

∀r ∈ 1..l,m ∈ Hl,m
′ ∈ Hl : m 6= m′ ∧ um = um′ .

Let us consider a 4 cores target platform with 2 islands of 2 cores each,
with the frequency set F is {l, h}, where l < h. We have a task graph of 3
sequential tasks of workload τ = h and deadline M = 1. Since one of the
4 cores is unused, constraint 5.16 forces our island-aware Crown Scheduler
to switch off the other core in the same island; however, this requires to
move the task it runs to one of the remaining 2 cores and they cannot
fulfill the deadline constraint. In order to make our island-aware Crown
Scheduler able to find a schedule for this problem instance, we need to
waive constraint 5.16. This does not affect our scheduler’s ability to switch
cores off since, as discussed in Sec 5.5.4, it would try to switch off as many
cores as possible to minimize energy consumption. However, in an island
where at least one core runs at least one task, all unused cores cannot be
switched off and therefore consume idle energy.

Note that a Crown Configuration is valid for a platform’s island topology
iff for each island r in the target platform and for each group Gi, all cores
in Gi are also in Mi and all cores in Mi are also in Gi (i.e., Gi and Mi are
equivalent), unless all cores in group Gi belong to a unique island (Eq. 5.21),
i.e., group i is a subset of an island (groups 2 to 11 in Fig. 5.11b).

∀i ∈ 1..|G| : Gi = ∪
r∈Mi

Hr ∨ |Mi| = 1 (5.21)

In order to enforce a correct crown configuration, we modify the balanced
binary configuration of Sec. 5.5.2 so that it creates exactly one group for each
island of the target platform. For each recursive decomposition, we find the
island that includes the first core we can allocate into the first subgroup; all
cores of this island must be available to allocate a group. Let us consider
that at iteration i, we have pi cores to distribute into 2 subgroups and
the first core we can allocation belongs to island Hr. We count iteratively
q =

∑r′≤l
j=r Hl such that r ≤ r′ ≤ l, q is maximized and q < Pi/2. We allocate

|
⋃

j∈r..r′ Hj | cores to one subgroup, the remaining cores to the second group
and we continue this process recursively for each subgroup until we create
subgroups of 1 core.
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5.6 Restriction-Free Optimal Scheduler
In this section, we describe an ILP formulation for an unrestricted, optimal
scheduler to co-optimize core allocation, mapping and frequency scaling for
streaming tasks under a makespan constraint with core consolidation. We
first give our formulation, then we give a mathematical argument that shows
that our scheduler produces solutions at best 3.7 times better than a crown
scheduler, for a realistic execution platform model.

5.6.1 ILP formulation
The total energy consumption of a schedule with a given deadline can be
achieved by summing up the energy consumption of all tasks and idle times.
The energy consumption for one task is its average power consumption mul-
tiplied by its runtime, where the power depends on the frequency and the
runtime depends on the frequency and on the number of cores used. The
energy consumption for the idle times is the idle power consumption mul-
tiplied by the idle times. The optimal unrestricted scheduler is based on
an integer linear program. To minimize the total energy consumption of a
schedule the program uses n · p · |F | binary variables zj,q,k with zj,q,k = 1
if and only if task j is executed on q cores with frequency Fk. Then the
runtime of a task j can be expressed by

rj =
∑
q,k

zj,q,k · τj
Fk · ej(q)

and thus the energy to be minimized is

E =
∑

j∈T,q∈{1..p},k∈F

zj,q,k · τj · P (Fk)

Fk · et(q)
+ tidle · Pidle.

In order to obtain feasible schedules, we formulate the following con-
straints: We start with some general restrictions to a task. A task can start
at the earliest when the schedule begins and has to be finished before the
deadline. Thus the start time sj of a task j has to be higher than zero and
its end time oj can not be higher than the deadline:

∀j ∈ T sj ≥ 0,

∀j ∈ T oj ≤M.

Within this range, the end time of a task depends on the start time plus
the parallel (if necessary) workload. This can be achieved by

∀j ∈ T oj = sj +

p∑
q=1

∑
k∈F

zi,q,k · τi
Fk · q · et(q)

,
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where q represents the number of cores that are used to execute the task.
Thus each task must use exactly as many cores, at one frequency, as indi-
cated by the z-variable

∀j ∈ T, k ∈ F
∑
m∈P

xj,m,k =

p∑
q=1

q · zj,q,k

where xj,m,k are n ·p · |F | binary variables with xj,m,k = 1 if and only if task
j is running on core m with frequency Fk.

Additionally a task can just be executed on exactly one number of cores
at a certain frequency:

∀j ∈ T

p∑
q=1

∑
k∈F

zj,q,k = 1.

If we now focus on the possible ordering of two tasks, then we need some
further constraints. To indicate whether a task j1 precedes a task j2 we use
n2 binary variables yj1,j2 = 1 if and only if j1 precedes j2 on all common
cores. One task cannot precede itself:

∀j ∈ T yj,j = 0.

Either task j1 precedes task j2, or vice versa (or neither), but not both.
This can be expressed by:

∀j1, j2 ∈ T yj1,j2 + yj2,j1 ≤ 1.

If both tasks j1 and j2 use a common core (and j1 6= j2), then j1 precedes
j2 or vice versa:

∀j1, j2 ∈ T : j1 6= j2,∀m ∈ P

yj1,j2 + yj2,j1 ≥ −1 +
∑
k∈F

(xj2,m,k + xj1,m,k) ,

If tasks j1 and j2 both use a common core, and j1 precedes j2, then j2 has
to be executed after j1:

∀j1, j2 ∈ T

sj2 ≥ sj1 +

p∑
q=1

∑
k∈F

zj1,q,k · τj1
(Fk · q · ej1(q))

− (1− yj1,j2 ·M).

Until now we did not take into account the idle energy. To consider the
idle time for an active core m, we need to mark cores that do not run any
task as unused. We set the binary variable um to 0 if core m is unused and
to 1 otherwise:

∀j ∈ T,m ∈ P, k ∈ F um ≥ xj,m,k.
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Then, we can compute the total idle time by deducting the sum of processing
time for each task using as many cores allocated to run it in variable z, from
the total time and number of processors available (p ·M). We further deduct
unused cores for the complete duration of the pipeline stage. We obtain the
total idle time for the whole schedule:

tidle = p ·M −
∑

j∈T,q∈1..p,k∈F

zj,q,k
τj

k · ej,q
−M ·

∑
m∈P

(1− um)

and the total energy consumption results in:

E =

p∑
q=1

∑
j∈T,k∈f

zj,q,k · τj · P (Fk)

Fk · et(q)
+ tidle · Pidle.

5.6.2 Cost of Crown Scheduling Structure
We now show that our unrestricted, optimal scheduler produces solutions
at best 3.7 times better than Crown Schedulers, for a realistic execution
platform model. Our argument involves an execution platform of p > 2 cores
that can run at a low frequency flow and a high frequency fhigh

see
,

11, 12

and a collection of 2 tasks j1 and j2 that, when running on w1 > dp/2e
and w2 = p − w1 cores, respectively, can be completed in M time steps
at frequency flow. We restrict j1 to be able to run on at least w1 cores
and j2 to run on w2 cores or more. This can be achieved with very low
efficiency values for j1 and j2 when running on less cores than the lower
bound defined in the case study. Figure 5.12 shows 2 schedules for 32 cores:
the optimal schedule computed by our unrestricted scheduler (Fig. 5.12a)
and the worst-case schedule by a binary crown scheduler (Fig. 5.12b). With
3 or more tasks, we can add constraints as above to that a Crown Scheduler
has no other alternative than scheduling all tasks to run on all p cores. If no
such constraint is possible, then the quality difference is necessarily lower
than our scenario because it would generate load imbalance and idle power
consumption instead of dynamic power at highest frequency.

We begin with an informal description of the scenario. The optimal
schedule performs all the necessary workload within the constraint M , al-
ways running at frequency flow; since there is no idle time, the workload
balance is optimal and the frequency required is minimized. Also, running
each task individually with more cores would results in a lower efficiency,
therefore requiring a higher frequency to respect the deadline constraint. In
contrast, the worst case schedule computed by a binary Crown Scheduler

11Our scenario is still valid with bigger frequency sets, where there is no frequency level
between flow and fhigh and fhigh − flow is the smallest possible value for all fhigh and
flow in F and fhigh 6= flow.

12For 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the crown structure includes all possible task allocation and mapping
settings; therefore, our Crown Scheduler and an optimal, unrestricted scheduler have the
same exploration space and would produce solutions of the same quality.
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(a) Optimal schedule computed
by our unrestricted scheduler.

(b) Worst-case schedule com-
puted by a binary Crown Sched-
uler.

Figure 5.12: Best and worst-cases schedules for 32 cores and minimal fre-
quency of 10 units. The color coding indicates clock frequency (flow = 10
is yellow)

runs all tasks on p cores, which increases the workload due to decreasing par-
allel efficiency functions of task j1 and j2. Because of the balanced binary
decomposition, there is no groups of w1 or exactly w2 cores and the Crown
Scheduler must schedule j1 and j2 to run on p cores instead. Because of the
parallel efficiency loss j1 and j2 suffer from because they run on more cores,
they cannot fit within the M makespan constraint and they are forced to
run both at the higher frequency fhigh. If fhigh is higher than necessary, i.e.,
tasks j1 and j2 running on p cores at frequency fhigh terminate at a time
m < M , then this translates to an even higher energy consumption. Because
every core participates to some computation, none can be switched off and
all consume additional idle energy that corresponds to the idle time spent
between time steps m and M . Note that the taskgraph-configured may con-
figure the cores recursive decomposition so that a group of w1 exists. This
is only possible if

e2j (p) · p < wj · e2j (wj)

for either tasks j1 and j2, i.e, if the parallel scalability of task j1 or j2 is
so bad that the taskgraph-configured Crown Scheduler would favor a lower
parallelization.

Let 0 < e1(p) < e1(w1) < 1 be the efficiency function for task j1, where
e1(q) is very small for all q < w1, and 0 < e2(p) < e2(w2) < 1 be the
efficiency function for task j2, where e2(q) is very small for all q < w2. Let
M define the makespan constraint for the schedule to compute, and τ1 and
τ2 be the workload of tasks j1 and j2, respectively. We want τ1 and τ2 so
that, given their efficiency functions, j1 and j2 finish at time M on w1 and
w2 cores, respectively at frequency flow, that is, for a generic task j:

ttj(wj , flow) =M , i.e,
τj

wj · ej(wj) · flow
=M . (5.22)
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Since we want to compute the workload, we can transform Eq. 5.22 into

τj =M · flow · wj · ej(wj). (5.23)

We need fhigh so that both tasks can run on p cores within the time limit
M :

tt1(w1, fhigh) + tt2(w2, fhigh) ≤M . (5.24)

We can transform Eq. 5.24 using Eq. 5.1 and 5.23 into

fhigh ≥ flow
p

2∑
t=1

rt · ej(rj)
ej(p)

. (5.25)

However if fhigh is too high, then the Crown Scheduler can schedule either
j1 or j2 at frequency fhigh and have enough time to run the second task at
the low frequency flow. In order to prevent that, we add the 2 constraints:

tt1(p, flow) + tt2(p, fhigh) > M and
tt1(p, fhigh) + tt2(p, flow) > M , (5.26)

which translates to

fhigh <
e1(p) · flow · w2 · e2(w2)

e2(p)[p · e1(p)− w1 · e1(w1)]
and (5.27)

fhigh <
e2(p) · flow · w1 · e1(w1)

e1(p)[p · e2(p)− w2 · e2(w2)]
(5.28)

where Eq. 5.27 is valid if

e1(p) ≥ e1(w1)/2 + e1(w1)/p

and has no effect otherwise, and Eq. 5.28 is valid if

e2(p) ≥ e2(w2)/2 + e2(w2)/p.

If both Eq. 5.27 and 5.28 are invalid, then fhigh has no upper bound in our
scenario. Given our energy model shown in Eq. 5.12, it is obvious that the
energy consumption difference between the optimal schedule and the one
computed by the Crown Scheduler is maximized when fhigh is maximized.
We will therefore use fhigh as the highest possible value that still fits the
constraints given by Eq. 5.27 and 5.28.

We now focus on the energy consumption difference between the optimal
solution and the one computed by a Crown Scheduler. In both solutions,
both tasks need to achieve τ1 + τ2 work together and both run at the same
frequency level. For the optimal schedule, all p cores run for M time steps
at frequency flow, as defined by equations above. Since no core spends any
time idle, the overall energy consumption of the optimal schedule is

Eopt = p ·M · (ζ · fαlow + (1− ζ)(flow + κflow)) . (5.29)
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For the Crown Schedule, we can reduce tasks j1 and j2 to a unique task
h running at frequency fhigh on p, since both j1 and j2 run at the same
frequency fhigh. Since h includes all the workload of tasks j1 and j2 including
the efficiency penalty for running on p cores, then its workload is

τh =
τ1

e1(p)
+

τ2
e2(p)

,

its execution time on p processors is

tth =
τh

p · fhigh
.

and its energy consumption due to processors’ activity is

Ebusy
crown = p · tth(p, fhigh) · ζfαhigh + (1− ζ)(fhigh + κflow).

Also, the total idle energy is

Eidle
crown =

η(1− ζ)[p ·M − p · tth][ζfαlow + (1− ζ)(flow + κflow)]

ζ

and the total energy consumption for the crown scheduler becomes

Ecrown = Ebusy
crown + Eidle

crown. (5.30)

We can now compute the best quality improvement of our unrestricted
scheduler over Crown Scheduling:

Ecrown

Eopt
. (5.31)

In Fig. 5.12, we use p = 32 cores and energy model parameters α = 3,
ζ = 0.649, κ = 52.6392 and η = 0.018611, derived from energy measure-
ments performed on Intel Xscale architecture by Xu et al. [144]. If we
take flow = 10 then we have 13.202 ≤ fhigh < 18.549 and we choose
fhigh = 18.54. If we consider a perfect task scalability, then we find that our
optimal scheduler produces at best 2.79 times better solutions than a Crown
Scheduler. Considering an efficiency loss for tasks j1 and j2 with an increas-
ing amount of processors (we use w1 = p/2 + 1 and e1(p/2 + 1) = 0.79167,
as well as w2 = p/2−1 and e2(p/2−1) = 0.99167, and e1(p) = e2(p) = 0.7),
then we obtain a 3.69 difference factor. The factor decreases with ζ and η;
this is not surprising because as ζ tends to 0, the busy power difference factor
become linear instead of quadratic or more. Also, when the weight of idle
energy decreases, then the penalty of additional idle energy consumption de-
creases and the Crown Scheduler becomes more competitive. In the extreme
case where α tends to 1, the difference factor also tends to 1. Finally, we can
simplify the difference factor estimation in Eq. 5.31 by considering no static
or idle energy consumption (ζ = 1, η = 0) and a perfect parallel scalability
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for tasks j1 and j2 (ζ = 1 and e1(w1) = e2(w2) = e1(p) = e2(p) = 1), then
we have

Ebusy
crown = p · tth(p, fhigh) · fαhigh

= p · τ1
p · fhigh · e1(p)

+
τ2

p · fhigh · e2(p)
· fαhigh

=
M · flow
fhigh

· (w1 + w2) · fαhigh

=
M · flow
fhigh

· p · fαhigh = p ·M · flow · fα−1
high,

we reduce Eidle
crown to 0, and

Eopt = p ·M · fαlow

and we can reduce Eq. 5.31 to

Ecrown

Eopt
=
p ·M · flow · fα−1

high

p ·M · fαlow
=
fα−1
high

fα−1
low

. (5.32)

Using the energy model derived from Xu et al. [144], we obtain a factor 3.44.
Comparing with the value of 3.69 obtained taking static and idle values into
account, we see that α is by far the most dominant parameter to estimate
the benefits of our technique over Crown Scheduling, and that the difference
ratio admits no upper bound depending on the parameters.

5.7 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the optimization time, complexity and solution
quality produced by our Crown Schedulers and their extensions described
in Sec. 5.2.

For small and medium problems and machine sizes, we generate synthetic
task collections as follows: we group synthetic task collections in different
categories defined by the number of cores (p ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}), the number
of tasks (10, 20, 40 and 80 tasks), and tasks’ maximum widthsWt: sequential
(Wt = 1 for all t), low (1 ≤ Wt ≤ p/2), average (p/4 ≤ Wt ≤ 3p/4), high
(p/2 ≤ Wt ≤ p) and random (1 ≤ Wt ≤ p). Tasks’ maximum width are
distributed uniformly.

We also provide task collections of classic streaming algorithms: parallel
FFT, parallel-reduction and parallel mergesort. FFT is characterized by
2p− 1 parallel tasks of a balanced binary tree. In level l ∈ [0; log2 p] of the
tree, there are 2l data-parallel tasks of width p/2l and work p/2l so all tasks
could run in constant time. The mergesort task collection is similar to FFT,
but all its tasks are sequential. Parallel reduction involves log2 p + 1 tasks
of maximum width 2l and work 2l for l ∈ [1; log2 p + 1]; they can also run
in constant time.
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Finally, we use the technique of Gordon et al. [48] to extract tasks’ work-
load and parallel efficiency from the Streamit benchmark suite. We sched-
ule all variants of the applications audiobeam, beamformer, channelvocoder,
fir, nokia, vocoder, BubbleSort, filterbank, perftest and tconvolve from the
Streamit compile source package13. We use their compiler to obtain for
each task j the task’s estimated workload τj , the task’s parallel degree Wj

(either 1 or +∞) and the task’s communication rate we call ψj . We use ψj

to compute tasks j’s parallel efficiency ej(q) (Eq. 5.33).

ej(q) =


1 if q = 1

τj/(τj + q · ψj) if q > 1 and q ≤Wj

10−6 otherwise
(5.33)

and we use Eq. 5.34 to compute a target makespan.

5.7.1 Crown Scheduling with no Idle Energy
We implemented the ILP models in AMPL [41], the LTLG mapping, the
height frequency scaling, binary search and simulated annealing allocation
heuristics in C++. We substitute the ILP-based mapping and frequency
scaling phases of the phase-separated variant [83] with an optimal load-
balanced ILP-formulated mapping phase, the LTLG mapping, and with the
Height mapping heuristics, respectively. We obtain and compare 7 different
crown schedulers:

1. ILP allocation, ILP load-balanced mapping, ILP frequency scaling
(Fast, Bal.ILP, ILP)

2. ILP allocation, LTLG mapping heuristic, ILP frequency scaling (Fast,
LTLG, ILP)

3. ILP allocation, ILP load-balanced mapping, Height heuristic frequency
scaling (Fast, Bal.ILP, Height)

4. ILP allocation, LTLG mapping heuristic, Height frequency scaling
heuristic (Fast, LTLG, Height)

5. Binary search with LTLG mapping and Height frequency scaling heuris-
tics (Bin, LTLG, Height)

6. Simulated annealing allocation with initial binary search, LTLG map-
ping and Height frequency scaling heuristics (Bin, LTLG, Height Ann.)

7. ILP integrated (Integ.)
We also implemented an ILP formulation from Xu et al. [143], whose sched-
uler arranges tasks in levels of strips spanning across cores. Each level’s
height is defined by a key task, that is the first task mapped to its level.
The rectangle of cores unused by the key task of a level is 2D-packed using
some of the tasks not scheduled yet. Frequency scaling is performed through

13At the time of writing, the latest version was pushed to github on Oct. 4, 2016.
See http://groups.csail.mit.edu/cag/streamit/restricted/files.shtml and the source pack-
age for information about these applications.
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the rescaling of entire levels, that is the rescaling of all tasks mapped to
this level, as a bin packing problem. Finally, we adapted and implemented
the NLP (Non-Linear Programming) formulation from Pruhs et al. [116] in
AMPL and their heuristic in C++. Their technique schedules sequential
tasks only (and therefore it never parallelizes any task j regardless of its
maximal parallel degree Wj) and scales tasks’ frequency with a continuous
and unbounded frequency domain. For the NLP implementation, we per-
form frequency scaling using our ILP-based method (Sec. 5.3.4). For the
heuristic, we use best-fit to assign discrete and bounded frequency levels to
tasks.

The target makespan of each synthetic task collection is the mean value
between the runtime of an ideally load balanced task collection running at
lowest frequency and at highest frequency

Msyn =

n∑
j=1

3 · ttj(1, 1)
8min(Wj , p)Fmin

+
ttj(min(Wj , p), 1)

8 · Fmin

+
3 · ttj(1, 1)

8min(Wj , p)Fmax
+
ttj(min(Wj , p), 1)

8 · Fmax

(5.34)

We use the same scheme to generate large problems and machine sizes,
ranging from 500 to 2000 tasks and from 256 to 1024 processors for tasks of
a random maximum width.

Because FFT, Mergesort and Parallel Reduction task collections yield
perfectly balanced task work and maximum widths, they are easy to schedule
with a loose target makespan as defined for the synthetic task collections.
We use a more constraining target makespan for concrete task collections.
The makespan for FFT is

MFFT =

n∑
j=2

ttj(1, Fmin)

2 · p
+

n∑
j=2

ttj(1, Fmax)

2 · p
(5.35)

that is, the makespan of a synthetic task collection, ignoring task 1. The
makespan for parallel mergesort

Mmsort =
max∀j(τj)

maxF
(5.36)

takes the root merging task and divide its work by the maximal frequency
available. The makespan for parallel reduction task collections

Mpreduce =

n∑
j=1

τj
2 · min(p,Wj) · Fmin

+

n∑
j=1

τj
2 · min(p,Wj) · Fmax

(5.37)

is the same as for synthetic collections, but we assume perfect scalability.
All our synthetic and classic task collections have a minimal efficiency gap of
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g = 0.023438, yielding a complexity factor of γ = dlog2(0.5/0.023438)e = 5
for our binary search method.

We run both the ILP solver and heuristics on a quad-core i7 Sandy
Bridge processor at 3 GHz and 8 GiB of main memory. We use Gurobi
5.10 and ILOG AMPL 10.100 with 5 minutes timeout to solve the ILP
models and we compile our C++ implementations with GCC 4.6.3 and -O3
optimization switch, on Ubuntu 12.04. Gurobi exploits 8 hardware threads
and our heuristics are implemented as sequential programs.

We measure the overall scheduling quality (energy consumption) of all
7 crown schedulers as well as schedulers from Xu et al. [143] and Pruhs
et al. [116]. Figures 5.13a and 5.13b show mean values for 10, 20, 40 and 80
tasks and across all width classes {Random, Serial, Low,Average,High}
for the synthetic task collection. Figures 5.16 and 5.17b show the average
energy consumption by task collection classes for the classic streaming al-
gorithms and the Streamit benchmark, respectively. We can see that the
integrated crown scheduler as well as scheduler heuristics based on binary
search, LTLG, Height and simulated annealing combined produce consis-
tently the best schedules. NLP and heuristics from Pruhs et al. [116] per-
form well on larger architectures and with sequential task sets (Figs.5.13b
and 5.16), but its solutions’ quality drop when tasks’ parallel degree in-
crease (Figs. 5.13a, and 5.16). The level-packing solution from Xu et al.
[143] performs mostly poorly, except for small amount of tasks, or for se-
quential tasks. An exception is parallel reduction (Fig. 5.16) for which it
performs at least as good as our integrated, ILP-based crown scheduler. We
scheduled a subset of our synthetic task collection set with random workload
variations within 1% for each tasks and found no significant energy varia-
tions in schedules. Finally, we show for the classic streaming task collection
and the Streamit benchmark suite, the schedulers’ ability to compute a valid
schedule in Figs. 5.15 and 5.17a. These figures show that Pruhs’ techniques
fail at scheduling parallel tasks under the makespan constraints we impose,
while Xu’s succeeds as much as our crown schedulers. For sequential task
collections such as for mergesort, our crown scheduler has the same success
rate as Pruhs’, whereas Xu’s approach fails more often.

We also compare the makespan produced by our LTLG mapping heuris-
tic to our load-balanced ILP mapping formulations (variant 1 above) as
well as our binary search and simulated annealing heuristics and our im-
plementations of Xu’s and Pruhs’ techniques (Fig 5.14a). Similarly, we
compare in Fig 5.14b the efficiency of the frequency scaling ILP formu-
lation and Height heuristic to optimize energy through frequency scaling.
In order to ensure fairness, we use our ILP formulations to compute both
mappings the frequency scaling implementations we compare need to scale.
Figure 5.14a shows that our LTLG heuristic is very competitive with our ILP
load-balancing formulation. The same figure suggests that the initial alloca-
tion influences greatly the mapping makespan. Our ILP and LTLG heuristic
use the fast allocation (Sec. 5.3.1), that is allocating as many processors as
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(a) Energy prediction by task collection class (in multiples of joules).

(b) Energy prediction by number of tasks (in multiples of joules).

Figure 5.13: Projected energy per task collection class and number tasks.
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(a) Mapping makespan by task collection class (in multiples of seconds).

(b) Frequency scaling energy by task collection class (in multiples of
joules).

Figure 5.14: Efficiency of LTLG and Height heuristics for the synthetic task
collection.
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Figure 5.15: Scheduling success rate per task collection class.

Figure 5.16: Energy prediction by task collection class (in multiples of
joules).
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(a) Scheduling success rate per task collection class.

(b) Energy prediction by task collection class (in multiples of
joules, logarithmic scale).

Figure 5.17: Scheduling success rate and projected energy for FFT, merge-
sort and parallel-reduction
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possible to tasks. In contrast, Pruhs’ NLP formulation and heuristic sched-
ule sequential tasks. As a consequence, Pruhs’ makespan are much lower
for tasks that cannot run on many processors (but can run on a few) while
the situation is more balanced with highly parallel tasks. The binary search
always finds another allocation that allows lower makespan than either our
crown heuristic with fast allocation or Pruhs’ solutions. Again, the approach
from Xu et al. [143] yields much higher makespans. Figure 5.14b demon-
strates the efficiency of our Height heuristic, compared to our ILP-based
frequency scaling method.

We provide the measured overall optimization time for all scheduler vari-
ants for the synthetic task collection set by number of tasks and number of
cores (Figs. 5.20a and 5.20b), as well as the optimization time for both map-
ping and frequency scaling phases (Figs. 5.18a, 5.19a, 5.18b and 5.19b). We
compare the measured optimization time of our heuristics and their time
complexity by number of tasks and number of cores in Figs. 5.21, 5.22, 5.23
and 5.24 for small, medium and large problems of the synthetic task set.
We can see that Pruhs, Xu’s and our crown integrated ILP and NLP for-
mulations largely dominate the overall optimization time. Phase-separated,
crown-optimal ILP crown schedulers yield a much lower optimization time
and none of the heuristics is visible in Figs. 5.20a and 5.20b. The 6 figures
in Fig. 5.19 demonstrate the LTLG and Height heuristics run much faster
than their crown-optimal ILP counterparts, and that the phase-separated
crown schedulers’ optimization time is dominated by the mapping phase.
Figures 5.21a, 5.21b, 5.23a and 5.23b demonstrate that the optimization
time for heuristics are dominated by the simulated annealing and our bi-
nary search crown schedulers. The phase-separated LTLG and Height crown
heuristic as well as Pruhs’ heuristic perform much faster. This can be ex-
plained by their lack of an elaborate allocation phase that our binary search
and simulated annealing implement as a feedback loop. However, such sim-
plistic allocation strategy makes them to produce worse solution, or to fail
at producing any valid one. Finally, Figs. 5.21a, 5.21b, 5.22a and 5.22b
show that our heuristics’s optimization time follow the optimization time
predicted by our complexity analysis. However, this is not true for our sim-
ulated annealing and binary search with the large synthetic task collection
and target architectures (Figs. 5.23a, 5.23b, 5.24a and 5.24b). This can be
due to the search interruption when a valid schedule is found where all tasks
run sequentially at the lowest frequency available.

The crown constraints exhibits no restrictions to map sequential tasks
to processors, but it allows the mapping of some parallel tasks. Hence,
the solution space of Pruhs’ mapping technique is strictly included in our
crown mapping’s solution space. Also, since we implemented the same ILP
frequency scaling method for both schedulers, the overall solution space of
crown schedulers includes the one of our implementation of Pruhs’. There-
fore, when both formulations can be solved to optimality, the integrated
crown scheduler will always find a solution at least as good as Pruhs’. Sim-
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(a) Mapping phase runtime by number of tasks.

(b) Frequency scaling phase runtime by number of tasks.

Figure 5.18: Mapping and frequency scaling phases by number of tasks.
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(a) Mapping phase runtime by number of cores.

(b) Frequency scaling phase runtime by number of cores.

Figure 5.19: Mapping and frequency scaling phases by number of cores.
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(a) Overall optimization time by number of tasks.

(b) Overall optimization time by number of cores.

Figure 5.20: Overall optimization time by number of tasks and cores.
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(a) Overall optimization time per number of tasks.

(b) Overall optimization time per number of cores.

Figure 5.21: Measured optimization time and time complexity of schedulers
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(a) Overall complexity per number of tasks (in number of steps).

(b) Overall complexity per number of cores (in number of steps).

Figure 5.22: Measured optimization time and time complexity of schedulers
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(a) Overall optimization time by number of tasks.

(b) Overall optimization time by number of cores.

Figure 5.23: Overall scheduling time and energy consumption of the result-
ing crown schedules for large task collections and massively parallel archi-
tectures
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(a) Overall complexity by number of tasks (in number of steps).

(b) Overall complexity by number of cores (in number of steps).

Figure 5.24: Overall scheduling time and energy consumption of the result-
ing crown schedules for large task collections and massively parallel archi-
tectures
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ilarly, our LTLG heuristic for sequential tasks is reducible to LPT. Since
we use LPT in our implementation of Pruhs’ heuristic, its solutions cannot
be better than LTLG’s. Again, the Height heuristic is an implementation
of Best-fit for the crown structure; therefore it has the same solution space
as Pruhs’ frequency scaling method. Since our LTLG and Height heuristics
are reducible to Pruhs’ mapping and frequency scaling methods, they can
always find a solution at least as good.

We inspected schedules of the synthetic task sets produced by our best
crown scheduler heuristic as well as the technique described by Pruhs et al.
[116]. We assume that tasks in our synthetic task set run sequentially and
at the lower frequency available for between 1 ms and 19 ms, that is, 8µs
with 32 cores at frequency 5. We assume further that switching frequency
takes 50µs [101] and 5 ·10−6 energy units. Finally, we assume that frequency
switching can take place asynchronously, while a task is running [101]. We
found that all frequency transitions can be hidden when tasks are processed
or when processors are idle. In the case of a task running for a too short
time to hide a necessary frequency transition, no significant additional time
and energy was found.

5.7.2 Crown vs Non-Crown
In this section, we compare the balanced binary integrated Crown Sched-
uler described in Sec. 5.2 to Crown Schedulers that can be configured as
shown in Sec. 5.5.2 and to our optimal scheduler with no constraints at all
(Sec. 5.6). We use the same task collection and target Makespan as de-
scribed in Sec. 5.7.1. We run both our ILP-based solution and heuristics on
a quad-core i7 Sandy Bridge processor at 3GHz with 8GB of main memory.
We compile our C++ heuristics with GCC 4.8.2 and the -O3 optimization
switch with Ubuntu Trusty (14.04 LTS) and we use Gurobi 6.0.0 and AMPL
10.100 with a 5 minutes timeout to solve scheduling instances with our ILP-
based schedulers.

Figure 5.25 shows the ratio of problems for which Gurobi could solve the
model within the 5 minutes time-out. We include our heuristics in the figures
to show that they always find some solution in a reasonable time. We can see
that our optimal scheduler fails to find optimal solutions within 5 minutes
for most problem instances from our classic task sets and from the Streamit
benchmark. This is expected since this model can solve the NP-complete
scheduling problem to optimality. We see on Figs. 5.25b and 5.25c that
the optimality rate seems stable over the number of cores, but its decreases
significantly with the number of tasks to schedule. Fig. 5.25a shows the
results for problems with the same number of cores or tasks, and suggests a
strong dependency of the optimality rate observed over the task set pattern
being scheduled. We further notice that the non-linear integer formulation
by Pruhs et al. reaches timeout even more often. The non-linearity of their
model is due to the continuous frequency they assume and because a non-
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linear problem is much more difficult to solve than a linear one. From this
observation, we can conclude that the assumption of continuous frequencies
makes more difficult for a ILP or NLP solver to find good solutions, instead
of simplifying the problem.

We show with Fig. 5.26a that all schedulers have a similar capacity to
find some solutions for most problems. However, Fig. 5.26b confirms the
observation of Melot et al. [108], that the technique from Pruhs et al. is
efficient with sequential task sets but fails more often with very parallel
ones. Similarly, the approach by [144] fails more often to find solutions for
sequential task sets. Note that our heuristics fail to produce solutions for
number of cores that are not powers of 2. Because of that, our heuristics fail
to produce solutions in half of our test cases (Fig. 5.26b). Our generalized,
ILP-based Crown Schedulers performs mostly as well as the solutions by
Melot et al. [107], with the exception of the organ variant and the optimal
scheduler that seems to fail more often with the FFT task sets. By looking
into raw results, we observe that the optimal scheduler fails to find a solution
within the 5 minutes timeout for the FFT variants with 63 tasks.

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 demonstrate the longer optimization times for
the scheduler by Pruhs et al. and our optimal scheduler. Fig. 5.27a shows
our two-phases implementation of the scheduler from Pruhs et al., as it
occasionally reaches the 5 minutes timeout in both of its phases. For all
schedulers, Fig. 5.27b hints a growing optimization time with number of
cores. Figure 5.28b illustrates the same observation with the number of
tasks, although we see that the optimal crown scheduler stagnates at the
5 minute time-out for 20 tasks and more. We can also see on Fig. 5.28b
that our modified simulated annealing heuristic takes more time to find a
solution than binary search. This is expected as it uses binary search to find
an initial solution before running its simulated annealing process. However,
we can see that even the classic crown scheduler can be faster than simulated
annealing crown scheduler implementation.

We show in Fig. 5.29 the energy consumption of schedule for all sched-
ulers we study. Except fr our heuristics, we ignore all schedules produced by
scheduler that couldn’t solve their model to optimality for corresponding the
input problem instance. First, the figure shows that the Crown Scheduler
variant that ignores static and idle energy, as well as schedulers by Pruhs
et al. and Xu et al. always produce solutions. Because they ignore idle en-
ergy, they admit no benefit in switching one or several cores off and they
use more cores that consolidated crown schedulers. We see that your opti-
mal scheduler consistently produces the best solutions in our experiments.
However, every ILP-based Crown Scheduler variants seem to produce in all
cases, schedules of no significant difference with optimal solutions. We can
further observe that our consolidated heuristics generate schedules of near-
optimal quality and that are always at least as good as schedulers by Pruhs
et al. and Xu et al.. In most cases, simulated annealing does not bring any
significant advantage over binary search, except for the random application
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(a) Solver optimality rate as a function of application for the Streamit benchmark.

(b) Solver optimality rate as a function of number of cores for the Streamit task sets
(legend in Fig. 5.25a).
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(c) Solver optimality rate as a function of number of tasks for the synthetic task sets
(legend in Fig. 5.25a).

Figure 5.25: Rate of problem instances where models are solved to optimal-
ity.

class of the synthetic task sets.

5.7.3 Core Consolidation
We measure the overall scheduling quality (energy consumption) using our
integrated crown scheduler and its extension for core consolidation. We use
the energy model as described by Eq. 5.15 with ζ = 0.649, κ = 52.64 and
η = 0.5. These parameters are derived from power values of an Intel Xscale
processor [144]. We only left out a constant factor, because that does not
show when comparing energy values of schedules, and we weakened the
term κ, because a high value might favor switching off cores too much. We
use the same task synthetic, concrete and Streamit-derived task collections
as in Sec. 5.7.1 with the target Makespan multiplied by 3. With a looser
throughput constraint, it is possible to increase the load of some core so
that other core can be switched off, even if the frequency must be increased,
as long as the resulting schedule consumes less energy, overall. We include
the idle energy consumed by unused core in schedules produced by non-
consolidated scheduler variants, whereas we consider unused cores as not
consuming energy in schedules produced by core-consolidated schedulers.

We run the ILP solver on a quad-core i7 Sandy Bridge processor at 3GHz
and 8GB of main memory. We use Gurobi 6.0.0 and ILOG AMPL 10.100
with 5 minutes timeout to solve both ILP models, on Ubuntu 14.04.
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(a) Feasibility as a function of cores for the Streamit task sets.

(b) Feasibility as a function of application for the concrete task set.

Figure 5.26: Feasibility rate of Crown Schedulers, our optimal scheduler as
well as Pruhs’ and Xu’s solutions.
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(a) Optimization time as a function of number of tasks for the Streamit task sets (legend
in Fig. 5.27b).

(b) Optimization time as a function of number of cores for the concrete task sets.

Figure 5.27: Optimization time of Crown Schedulers, our optimal scheduler
as well as Pruhs’ and Xu’s solutions.
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(a) Optimization time as a function of application for the synthetic task sets (legend in
Fig. 5.29b).

(b) Optimization time as a function of number of tasks for the synthetic task sets (legend
in Fig. 5.29b).

Figure 5.28: Optimization time of Crown Schedulers, our optimal scheduler
as well as Pruhs’ and Xu’s solutions.
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(a) Projected energy consumption for schedules as a function of application in the Streamit
task sets (in multiple of joules, legend in Fig. 5.29b).

(b) Projected energy consumption for schedules as a function of application in the synthetic
task sets (in multiple of joules).

Figure 5.29: Energy consumption of scheduling solutions.
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Figures 5.30, 5.31 and 5.32 shows that our core consolidation technique
benefits mainly to task collections whose tasks’ parallel degree is low. This
is not surprising as parallelization of tasks already balances load, so that re-
arranging the tasks is difficult [82]. The benefits increase with the number
of tasks and the number or cores. The energy consumption of classic task
collections is reduced by 12% on average for 63 tasks, 16% on average with
mergesort and 63% on average with 32 cores. The energy consumption of
the synthetic task collection is reduced by 41% on average for 80 tasks,
53% on average with sequential or tasks of low parallel degree and 63% on
average with 32 cores. Fig. 5.33 indicates this results also apply to our
Streamit Task collections. The energy consumption of the Streamit task
collection is reduced by 74% on average for 127 tasks, 61% on average with
the application FIR and 74% on average with 32 cores.

The more tasks are sequential, the more difficult it is for schedulers to
balance the load among busy cores and the more our core consolidation
technique can move tasks to scheduling “holes” of another busy processor,
resulting in more energy saving opportunities. Also, the more cores are
available to switch off, the more energy saving opportunities. Consequently,
the looser is the target makespan, the more additional work a core can take
and the more other cores can be switched off, resulting in greater differences
in schedules quality; this happens in our experimental setup. In extreme
cases, core consolidation reduces the energy consumption to 91% of the one
by our crown scheduler without consolidation for the classic task collection,
81% for the Streamit task collection and 81% for the synthetic collection,
while both schedulers could find an optimal solution within the 5 minutes
timeout.

Finally, Fig. 5.34 shows that the core consolidation technique does not
influence the optimization time of our crown scheduler.

5.7.4 Island-Aware Crown Scheduling
We measure the impact on energy efficiency of static schedules depending on
the voltage and frequency island constraints imposed by the target platform.
We target several platform variants of p = 8 and p = 32 cores, where cores
are grouped in islands of 2q cores where q varies between 0 and log2 p. We
compute schedules for applications of concrete and Streamit task sets, using
the same throughput constraints as explained in Sec. 5.7. We use AMPL [41]
version 20160325 and Gurobi 6.51 with 15 cores Intel Xeon E5-2660 and 32
GiB 1600 MHz memory.

Figure 5.35 shows the resulting energy for the concrete and Streamit
task sets. We see that, for the concrete task set, the solutions computed
by our integrated Crown Scheduler decrease moderately with tighter con-
straints, but degrade suddenly when all cores are grouped in a single island.
In contrast, the solutions generated for the Streamit task set seem largely
unaffected. This shows the capacity of our Crown Scheduler to find good
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(a) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the synthetic task col-
lection (in multiple of joules).

(b) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the class task collection
(in multiple of joules).

Figure 5.30: Our technique performs better on sequential task collections.
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(a) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the synthetic task col-
lection (in multiple of joules).

(b) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the classic task collection
(in multiple of joules).

Figure 5.31: Our technique performs better on task collections with many
tasks.
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(a) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the synthetic task col-
lection (in multiple of joules).

(b) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the classic task collection
(in multiple of joules).

Figure 5.32: Our technique performs better on many cores.
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(a) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the Streamit task col-
lection (in multiple of joules).

(b) Energy consumption per number of tasks for the class task collection
(in multiple of joules).

Figure 5.33: The Streamit task collection is mostly insensitive to our tech-
nique.
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(a) Optimization time by number of cores for the classic task collection.

(b) Optimization time by number of cores for the classic task collection.

Figure 5.34: The additional packing constraint over our integrated crown
scheduler does not affect significantly the optimization time.
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scheduling alternatives in the presence of tighter, but not extreme, archi-
tecture constraints. For the concrete task set and for a 8 cores platform,
there is a marginal energy consumption difference of 4% between frequency
islands of 1 and 4 cores, but a difference of 20% between 4 cores per island
and all cores in a unique island. For 32 cores, the difference is 4% between 1
and 16 cores per island and 23% between two and one island. For the same
number of cores, the Streamit task sets show a 4% and 7% energy consump-
tion improvement for 8 and 32 cores, respectively. For the Streamit task set,
the difference is less than 1% between 8 cores in individual islands per core
and all 8 cores in the same island, and 3% between 32 cores in individual
islands and all 32 cores in a single island.

Figure 5.36 shows schedules with extreme energy consumption differences
between individual islands for each core and a unique island composed of all
cores, for a mergesort application on 32 cores. The best schedule consumes
only about 30% of the energy of the worse schedule, according to our power
consumption model. We see on the best schedule that only the root task
needs to run at the highest frequency. However with the worst schedules,
all other tasks are forced to run at the highest frequency. This is worsened
by the impossibility to switch off unused cores, because they all are part of
the same island.

Figure 5.37 shows the schedules for intermediate frequency island con-
figurations. With 2 cores per island, most tasks can run at lowest frequency
and many cores can be switched off. The best schedule in Fig. 5.36a con-
sumes only 0.1% less energy than this one. In Fig. 5.37b, we show the case
where there are only 2 islands of 16 cores. Here, all small tasks are packed
on one half of the processor cores and run at the lowest frequency. Bigger
tasks must run in the other half of processors at the highest possible fre-
quency. This configuration yields a 30% energy consumption difference with
the best schedule shown in Fig. 5.36a

We show in Fig. 5.38a the optimization time for our concrete and Streamit-
derived task sets. We see that the optimizer does not run for the longest time
in the extreme configuration cases where all cores have their own island, or
when when they are grouped in a single island; instead, it takes more time
to optimize for platforms with 2 or p/2 cores per island. A possible explana-
tion is that the solver finds quickly the best solutions for configuration with
individual islands, allowing the early pruning of branches in the search tree.
Similarly, the configuration with a unique island might lead the solver to
prune a large portion of the solution space and find much faster an optimal
solution.

5.8 Related Work
Larsson and Gustafsson [89] give their vision on the impact of voltage and
frequency scaling features on multicore architectures. They observe that
such a technique requires accurate power models in order to optimize ap-
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(a) Projected energy consumption for the Concrete task set (in multiple
of joules).

(b) Projected energy consumption for the Streamit task set (in multiple
of joules).

Figure 5.35: Projected energy consumption for the Concrete and Streamit
task sets for platforms of p ∈ {8, 32} cores and islands of 2q cores with
q ∈ 0.. log2 p (constant multiple of Joule).
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(a) Best schedule: switch as many
cores as possible. Use frequency scal-
ing to fit tasks together in the same
core (32 cores, individual islands).

(b) Worst schedule: the root merg-
ing task must run at the highest fre-
quency and forces all other tasks to
also run at the maximum frequency.
No core can be switched off (32 cores,
1 island).

Figure 5.36: Frequency scaling gives even more opportunities to stack merge-
sort tasks together and switch more cores off (10% energy saving).

(a) Second-best 6-level mergesort
schedule for 32 cores (32 cores, 2 cores
per island).

(b) Second-worst 6-level mergesort
schedule for 32 cores: (32 cores, 2 is-
lands of 16 cores).

Figure 5.37: Frequency scaling gives even more opportunities to stack merge-
sort tasks together and switch more cores off (10% energy saving).
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(a) Optimization time function of island size for our concrete task set.

(b) Optimization time function of island size for our Streamit task set.

Figure 5.38: Optimization time for our concrete and Streamit task sets as a
function of frequency island sizes.
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plications and that algorithms must be aware of this model. However, they
do not discuss scheduling or specialized programming languages such as
Streamit that can decouple the application implementation from specific
features of target platforms.

Energy-aware allocation, mapping and scheduling problems are being
researched intensively in scheduling theory. For instance, Edmonds and
Pruhs [34] consider an on-line scheduling algorithm for jobs arriving over
time, minimize overall response time (the sum of distances between arrival
and completion of each job). Jobs are parallelizable with arbitrary speedup
curves, but frequency scaling or energy does not play a role. Chan et al. [19]
use an analytic power model and continuous frequencies. Their algorithm
does not statically know the work of a job, nor its speedup curve.

Energy efficient static scheduling of task collections with parallelizable
tasks onto multiprocessors with frequency scaling has been considered by
Li [92]. Their power model is defined as polynomially-reducible to fα where
α ≥ 3 and therefore comparable to the one we use in this paper. However,
the number of processors allocated to each task is fixed and given as part
of the problem scenario, and continuous (not discrete) frequency scaling is
used.

Xu et al. [143] use a level-packing approach, which means that they might
need as many conceptual barrier synchronizations as they have levels, i.e.
up to the number of jobs. They use also discrete frequency levels, arbitrary
power profiles of cores, moldable tasks with individual, arbitrary speedup
curves and ILP. As their ILP approach needs many more variables than
ours, they do not use a solver but only evaluate their heuristics.

Sanders and Speck [123] consider the related problem of energy-optimal
allocation and mapping of n independent continuously malleable tasks with
monotonic and concave speedup functions to m processors with continuous
frequency scaling, given a deadline M and a continuous convex energy usage
function Ej for each task j. Continuous malleability means that also a
fractional number of processors (e.g., using an extra processor only during
part of the execution time of a task) can be allocated for a task; this is not
allowed in our task model where allocations, speedup and energy functions
are discrete. They propose an almost-linear work algorithm for an optimal
solution in the case of unlimited frequency scaling and an approximation
algorithm for the case where frequencies must be chosen between a given
minimum and maximum frequency. It is interesting to observe that the
assumptions of continuous malleability and continuous frequency selection
make the integrated problem much easier to solve. Pruhs et al. [116] solve
the problem optimally for sequential tasks with continuous frequencies and
power model fα.

Related approaches for throughput or energy efficient (or multi-objective)
mapping of complex pipelines have been developed mainly by the MPSoC
community for HW/SW synthesis, e.g., by using genetic optimization heuris-
tics [111]. Kessler et al. [82] elaborate on the relation between throughput
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requirements of streaming applications and deadline-based scheduling of in-
dependent jobs. They also show that for discrete frequency levels, already
the optimality criterion of Pruhs et al. [116] for sequential tasks does not
hold anymore. Keller et al. [81] and Avdic et al. [7] have considered mapping
of streaming task applications onto processors with fixed frequency with the
goal of maximizing the throughput. First investigations of energy-efficient
frequency scaling in such applications have been done by Cichowski et al.
[24]. Zahedi and Lee [147] investigate the fair sharing of a computer re-
sources to run independent tasks. Fairness is defined after a model derived
from game theory to ensure each task receives enough resources to be com-
puted fast without impacting the performance of other tasks. This work
integrates better in a resource sharing context than optimizing energy usage
of a particular task-based parallel application under makespan constraints
as Crown scheduling does.

Static scheduling of task collections with parallelizable tasks for makespan
optimization has been discussed e.g. by Blasewicz et al. [13]. Dynamic
scheduling of task collections with parallelizable tasks for flow time optimiza-
tion has been investigated by Gupta et al. [53]. In both settings, frequencies
were fixed.

Our scheduling techniques rely on the models about both the applica-
tion to schedule and the target architectures. We consider a set of tasks
defined by a global deadline for all tasks and task-individual values such
as workload, maximum width and efficiency functions. Rosen et al. [122]
give a reliable method to evaluate the Worst Case Execution Time of an
application running in parallel on a multiprocessor. They observe that the
classic complexity analysis of an algorithm is not reliable on a multiproces-
sors due to delays introduced by TDMA-driven on-chip buses required by
cache-coherency protocols. In their paper, they suggest a bus-aware anal-
ysis that provides a better complexity estimation, but that requires deeper
knowledge about the target architecture. Huang and Wang [62] model the
workload not only from the task but also from the input data. They con-
sider a powerful stream emitter with no energy consumption constraints and
energy-constrained terminal receiving the stream. This can be a streaming
movie service and mobile phone terminal for example. Huang and Wang
suggest to use the emitter’s powerful compute capacity to profile the data
streamed, to send stream metadata with the data and to let the stream
receiver to adapt its own pipeline execution as a function of the predicted
workload.

Our LTLG heuristic relates to NPTS (Non-Malleable Parallel Tasks)
scheduling, where the number of cores for each task is known and fixed. Fan
et al. [40] describe many previous research, including a 2-approximation [43]
and a fully polynomial approximation [5]. Further approaches restrict paral-
lel tasks to be mapped to contiguous cores [10] such as the NFDH (Next-Fit
Deceasing Height) heuristic [26], FFDH (First-Fit Decreasing Height) [26]
and BFDH (Best-Fit Decreasing height) [97]. However, they do not capture
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the crown structure that further restricts the mapping of tasks to all cores
within exactly one predefined group of cores. Zhou et al. [148] schedules
dataflow actors with intra- and iter-actors parallelism (i.e. moldable tasks)
for multi-core architectures, including ILP, simulated annealing and a heuris-
tic based on List Scheduling. The LTLG heuristic is inspired from the LPT
(Longest Processing Time) algorithm [49], which is a 4/3-approximation
algorithm to optimize the makespan of a collection of sequential tasks for
multiprocessors.

We consider a simple energy model to drive our scheduler’s decision and
evaluation of the solutions’ final quality, based on dynamic, leakage and idle
power with the possibility to scale voltage of cores and even to switch them
off. Here, we use a convex power function for dynamic power consumption
and constants for leakage and idle power. Although simple, this model is
commonly used in scheduling work, such as by Conos et al. [27]. Another
option involves the measurement of energy consumption running streaming
applications on actual hardware with instrumentation code manually coded,
using a compiler to generate measurement code or using hardware simulators
or virtual machines [18]; this requires the development of a runtime system,
which we discuss in Sec. 6. Lots of related work focuses on energy saving with
voltage and frequency scaling. Huang and Wang [62] operates voltage scaling
depending on the state of tasks’s input buffers. It dynamically accelerates a
task whose buffer gets full and slows it down if its buffer is nearly empty. The
power function of frequency or voltage is generally assumed as convex [93,
145]. Therefore, an optimal frequency scaling strategy consists in running
all tasks at a constant frequency [93]. However, it is unlikely that target
platforms can run at the frequency required. In principle, it is possible to
approximate it by using the closest higher and lower frequencies available
for a time proportional to their distance to the ideal frequency [36]. However
in practice, this is not possible when the ideal frequency is too close to an
existing one, because of the energy and time overhead induced by frequency
switching. In our work, we assume that the execution time of a task is
proportional to the frequency used to run it. We motivate this hypothesis
with on-chip pipelining, where tasks only access on-chip memories that run
at the same frequency as their associated core. This is not true in the
general case, where processors can be delayed by memory operations through
memory controllers that typically operate at a much lower frequency [45].
However the power function may not always be convex [27, 29]. Dabiri et al.
[29] claim that it happens when taking the cost of voltage and frequency
scaling into account and propose a scheduling solution that follows this
observation. As Crown Scheduling is agnostic to the power function, it
is still valid if the function is not convex. However, our model does not
take scaling costs into account. De Matteis and Mencagli [31] also assume
a linear speedup with frequency scaling and motivate it with CPU-bound
computation; they provide a dynamic frequency scaling solution based on
dynamically measured workload.
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Jordans et al. [75] proposes a semi-automated flow to map throughput-
constrained applications to a MPSoC. Their approach is based on Syn-
chronous Data Flow and relies on taskgraph and platform descriptions to
compute good mapping solutions. The tasks are annotated with minimal
memory size requirements and communication token size to model commu-
nications, and a Worst Case Execution Time analysis to estimate its work-
load. They restrict the target platform to layouts where cores have exclusive
accesses to computing resources or memory controllers in order to reduce
uncertainties due to the sharing of resources. However, they show that the
predicted and measured tasks’s execution time is accurate and WCET is a
relevant metric to compute schedules in this setting. The MPSoc Applica-
tion Programming Studio (MAPS) provides a complete tool set to synthesize
dataflow applications into MPSoC [18]. They only support sequential tasks
and do not apply frequency scaling as our Crown Schedulers and Drake
do, but they additionally provide support for heterogeneous target systems
and a communication cost model as a linear function of the amount of data
transfered. They optimize for energy under throughput constraints using a
virtual machine to validate their technique. However, the problem is too
complex to find integrated solutions for several applications combined to-
gether; their experimental section shows the performance of 3 applications
(i.e. 32 tasks) scheduled separately and combined in a separate step. In con-
trast, our integrated scheduler finds solutions even for 80 tasks. Schor et al.
[127] considers the mapping of multiple applications composed of sequen-
tial tasks with no frequency scaling to many-core systems. They compute a
different schedule for each possible combination for active applications and
make sure that an application that stays active before and after a combina-
tion transition runs on the same set of cores to prevent costs related to task
migration.

Our core consolidation technique is motivated by the increasing cost
of leakage current related to dynamic energy [27]. It relates to the work
by Stuijk et al. [136] as we try to reduce the use of resources and still meet
the deadline constraint. [109] schedules real-time tasks to a multiprocessor
and optimize for latency under throughput constraints. However both works
consider sequential tasks only and no frequency scaling. Gerards et al. [45]
pinpoints that switching cores off is only beneficial if the core stays unused
for a sufficiently long time so that more energy is saved than consumed
by suspending and restoring a core. With our consolidation approach, we
switch cores that we do not use at all, therefore our approach is correct even
if we do not take suspend and restore overhead into account.

Few previous works consider voltage and frequency island constraints.
Liu and Guo [96], Qi and Zhu [117] consider this constraint but they only
support sequential tasks. Interestingly, the technique by Liu and Guo
[95] resembles our LTLG mapping heuristic as they schedule tasks in non-
increasing order of execution time to the least-loaded group first, but only
for sequential tasks.
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Additional work model other constraints such as maximal temperature
or power consumption. With the increasing density of circuits, the very
small and close transistors cannot dissipate heat fast enough and circuits
can be damaged. Khdr et al. [86] and Sousa et al. [133] propose runtime
adaptation systems that reconfigure actor-based application so that the un-
derlying platform stays below a power and/or temperature budget. In [133],
they dynamically adjust the quality or bitrate of video encoding to fit into
constraints while still providing good processing quality. Rosales et al. [121]
co-optimizes platform-oriented features such as number of cores, energy con-
sumption or processing time together with video encoding-specific goals such
as compression rate or image quality. Ukhov et al. [140] focus on the analysis
of the steady-state of a periodic application. They calculate the Steady-State
Dynamic Temperature Profile (SSDTP) to run a temperature-aware map-
ping technique in order to extend the lifetime of the embedded processor
running the application.

Crown Scheduling provides a solution to compute static schedules. Al-
though they can exhibit a low energy consumption, execution conditions
such as input data or concurrent resource usage may influence the actual
energy consumption. Dynamic schedulers can manage this situation, but
they also induce a significant overhead. Schwarzer et al. [128] investigate
Quasi-Static Scheduling for throughput optimization, in order to obtain the
performance of a dynamic scheduler with a much lower overhead. Andrei
et al. [6] describes a O(1) time overhead online scheduler for voltage and
frequency scaling for energy minimization with tasks’ individual time con-
straint. Their technique is based on quasi-static scheduling and stores in
look-up tables best setting for each task as a function of its actual starting
time.

5.9 Conclusion
We have presented crown scheduling, a new technique for static resource
allocation, mapping and discrete frequency scaling that supports data-driven
scheduling of a set of moldable, partly moldable and sequential streaming
tasks onto manycore processors in order to support energy-efficient execution
of on-chip pipelined task graphs. Arbitrary power profiles for cores, analytic
like fα or from measurements, can be used.

We have presented heuristics and integer linear programming models for
the various subproblems and also for an integrated approach that considers
all subproblems together, and evaluated these with synthetic benchmarks.
Our experimental results show that the complexity reduction imposed by
the crown structure constraint, reducing the number of allocatable proces-
sor group sizes from p to O(log p) and of mappable processor groups from
2p to O(p), allows for the solution of even medium-sized instances of the
integrated optimization problem within a few seconds, using a state-of-the-
art integer linear programming solver. The crown structure also minimizes
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the number of conceptual barrier synchronizations necessary, and thus ex-
ternal fragmentation of scheduled idle time, thus improving opportunities
for energy savings by voltage/frequency scaling.

We presented the Longest Task, Lowest Group (LTLG) heuristic, a gen-
eralization of the LPT algorithm, to produce load-balanced mappings of
moldable tasks, and the Height frequency scaling heuristic to minimize en-
ergy consumption under a throughput constraint. We demonstrated that us-
ing these heuristics lowers the overall optimization time of phase-separated
crown scheduling, and showed that both LTLG and Height heuristics pro-
duce solutions of quality near to that generated by crown-optimal ILP for-
mulations, with a much faster scheduling time. We also presented a method
based on binary search to compute a good initial allocation and a simulated
annealing meta-heuristic to further improve solutions toward the quality
by an integrated optimal crown scheduler. Finally, we extend our sched-
ulers with an improved energy model that takes static and idle power into
account, crown configuration to allow the computation of optimized sched-
ules for any number of cores, core consolidation to further the quality of
the solution they generate and frequency islands-aware scheduler to take
real architectural constraints into account. Our best heuristic runs in near-
linear time in the number of cores and tasks with a factor γ depending on
properties of the task collection. We observe that a good processor alloca-
tion improves the energy efficiency of schedules, but that a good allocation
comes at a high price in optimization time. We generalize Crown Schedul-
ing to compute solutions for any number of cores and with any arbitrary
but predefined core decomposition. We investigate island aware scheduling
and we show that, although our Crown Schedulers find good solutions fort
target architectures with large voltage islands, having all cores in a single
island prevents significant energy savings. Finally, we give the details of an
unrestricted, optimal scheduler and we show that it can produce up to 3.7
times better solutions than Crown Schedulers, under realistic assumptions
over the underlying execution platform and parallel scalability of streaming
tasks to schedule.

We experimentally show that Crown Schedulers and the heuristics we
propose produce near-optimal solutions, using models of classic parallel al-
gorithms, randomly generated task sets and tasks sets derived from the
Streamit benchmark suite [48]. In particular, they produce better solutions
than competitors [116, 143] and, except for our optimal scheduler, their op-
timization time is overall lower. In fact, the non-linear scheduler from Pruhs
et al. [116] takes most often even more time than our optimal scheduler to
find scheduling solutions.

Our technique could be used in a compiler, as we consider off-line schedul-
ing. The inputs would be a description of the taskgraph with workload and
efficiency parameters for tasks (and in future work even communication load
for edges) and a description of the target architecture. When considering a
different target architecture, the application needs to be re-optimized. We
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have shortly described the increased flexibility for dynamic crown rescal-
ing due to the crown structure constraints, which allows to easily adapt to
fluctuations in streaming task load at runtime. This can be useful to han-
dle applications whose workload can change dynamically, depending on the
data of the application, e.g., video decoding [9], using quasi-static schedul-
ing [6, 128]. We have also sketched ways to relax the restrictions of the
crown shape, and showed that, in the worst case, an optimal crown sched-
ule is off from an optimal general schedule by a factor of 3.7 for a realistic
platform model.

In future work, frequency and sleeping state switching time need to be
taken into account to better model architectural constraints. The energy
cost of communication between tasks also needs to be taken up in the map-
ping problem. Our experimental result suggest that there is little gain to
expect from a more advanced crown configuration than a binary decom-
position. However we also show that for our Crown Scheduling heuristics,
the final schedule quality is highly dependent on the decision made at al-
location step, but that our feedback loop scheme to find good allocation is
costly in time. We could apply machine learning techniques to the alloca-
tion phase so that our heuristics can produce near-optimal solutions for a
much shorter optimization time. We believe that Crown Scheduling’s recur-
sive decomposition into independent branches makes it very well suited for
additional extensions that takes target architectures’ characteristics such as
memory islands or shared caches into account. Examples include memory
aware techniques to allocate bandwidth to branches of the crown, or map
groups to sets of cores that share a common on-chip memory or a cache, and
can be synchronized without message passing. We can schedule composite
tasks, i.e., tasks that can be replaced by a set of tasks (for instance, a merge
task can be replaced by a 1-level merge tree) and find more optimization
opportunities.
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Chapter 6

Energy Evaluation of
Streaming Applications

Many studies involve the development of languages specialized in correct-
ness [12] or performance [38, 138], all taking as fundamental abstraction
communicating Turing machines, where parallelism and performance is ei-
ther desired or a mere consequence of the abstraction. Stream programs
are typically composed of sequential tasks that are easy to design; the over-
all performance of the final stream program depends greatly on the static
or dynamic scheduling strategies applied when distributing tasks to ac-
tual processors. Today, there exists many stream languages or frameworks:
Streamit [138], CAL [38], Flexstream [60], Fastflow [4] or Drake [106]. In
this chapter1, we introduce Drake2, a C programming framework to generate
efficient streaming programs.

6.1 Introduction
Drake is a plain C programming framework for efficient streaming programs
on massively parallel architectures, that separates the code of streaming
tasks and the one of target execution platform. It is derived from Schede-
val [106], which was initially developed for the SCC [61] in order to test
the efficiency of static schedules for streaming applications. Drake rely
of efficient static schedulers such as Crown Schedulers [108] to produce
fast code whose performance can be easily transfered from an execution

1This chapter is based on the following publication: Nicolas Melot, Johan Janzén
and Christoph Kessler: Mimer and Schedeval: Tools for Comparing Static Schedulers
for Streaming Applications on Manycore Architectures. 8th International Workshop on
Parallel Programming Models and Systems Software for High-End Computing (P2S2),
2015, Beijing, China, Sept. 1st, 2015 [106]

2Release under GPLv3 licence. Download at https://www.ida.liu.se/labs/pelab/
drake/; contact its author to obtain it under any other licence.
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platform to another. Drake focuses of energy efficiency of throughput-
constrained streaming applications and supports parallel tasks, implements
on-chip pipelined communications [63] as well as voltage and frequency scal-
ing (if supported by the underlying target platform) to generate fast and
energy-efficient stream programs. In this chapter, we explore the capacity of
Drake to run efficiently a streaming application on many-core architectures.
We assess the framework’s overhead with a simple Ping-Pong application
and we measure its overall efficiency with mergesort and several mappings
inspired from Chapter 4. We investigate the frequency scaling capabili-
ties of Drake using a 12 cores, Intel Xeon-based execution platform and
we find that the voltage and frequency can be adjusted to tasks running
for a millisecond or more. We implement a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
from the Streamit benchmark suite [48] for Drake, we deploy it on the SCC
and we measure the energy consumed with several schedule variants. We
observe that, although the analytical evaluators we use in Chapter 5 find
no difference between them, actual measurements pinpoint schedule quality
variations due to architectural details not taken into account in our ana-
lytical evaluators. Finally, we run mergesort on a 12 cores Intel IA system
and compare the raw sorting time with several variants of parallel sorting
implementations based on TBB [120] and we measure both the sorting time
and the energy consumed. We see that our mergesort implementation for
Drake runs in approximately the same as quicksort for TBB but not as well
as mergesort for TBB, when the merging work is performed in parallel.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follow: in Sec. 6.2, we give a
brief introduction of Drake and the structure of a Drake streaming program.
Section 6.3.1 proposes a simple Ping-pong application and use it in various
settings to test the overhead of Drake and its ability to hid communication
latencies with the computation of other tasks. In Sec. 6.3.2, we devise a test
streaming application to assess Drake’s ability to scale frequency of our test
execution platform. Section 6.3.3 tests the competitiveness of Mergesort
with Drake regarding sorting time on the SCC, compared to specialized
implementations. Section 6.3.4 shows the impact of static schedules using
both a theoretical model and Drake to measure energy consumption on
the SCC. We show that our theoretical energy model that does not take
voltage islands into account leads to suboptimal schedules, demonstrating
the usefulness of technique explained in Sec. 5.5.5. Finally in Sec. 6.3.5, we
compare several parallel sorting implementations using OpenMP [113] and
Intel TBB [69] to our mergesort implementation for Drake and we compare
their execution time and energy efficiency. Finally, Sec. 6.5 concludes this
chapter and elaborates on possible future work.

6.2 Overview
Drake is a C/C++ programming framework that aims at facilitating the de-
velopment of high-performance streaming applications and relies on static
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schedulers to achieve performance portability from a target platform to an-
other. Drake and static schedulers optimize streaming applications for en-
ergy under a throughput constraint instead of for time performance. We
focus on the optimization of the steady state of a pipeline, where all tasks
run once if they have data to operate on, or they are delayed to the next
pipeline stage. We model the throughput constraint with a deadline within
which every task in the steady state of the pipeline must be finished. If
a core has no task to run anymore before the next stage, then it can en-
ter a sleeping state to save energy. Drake supports several features such
as tasks that can run on several cores in parallel, dynamic frequency scal-
ing with a task granularity within a pipeline stage as well as stateful and
uninterruptible filters. In order to ensure performance portability, Drake
separates application and execution platform implementation details into
different binary libraries. This allows applications to be compiled again and
linked against the correct platform library to be ported from an architec-
ture to another and preserve performance. An execution platform library
includes many architecture-dependent details such as the conveying of mes-
sages from cores to cores, power or time management. In this section, we
give an overview of the Drake framework, we show the structure of a Drake
Streaming application and we give a short abstract description of a Drake
backend for a target execution platform as well as how we implement the
required features for Intel Xeon processors.

We show the general workflow of application building with Drake in
Fig. 6.1. We can see that the process involves the application specific code
provided by the programmer and the platform-specific part from the plat-
form distributor. We describe the programmer-provided code in more details
in Sec. 6.2.1, then we describe Drake’s communication and memory manage-
ment in Sec. 6.2.2. Finally, the details of a platform-specific plugin are given
in Sec. 6.2.3. Drake takes a streaming application and platform description
and uses a static scheduler to generate an optimized static schedule and
produces the corresponding C code. Then Drake compiles all the C code
available using a regular C or C++ compiler and finally links all object files,
the Drake framework library as well as the platform backend to produce the
final executable.

6.2.1 Drake Streaming Application
Figure 6.1 shows the 3 components a streaming application programmer
needs to provide to Drake to produce a final executable. The Taskgraph de-
scription gives necessary details for a scheduler to produce a good schedule.
The Drake modules code contains the C or C++ source code of all tasks
described in the taskgraph description. Finally, the main program con-
tains the source C or C++ code of the program that uses Drake to achieve
computation-intensive work.

Listings 6.1 and 6.2 and its graphic representation in Fig. 6.2 give an
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Figure 6.1: Overall workflow of application development with Drake.
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example of a 3 tasks mergesort application. Line 22 gives the time in mil-
liseconds of a pipeline stage; if it is set to 0, then a core starts a new pipeline
stage immediately after its last task in the schedule terminates, instead of
entering some sleeping state until the deadline. Lines 23 to 29, 31 to 37 and
38 to 44 give the descriptions of 3 tasks. For instance, lines 31 to 37 describe
a task of id n1 and human-readable name leaf_1. The task’s module is pre-
sort and its corresponding code can be found in file presort.c or presort.cpp.
The fields workload, max_width and efficiency provide useful information
to a scheduler. The task’s estimated workload can be seen as an estimation
of the task’s execution time in milliseconds when running on 1 processor
at frequency 1Hz. The task’s maximum width (max_width) models the
maximum number of cores the task can take profit of through parallelism.
Finally, the task’s efficiency models the additional time required in synchro-
nization to run the tasks with 2 or more cores, in a formula interpreted by
exprtk [114].
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Listing 6.1: Header and graph-wide features parts of the description of a
3-tasks pipelined mergesort application in GraphML format.

1 <?xml version=” 1.0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
2 <graphml xmlns=” http : //graphml . graphdrawing . org/xmlns”
3 xmlns :xs i=” http : //www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−in s tance ”
4 xsi : schemaLocat ion=” http : //graphml . graphdrawing . org/xmlns
5 http : //graphml . graphdrawing . org/xmlns /1.0/ graphml . xsd”>
6 <!−− Created by igraph −−>
7 <key id=”g_name” f o r=”graph” at t r . name=”name” at t r . type=”

s t r i ng ”/>
8 <key id=”g_deadl ine ” f o r=”graph” at t r . name=” deadl ine ” a t t r .

type=” s t r i ng ”/>
9 <key id=”v_name” f o r=”node” a t t r . name=”name” at t r . type=”

s t r i ng ”/>
10 <key id=”v_module” f o r=”node” a t t r . name=”module” a t t r . type=

” s t r i ng ”/>
11 <key id=”v_workload” f o r=”node” a t t r . name=”workload” at t r .

type=”double ”/>
12 <key id=”v_max_width” f o r=”node” a t t r . name=”max_width” at t r

. type=” s t r i ng ”/>
13 <key id=”v_e f f i c i e n c y ” f o r=”node” a t t r . name=” e f f i c i e n c y ”

a t t r . type=” s t r i ng ”/>
14 <key id=”e_producer_name” f o r=”edge” a t t r . name=”producer_

name” at t r . type=” s t r i ng ”/>
15 <key id=”e_consumer_name” f o r=”edge” a t t r . name=”consumer_

name” at t r . type=” s t r i ng ”/>
16 <key id=”e_type” f o r=”edge” a t t r . name=”type” a t t r . type=”

s t r i ng ”/>
17 <key id=”e_producer_rate ” f o r=”edge” a t t r . name=”producer_

rate ” a t t r . type=”double ”/>
18 <key id=”e_consumer_rate ” f o r=”edge” a t t r . name=”consumer_

rate ” a t t r . type=”double ”/>
19 <graph id=”G” edgede fau l t=” d i r ec t ed ”>
20 <data key=”g_name”>pipe l ined_merge</data>
21 <!−− <data key=”g_deadl ine ”>exprtk:max ( tau) / max ( F)</

data> −−>
22 <data key=”g_deadl ine ”>0</data>
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Listing 6.2: Tasks description part of the description of a 3-tasks pipelined
mergesort application in GraphML format.

23 <node id=”n0”>
24 <data key=”v_name”>root</data>
25 <data key=”v_module”>root</data>
26 <data key=”v_workload”>2</data>
27 <data key=”v_max_width”>1</data>
28 <data key=”v_e f f i c i e n c y ”>exprtk : p == 1 ? 1 : p &l t ;= W ?

1 − 0 .3 * ( ( p * p) / (W * W) ) : 1e−06 </data>
29 </node>
30
31 <node id=”n1”>
32 <data key=”v_name”>l e a f_1</data>
33 <data key=”v_module”>presor t</data>
34 <data key=”v_workload”>400</data>
35 <data key=”v_max_width”>1</data>
36 <data key=”v_e f f i c i e n c y ”>exprtk : p == 1 ? 1 : p &l t ;= W ?

1 − 0 .3 * ( ( p * p) / (W * W) ) : 1e−06 </data>
37 </node>
38 <node id=”n2”>
39 <data key=”v_name”>l e a f_2</data>
40 <data key=”v_module”>presor t</data>
41 <data key=”v_workload”>400</data>
42 <data key=”v_max_width”>1</data>
43 <data key=”v_e f f i c i e n c y ”>exprtk : p == 1 ? 1 : p &l t ;= W ?

1 − 0 .3 * ( ( p * p) / (W * W) ) : 1e−06 </data>
44 </node>
45
46 <edge source=”n1” targe t=”n0”>
47 <data key=”e_consumer_name”>l e f t</data>
48 <data key=”e_producer_name”>output</data>
49 <data key=”e_type”>int</data>
50 <data key=”e_producer_rate ”>1</data>
51 <data key=”e_consumer_rate ”>1</data>
52 </edge>
53 <edge source=”n2” targe t=”n0”>
54 <data key=”e_consumer_name”>r igh t</data>
55 <data key=”e_producer_name”>output</data>
56 <data key=”e_type”>int</data>
57 <data key=”e_producer_rate ”>1</data>
58 <data key=”e_consumer_rate ”>1</data>
59 </edge>
60 </graph>
61 </graphml>

Lines 45 to 58 of Listing 6.2 model communication channels between
tasks. The consumer name denotes the name of the channel as seen by the
consumer task and producer name denotes the same channel as seen by the
producer. A channel conveys types data defined by field type and parameters
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leaf_1 leaf_2

root

Figure 6.2: Graphic representation of the streaming application described
in Listings 6.1 and 6.2.

producer_rate and consumer_rate denote the production and consumption
rates of data of producer and consumer tasks, respectively, in number of
elements.

The module of a task denotes the source code the task runs as part
of the pipeline. Listing 6.3 gives the 5 functions a module needs to im-
plement to integrate into the Drake framework. Drake requires that every
function takes the task it runs as first argument. Drake makes all cores to
run drake_init( ) for all tasks mapped to this core, when Drake builds the
pipeline and the function returns a non-zero value if initialization yields no
error (initialization phase). It takes the additional pointer argument aux
which the programmer can transmit to all tasks if required by the stream-
ing application. This function is a good place to perform expensive, non-
computation work such as memory allocation. When the pipeline begins,
all tasks begin by running drake_start() so that they can be bootstrapped
(starting phase); if drake_start() returns a non-zero value, its next execution
is handled by the task’s main function drake_run() (running phase). The
task’s main function should return 0 if it has to run again or non 0 if it
should stop. In Listing 6.3, drake_task_depleted(task) returns non-zero if
all the task’s predecessors finished and if there is no more data to process
from its input communication channels. When a task finishes, Drake runs
drake_kill ( ) as the final action from this task before the pipeline terminates
and is destroyed (termination phase); it returns a non-zero value if no er-
ror happens. When all tasks are finished, Drake automatically destroys the
pipeline and all cores run the function drake_destroy() for all tasks scheduled
to them (destruction phase). This is the best place to deallocate memory
allocated when the task is initialized.

As Drake assumes no shared memory, tasks are supposed to communi-
cate only through communication channels. Drake performs little control
over workarounds such as the use of global shared variables or functions
imported through include directives. Using such workarounds might com-
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promise platform portability and can occasionally result in linking errors.
It is important to define all additional global variables or functions as static
to prevent communications through shared variables or linking issues.

Listing 6.3: Stub of a Drake module C/C++ source code.

1 #include <drake . h>
2 int drake_i n i t ( task_t *task , void* aux ) {
3 return 1 ;
4 }
5 int drake_s t a r t ( task_t * task ) {
6 return 1 ;
7 }
8 int drake_run ( task_t * task ) {
9 s i z e_t input_s i ze , output_s i z e ;

10 l i nk_t * input = pe l i b_array_read ( l i nk_tp ) ( task−>pred ,
0) ;

11 l i nk_t *output = pe l i b_array_read ( l i nk_tp ) ( task−>succ ,
0) ;

12 int *read = pe l i b_c f i f o_peekaddr ( int ) ( input−>buf fer ,
0 , &input_s i ze , NULL) ;

13 int *write = pe l i b_c f i f o_writeaddr ( int ) ( output−>buf fer
, 0 , &output_s i ze , NULL) ;

14
15 // Consume input_size elements from read and produce

output_size elements to write
16
17 pe l i b_c f i f o_discard ( int ) ( input−>buf fer , input_s i z e ) ;
18 pe l i b_c f i f o_ f i l l ( int ) ( output−>buf fer , output_s i z e ) ;
19 return drake_task_depleted ( task ) ;
20 }
21 int drake_k i l l ( task_t * task ) {
22 return 1 ;
23 }
24 int drake_destroy ( task_t * task ) {
25 return 1 ;
26 }

Listing 6.4 shows a minimal code stub to run a Drake streaming applica-
tion within a larger host program. A program using Drake needs to initialize
its execution platform (line 3). The platform initialization can take a pointer
(here, a NULL pointer) whose usage is defined by the platform backend. In
line 4, we initialize the Drake streaming application identified with its name.
The name is a preprocessor symbol we choose to represent with APPLICA-
TION in our example. Line 5 initializes the pipeline. At this stage, Drake
allocates the necessary communication memory and calls drake_init( ) for
all tasks and forwards a pointer as given in the second argument, to ar-
gument aux of Listing 6.3. Line 6 starts the pipeline and blocks until all
tasks finish. At this stage, Drake runs drake_start() and drake_run() shown
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in Listing 6.3, for all tasks until they finish and run drake_kill ( ). Finally,
line 24 destroys the pipeline; Drake runs drake_destroy() for all tasks and
deallocates all memory it used.

Listing 6.3 shows simple code to operate on input and output chan-
nels in function drake_run(). Input and output channels are accessible with
pelib_array_read(link_tp)(c, i). Drake defines channel through the C struc-
ture link_tp. Input channels are accessible with c=task−>pred and output
channels with c=task−>succ. The function requires an additional parameter
i (here, i=0) to obtain the ith input or output channel. From an instance
of queue, the programmer can get the address of the next element to read
with pelib_cfifo_peekaddr(int)( l , d, s , a). l is the queue to read from and
can be obtained from channel input with input−>buffer. d is the number of
elements to skip, typically 0, s is a pointer to a size_t variable that con-
tains the number of elements that can be read consecutively after the call
to pelib_cfifo_peekaddr returns and if a is not NULL, then it is set to the
number of elements still available in the queue after all the s elements al-
ready available have been discarded from the queue. pelib_cfifo_writeaddr()
functions in a similar way to obtain the first address where s elements can
be written in an output queue. When t≤s elements have been effectively
read or written, pelib_cfifo_discard(int) ( l , t) discards them from the input
queue and pelib_cfifo_fill ( int) ( l , t) commits them in the output queue.
After drake_run() returns, Drake manages input and output channels and
requests or sends data, if needed.

Listing 6.4: Minimal code of a C/C++ program using Drake.

1 #include <drake . h>
2 int main ( s i z e_t argc , char **argv ) {
3 drake_platform_t stream = drake_platform_i n i t ( NULL) ;
4 drake_platform_stream_create ( stream , APPLICATION) ;
5 drake_platform_stream_i n i t ( stream , NULL) ;
6 drake_platform_stream_run ( stream ) ;
7 drake_platform_stream_destroy ( stream ) ;
8 drake_platform_destroy ( stream ) ;
9 return EXIT_SUCCESS;
10 }

The compilation process of Drake differs from the usual compilation and
linking process, as every module is compiled once per task running it. This
can result in several compilations of the same source file with different flags
to let Drake identify the correct code for corresponding tasks. We automa-
tize the process using GNU extensions of GNU Make and a pair of makefiles
Makefile and Makefile.in. Makefile defines the actual compilation process
whereas settings such as the Drake streaming application name, the plat-
form description or the taskgraph description files are defined in Makefile.in.
Listing 6.5 gives a stub of Makefile.in. Line 1 defines the list of Drake ap-
plications defined in the Makefile. Lines 3 to 16 define compilation settings
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for application merge as denoted by the name of Drake variables defined,
between underscores. Line 3 defines the taskgraph description file for the
application; the “cc” suffix to “drake” indicates that sources of modules re-
ferred to in tasks descriptions should be stored in a filename ending with
“.c” and compiled with a C compiler. Line 4 has the same semantics as
line 3, but it denotes modules source files to be in files ending with “.cpp”
and compiled with a C++ compiler. Lines 3 and 4 are mutually exclusive.
Line 5 provides the platform description file, lines 6 and 7 are lists of addi-
tional C (respectively C++) filenames ending with “.c” (respectively “.cpp”)
and required to the application. Line 8 defines the static scheduler to use
to generate a static schedule for the streaming application. The remaining
lines define additional libraries, linker flags and library packages (as man-
aged by pkg-config software) required to link the final executable. Note that
if app.schedule.xml already exists when make is invoked to build streaming
application app, then Drake uses the schedule as it is to generate C code
instead of using a scheduler to compute a new one.

Listing 6.5: GNU Makefile stub to define a Drake application.

1 drake_package = merge
2
3 drakecc_merge_graph = merge−1.graphml
4 drakecxx_merge_graph = #merge−1.graphml
5 drake_merge_platform = platform −12.dat
6 drakecc_merge_src =
7 drakecxx_merge_src = sor t . cpp
8 drake_merge_scheduler = lpt
9 drake_merge_l i b s = −lm

10 drake_merge_l d f l a g s =
11 drake_merge_pkg =

6.2.2 Memory Management
In this section, we describe some of internal mechanisms implemented in
the Drake framework to orchestrate the execution of tasks implemented as
described in Sec. 6.2.1. In particular, we focus on the basic message pass-
ing mechanism internal to Drake and how communication memory is allo-
cated. In its current version, Drake manages private and shared memories.
A memory is said to be private if only its owner core can perform read or
write operations to it. In contrast, a memory is shared if also other cores
than its owner core can read or write it in a direct or indirect manner, such
as a DMA operation. Private memory is typically off-chip, big and costly
whereas shared memory is on-chip, small and cheap, although its access cost
depends on the distance between a core and the shared memory it operates
on. Note that in its current version, Drake does not model memory islands,
where cores included in a same island can perform direct read or write op-
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erations to a common memory portion, while other cores must use indirect
manners such as DMA operations.

Task-to-task communications take place thanks to FIFO queues for data
and mailboxes for control. We implement our queue with a memory buffer
of fixed size that both producer and consumer tasks can read from or write
to, read and write pointers that indicates where data is ready to be read
or written, respectively and a boolean value indicating if the last operation
performed on the queue is a read or a write. This last boolean field marks
the distinction between a full and an empty queue. Since Drake tasks cannot
be interrupted, no race condition can occur. When data is read or written,
read or write pointers are incremented according to the amount of data read
or written and they are wrapped around if they reach the end of queue’s
memory buffer. When communication occurs, the producer calculates the
amount of data it can write, then it writes through the queue’s write pointer
and updates it. The consumer performs the same operation by reading data
through the queue’s read pointer before updating it. If the producer and the
consumer are mapped to the same core, then no synchronization is required.

If both producer and consumer tasks are mapped to different cores, then
Drake allocates memory for the queue’s buffer that both tasks can use to
communicate using the platform backend’s corresponding routine. Drake
further allocates mailboxes to forward information from producer to con-
sumer, about the producer’s state, i.e., if the task is finished or not, and the
amount of data the producer wrote or the consumer read at any given time.
From the programmer’s point of view, tasks always communicate through
FIFO queues, but Drake manages actual communications using memory al-
location and communication primitives provided by the platform backend.
Figure 6.3 gives the communication scheme Drake employs between tasks
mapped to different processors. Each processor receives a memory portion
from the platform backend, that it can use to write messages to send and use
another platform primitive to actually send it. Although Fig. 6.3 suggests
that communication memory buffers are distinct, the platform backend can
allocate them so that they actually point to the same address. In that case,
the hardware automatically forwards the data from a core to another when
it is read or written (in steps 4, 6, 14, 16 and 18) whereas pull and push re-
quests and corresponding platform backend actions (steps 7, 8, 9, 10 11, 12,
19 and 20) do not perform anything. This depends on the features offered
by the hardware and is defined accordingly in the platform backend source
code.

Shared memory used for communication is always allocated in relation
with a core. The Drake platform backend is responsible for allocating mem-
ory that this core can operate on with low time or energy penalty. Drake
allocates shared memory for communication so that the receiver core has
low penalty access to that memory. This is because receiver tasks often
check on the data they may receive to check if they can work, but they push
data only when necessary; therefore, the cost or checking input data must be
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Step Producer Platform Consumer

Init.
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lastop = POP

State

Read

Written
Allocate and distribute
memory to producer
and consumer, that the
platform backend can
use to forward data.
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lastop = POP

State

Read

Written

1 Trigger pull of amount
of data read

2 Read amount of data
read by consumer so far

3 Update read pointer
4 Work, produce data
5 Update write pointer

6
Write amount of data
written and producer
state

7 Trigger push of data
8 Forward data

9 Trigger push of amount
of data written to queue

10 Forward amount of data
written

11 Trigger push of
producer’s state

12 Forward producer state

13 Trigger pull of amount
of data written

14 Read amount of data
written

15 Update write pointer
16 Work, consume data
17 Update read pointer

18 Write amount of data
read

19 Trigger push back of
amount of data read

20 Forward amount of
data read

Figure 6.3: Communication process between two tasks mapped to different
cores. Drake uses the platform backend to allocate memory the producer
can read and write to, and do the same for the consumer. The platform
backend is responsible to forward data between memory allocated between
producers and consumers upon push or pull requests. Steps 4, 5, 16 and 17
are performed in the task’s module source code and others are automatically
managed by Drake.
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cheaper than the cost of pushing output data. In the communication scheme
Fig. 6.3 describes, the memory used to convey data, the write counter and
producer’s state are allocated so the receiver core has a cheap access to
them (typically, they are allocated to the receiver core’s local communica-
tion memory), whereas the read counter is allocated so that the producer’s
core can operate on it for a low penalty. If the producer or receiver task
runs on two cores or more, then Drake allocates the necessary memory on
the core of the parallel task for which the least number of channels of the
same type (input or output channel) has already been allocated.

6.2.3 Platform Plugin
A platform plugin for Drake provides all necessary information for a static
scheduler to produce effective schedules, and the necessary code to allow
Drake to perform all tasks required: forwarding data from a core to another,
setting voltage or frequency of a core, measuring power consumption or
time, etc. In this section, we review all information and code required to
implement a platform backend for Drake, and we describe how the existing
backend for shared memory Intel IA architecture is implemented.

Listing 6.6 gives a platform description necessary to Drake to build code
and use a scheduler to compute an efficient schedule. Scalar p (line 1)
indicates the number of homogeneous cores available to Drake to run tasks.
Set F (line 2) gives the frequency level independently admissible by each of
the p cores in the platform. Funit (Line 3) is the multiplier to each value
in F to obtain the corresponding frequency in Hertz. Fin is the number of
frequency islands in the platform (Line 4) and sets Fi[i] (Line 5 for i = 1)
give the set of core that composes frequency island i. Similarly, scalar Sin
and sets Si[i] describe the shared memory island structure of the platform.
Note that, although Listing 6.6 uses an AMPL-based linear algebra language
to model a platform, more advanced tools such as XPDL [85] can be used
in principle3.

Listing 6.6: Platform description in AMPL input data format for Drake as
static schedulers.

1 param p := 2 ;
2 set F := 2667000 2666000 2533000 2399000 2266000 2133000

1999000 1866000 1733000 1599000 1466000 1333000 1199000;
3 param Funit := 1000;
4 param Fin := 1 ;
5 set Fi [ 1 ] := 1 2 ;
6 param Sin := 1 ;
7 set Si [ 1 ] := 1 2 ;

3This would require the implementation of an XPDL input library for PeLib [103].
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Listing 6.7 gives the fundamental data structure and functions a Drake
platform backend needs to implement. drake_platform_init() initializes the
backend platform to be ready for use by Drake. It takes an optional memory
pointer the programmer can use to tweak the platform settings. It returns
a pointer to an instance of platform backend-defined struct drake_platform.
When Drake no longer needs the platform, drake_platform_destroy() restores
the platform’s initial state and frees the associated memory. drake_platform
_shared_size() and drake_platform_shared_align() give the size of a core’s
shared memory drake uses for communication and the memory alignment
required for best performance. drake_platform_private_size() returns the
size in byte of a core’s private memory. drake_platform_shared_malloc(s, c)
allocates a memory block of size s that core c can use with low penalty
and returns a multiple of drake_platform_shared_align() as address for best
performance. drake_platform_shared_malloc_mailbox(s, c) allocates a typi-
cally small, unaligned memory buffer of size s that core c can use with low
penalty. drake_platform_shared_free(a, c) frees memory at address a of core
c. drake_platform_pull(a) triggers data fetching corresponding to address a
previously returned by drake_platform_shared_malloc() or drake_platform_
shared_malloc_mailbox(), so that the required data is available at address
a after this function returns. Conversely, drake_platform_commit(a) trig-
gers the sending of data stored at address a to the corresponding recipient
core’s communication memory. drake_platform_core_id() returns the id of
the core that runs the active thread while drake_platform_size() returns the
number of cores available for this run. drake_platform_max() is the maxi-
mum number of cores the architecture could admit. These functions are not
appropriate to obtain the core id or the number of cores available to a paral-
lel task: for this usage, use drake_core_id() and drake_task_width() instead.
These functions are defined by the schedule and should not be implemented
in a platform backend. drake_platform_barrier() blocks execution until all
threads reach it. This is for internal use by Drake only and it should not
be used in a task’s module implementation. drake_platform_stream_create
_explicit(s, i, d, f), drake_platform_stream_init(s, a), drake_platform_stream
_run(p) and drake_platform_steam_destroy(p) should make all cores to run
functions drake_stream_create_explicit(s, i, d, f), drake_stream_init(s, a),
drake_stream_run(p) and drake_steam_destroy(p), respectively.

Our backend for Intel IA architecture reads the platform’s topology in-
formation from the OS and spawns as many threads as number of hardware
cores found, excluding virtual cores, and pins each of them to a core so that
every core runs exactly one thread. It also uses Linux capabilities to set
frequency scaling to be managed in userspace (userspace scaling governor),
disables hyperthreading cores, disables Intel Turbo boost capability and sets
up the interface to the Linux kernel to control processors’s frequency and
sleeping state, for use when a pipeline runs. Communication buffers are
allocated so that both producer and consumer tasks mapped to different
cores read and write directly from and to the same memory address. Conse-
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quently, drake_platform_pull() and drake_platform_commit() do not perform
anything.

Listing 6.7: API of Drake’s basic functionalities.

1 typedef struct drake_platform *drake_platform_t ;
2 drake_platform_t drake_platform_i n i t ( void*) ;
3 int drake_platform_destroy ( drake_platform_t ) ;
4 s i z e_t drake_platform_shared_s i z e ( ) ;
5 s i z e_t drake_platform_shared_a l i gn ( ) ;
6 s i z e_t drake_platform_pr ivate_s i z e ( ) ;
7 volati le void* drake_platform_shared_malloc ( s i z e_t s i z e ,

s i z e_t core ) ;
8 volati le void* drake_platform_shared_malloc_mailbox ( s i z e_t

s i z e , s i z e_t core ) ;
9 void drake_platform_shared_f r e e ( volati le void* addr , s i z e_t

core ) ;
10 int drake_platform_pu l l ( volati le void* addr ) ;
11 int drake_platform_commit ( volati le void* addr ) ;
12 s i z e_t drake_platform_core_id ( ) ;
13 s i z e_t drake_platform_core_s i z e ( ) ;
14 s i z e_t drake_platform_core_max ( ) ;
15 void drake_platform_bar r i e r ( void*) ;
16 v int drake_platform_stream_create_e x p l i c i t ( drake_platform_t

stream , void ( * schedule_i n i t ) ( drake_schedule_t *) , void
( * schedule_destroy ) ( drake_schedule_t *) , void* ( * task_

funct ion ) ( s i z e_t id , task_status_t s tatus ) ) ;
17 int drake_platform_stream_i n i t ( drake_platform_t stream ,

void* arg ) ;
18 int drake_platform_stream_run ( drake_platform_t ) ;
19 int drake_platform_stream_destroy ( drake_platform_t ) ;

Listing 6.8 shows the interface Drake uses to measure time and imple-
ment timed waiting operations. This is essential to Drake so it can manage
the time of a pipeline stage. The platform bakend defines struct drake_time
as a time container. struct drake_platform_time_alloc() allocates a time
data structure in private memory and struct drake_platform_time_destroy()
frees it. struct drake_platform_time_init(a, t) initializes time structure at
address a with time t in milliseconds. struct drake_platform_time_get(a)
writes the current time in address a. struct drake_platform_time_add(r, o1, o2)
and struct drake_platform_time_subtract(r, o1, o2) store in r the result of
o1+o2 and o1−o2, respectively. struct drake_platform_time_greater(o1, o2)
and struct drake_platform_time_equals(o1, o2) return a non-zero value if
o1 > o2 and o1 = o2, respectively. Finally, drake_platform_time_printf(f, t)
prints a human-readable digital representation of time t in millisecond on
file f . Our backend of Intel IA relies on system call clock_gettime with
clock CLOCK_MONOTONIC to measure time with a precision of up to a
nanosecond.
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Listing 6.8: Drake’s time management API.

1 typedef struct drake_time *drake_time_t ;
2 drake_time_t drake_platform_time_a l l o c ( ) ;
3 int drake_platform_time_i n i t ( drake_time_t t , double ms) ;
4 void drake_platform_time_destroy ( drake_time_t time ) ;
5 int drake_platform_time_get ( drake_time_t ) ;
6 int drake_platform_time_subtract ( drake_time_t res , drake_

time_t t1 , drake_time_t t2 ) ;
7 int drake_platform_time_add ( drake_time_t res , drake_time_t

t1 , drake_time_t t2 ) ;
8 int drake_platform_time_greate r ( drake_time_t t1 , drake_time

_t t2 ) ;
9 int drake_platform_time_equals ( drake_time_t t1 , drake_time_

t t2 ) ;
10 int drake_platform_s l e ep ( drake_time_t per iod ) ;
11 FILE* drake_platform_time_pr i n t f ( FILE* stream , drake_time_t

) ;

In Listing 6.9, we show optional routines Drake can use to manage power
and frequency scaling. If the target platform doesn’t support this feature,
then their implementation can be left empty. drake_platform_get_frequency()
returns the current frequency for the core calling, expressed as the corre-
sponding index in the sorted set F described in the platform description.
drake_platform_set_frequency() sets the frequency of the calling core to the
index specified as argument. Functions defined in lines 3 to 6 enable or
disable an entire core or only deep sleeping states, for a given core id.

Listing 6.9: Power management API in Drake.

1 s i z e_t drake_platform_get_frequency ( drake_platform_t ) ;
2 int drake_platform_set_frequency ( int f requency ) ;
3 void drake_platform_core_d i sab l e ( drake_platform_t pt , s i z e_

t core ) ;
4 void drake_platform_core_enable ( drake_platform_t pt , s i z e_t

core ) ;
5 void drake_platform_s l e ep_d i sab l e ( drake_platform_t pt , s i z e

_t core ) ;
6 void drake_platform_s l e ep_enable ( drake_platform_t pt , s i z e_

t core ) ;

Power measurement allows Drake to monitor and report the power con-
sumed while running a streaming application. Its implementation is optional
and only useful if the programmer needs to monitor the power consumption
on the platform. The backend defines struct drake_power that contains all
information required by the backend to coordinate all power measurement-
related routines. drake_platform_power_init(pt, s, m) initializes the power
monitoring system using platform data contained in pt. Once initialized, the
backend can collect up to s power samples with an platform-defined time
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period, of data defined by measurement: if bit DRAKE_POWER_CHIP is
set, then Drake monitors the power consumption at a chip level, if DRAKE
_POWER_MEMORY_CONTROLLER is set, then it adds the power con-
sumed by memory controllers. Finally, if DRAKE_POWER_CORE is set,
then Drake monitor the power consumption of each core, individually. Print
routines defined in lines 5 to 8 print the data collected in memory returned
by drake_platform_power_init() and given as second argument, to the out-
put file given as first argument. drake_platform_power_printf() prints for all
cores. drake_platform_power_printf_line() prints only one sample collected,
as defined as third argument. Finally, drake_platform_power_printf_cumulate()
and drake_platform_power_printf_cumulate_line()) cumulate all values de-
fined by parameter metric (defined the same way as measurement above)
and print all samples, or only the one defined by argument 3, respectively.
Although our backend for Intel currently reads values directly from Intel’s
PCM library [141], alternative power monitoring methods may be achieved
with tools such as MeterPU [94], for instance, to read power from an actual
watt meter instead of performance counters.

Listing 6.10: Drake’s power monitoring API.

1 typedef struct drake_power *drake_power_t ;
2 drake_power_t drake_platform_power_i n i t ( drake_platform_t pt

, s i z e_t samples , int measurement ) ;
3 void drake_platform_power_begin ( drake_power_t pwr) ;
4 s i z e_t drake_platform_power_end ( drake_power_t ) ;
5 FILE* drake_platform_power_pr i n t f ( FILE* stream , drake_power

_t , char* separator ) ;
6 FILE* drake_platform_power_pr i n t f_l i n e ( FILE* stream , drake_

power_t , s i z e_t l ine , char* separator ) ;
7 FILE* drake_platform_power_pr i n t f_cumulate ( FILE* stream ,

drake_power_t , int metrics , char * separator ) ;
8 FILE* drake_platform_power_pr i n t f_l i n e_cumulate ( FILE*

stream , drake_power_t , s i z e_t l ine , int metrics , char *
separator ) ;

9 void drake_platform_power_destroy ( drake_power_t ) ;

6.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Drake regarding computation
speed and energy consumption. Section 6.3.1, gives a simple ping-pong
application to evaluate the overhead of Drake over a hand-coded equivalent
application, and shows how Drake hides this overhead with multiple tasks.
In Sec. 6.3.3, we use Drake to run Mergesort on the SCC and compare
its execution time with our specialized Mergesort implementations for the
SCC, that we present in Sec. 3.4. In Sec. 6.3.4, we implement FFT for
Drake and measure its power consumption on the SCC with various static
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Ping Pong

(a) Topology of the Ping-
Pong test application.

(b) Activity of tasks Ping and Pong.

Figure 6.4: Topology and activity of the Ping Pong test application.

schedules. We measure the overhead of frequency scaling with Drake in
Sec. 6.3.2. Finally, we measure and compare both execution time and energy
consumption of Mergesort with Drake, to various Mergesort variants with
Intel Thread Building Block (TBB), for an Intel Xeon processor.

6.3.1 Drake Overhead
We begin by measuring the overhead brought by Drake compared to pro-
gramming communicating tasks with no additional framework. We devise
a minimal program that we call Ping Pong and that consists in two tasks
Ping and Pong (Fig. 6.4). Both tasks are initialized with the same constant
c. Task Ping sends a random integer to task Pong. Pong receives it, adds
c and sends the result back to Ping. Ping can check if the value that it
received minus the one that it sent is c. We repeat this process for a fixed
amount of time t and we count the number of iterations that could be run
to obtain the average time of one iteration.

We schedule both tasks Ping and Pong to run at 800 MHz with 3 map-
pings (Fig. 6.5): both tasks running on the same core (local, Fig. 6.5a) and
both tasks running on different cores in the same time (tile, Fig. 6.5b). We
also schedule several pairs of Ping and Pong tasks with the remote setting
to a unique pair of cores (Fig. 6.5c). Because Ping and Pong tasks perform
very few calculations each time they run, the time for a round is mostly
dedicated to the overhead of Drake. The variants tile and remote measure
the core-to-core communications within the same tile and using the SCC’s
on-chip network, compared to local, where no core-to-core communication
happens. Finally, we use the communication primitive provided by RCCE
(see Sec. 2.3.2) as a comparison base of communication performance.

Figure 6.6 shows the average round trip time for all configuration de-
scribed above. The roundtrip time measured is 4.2 microseconds for the
local setting. As the local setting is equivalent to writing a value to the L1
cache and read it back, this time is unexpectedly long. However, because
Ping and Pong tasks perform almost no calculation, this can be attributed
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(a) Ping and Pong mapped
to the same core (local).

(b) Ping and Pong mapped
to cores in the same tile
(tile).

(c) Ping and Pong mapped
to cores in different tiles (re-
mote).

(d) Multiple Ping and Pong
pairs mapped to 2 cores in
different tiles(multiple).

Figure 6.5: 3 different testing scenarios to test the overhead of Drake with
the Ping Pong test application and one scenario to test the capacity of Drake
to hide its own overhead.
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Figure 6.6: Average round time measured for the Ping Pong application.

to the overhead of Drake when no inter-core communication happens and
there are very few tasks to run. The roundtrip time for tasks mapped to
different cores is much higher, but having them mapped to cores in the
same tile or in neighbor tiles does not seem to affect the roundtrip time
very much. The time difference between Drake and RCCE variants shows
the overhead brought by Drake. Figure 6.6 shows that for tile and remote,
40% of tasks fired are not data-ready. When this happens, Drake checks
other tasks in the schedule and tries again with the same task at the next
pipeline round. In contrast, the RCCE implementation just polls on its local
reception buffer. This different behavior upon missing data can explain this
performance difference.

The overhead revealed by Fig. 6.6 can be hidden by more and heavier
tasks to mask delays due to communications. We run several pairs of Ping
and Pong tasks over remote cores as shown on Fig. 6.5d to hide commu-
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nication delays and reduce the data miss rate. We also run multiple pairs
mapped on the same core to study the effect of hiding latencies when no
core-to-core communications happen. We run the Ping-Pong program for
some time t and count the number of roundtrips r that all p pairs of Ping
and Pong tasks could run in the time interval t. Yellow and green points in
Fig. 6.7a shows the average roundtrip time of a Ping and Pong task pair for
local and remote communications. For each setting we calculate the average
roundtrip time as

t

r · p
,

and we show on Fig. 6.7a the reference time of tasks polling using RCCE
communication primitives as shown in Fig. 6.6. We can see that hiding
communications with more independent tasks decreases the average execu-
tion time of tasks. This is supported by Fig. 6.7b, showing the drop in the
number of tasks fired while data is not available. However, the roundtrip
time gap between variants having tasks mapped to the same core and tasks
mapped to different tiles remains about 1µs. This gap can be attributed to
the additional time required to send and receive synchronization messages
as in steps 6 to 15 described in Fig. 6.3. We see that when communications
are hidden, the average execution time of a task is lower than the one im-
plemented using RCCE communication primitives. This suggests that our
implementation using RCCE communication primitives and polling on a
variable also suffers from communication latencies that could not be hidden
in our experiment.

The remaining overhead difference could be attributed to the additional
time required to fetch the input data from the MPB instead of the L1 cache.
This suggests that performance could be improved by prefetching data and
flags from the MPB to the L1 cache, in order to hide further the overhead of
Drake. However, as the tasks Ping and Pong perform a very small amount of
computation, they struggle to hide the overhead. It is expected that heavier
tasks can yield even better results.

6.3.2 Frequency Scaling
In this section, we assess the capacity of Drake to apply frequency scaling
between tasks of a pipeline. For this experiment, we design a simple stream-
ing application that consists in 2 independent, computationally heavy tasks,
both achieving the same amount of work. We define both tasks’ work as a
loop that executes a sine hardware instruction 10 times per iteration. We
run several experiments with 5 · 10i iterations for i ∈ {0, · · · , 6}, and 10j

executions of a pipeline stage for j ∈ {0, · · · , 6}, so that 5 · 10i × 10j is
constant. A high number of iterations but a low number of pipeline stages
gives Drake a lot of time to scale frequency and makes it suffer from a lower
time penalty related to frequency switching than with a low number of iter-
ations and high number of stages. For all variants, we devise two schedules
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Figure 6.7: Effect of hiding communication delays with more task execution.
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(a) Schedule for one fast and one slow
task.

(b) Schedule for two tasks running at the
same frequency.

Figure 6.8: Schedules used to measure the impact of frequency scaling to
task execution time.

where both tasks run on a unique processor. Figure 6.8a and 6.8b show both
schedules. We schedule one task to run at high frequency (2.4 GHz) and the
second at low frequency (1.2 GHz). We define another schedule where both
tasks run at the average frequency between high and low (1.8 GHz). Finally,
when we switch frequency between tasks, we monitor the impact of waiting
for the frequency transition before running more code, or not waiting.

In Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b, we show the performance results for all experi-
ment variants: alternate low and high frequencies (Alternate), deactivate
frequency scaling but set a constant average value (No Frequency Scaling)
or activate frequency switching but always use the same average frequency
(Constant). We make Drake wait for the OS to apply frequency scaling for
the delay it suggests before executing the task (Wait) or we skip this delay
(No Waiting). Finally, in Fig. 6.9a, we show the frequency ratio applied to
the alternate variants (Frequency ratio).

Figure 6.9a shows the average ratio between the execution time of the
task running at low frequency and the task running at high frequency. We
can see that, when the average execution time of a task is high (with higher
number of iterations), then the average time ratio tends to 2. This is because
Drake has a lot of time to apply frequency scaling and the fast tasks indeed
run twice as fast as the slow tasks. On the contrary, when tasks run for
a lower average time, the average time ratio gets closer to 1. When tasks
run for about 100µs, we can see that the slow task runs faster than the fast
task; this is because the tasks run for a too short time, and a task actually
runs at the frequency attributed to the task that runs before.

When tasks run faster, they perform fewer iterations per task execution
but they run more pipeline stages so that the overall work stays constant.
Therefore, when tasks run at different frequencies, fewer iterations per task
instance translates into more frequency switching and associated penalty in
the overall execution time. Figure 6.9b shows that having a lot of frequency
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(a) Average execution time ratio between slow and fast tasks function of average
task execution time.

(b) Average overall execution time function average task execution time.

Figure 6.9: Frequency scaling is effective and cheap when tasks run for 1
millisecond or more.
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switching operations penalizes significantly the overall performance. Both
Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b show that the effectiveness and the cost of frequency
scaling is most interesting when tasks run for about a millisecond or more.
Finally, Fig. 6.9b shows that frequency switching with Drake yields a time
performance penalty of about 10%, but deactivating the frequency switching
feature does not improve performance over just not using it.

6.3.3 Computation Speed with Drake on SCC
In this section, we test the performance of Drake with the implementation
of a pipelined mergesort. We choose mergesort as we have elaborated on
mergesort for the SCC [7, 104, 105] (Chapter 3 and 4) and we can com-
pare the performance of Drake to our previous work. Since mergesort is a
simple, well structured algorithm whose performance is mainly limited by
memory, it is very suitable for a performance study of on-chip streaming
implementations.

Our mergesort for Drake is comparable to the phases 0 and 1 of our
on-chip pipelined Mergesort [105] as described in Chapter 4. We implement
a 6 levels merging tree that we map to 6 cores sharing a unique memory
controller in the SCC (see Sec. 2.3.2). Leaf tasks sort their input buffer
using a sequential quicksort in their starting phase and other tasks switch
directly to the main running phase, waiting for input to merge.

We begin with a comparison with phase 1 of our previous implementation
of on-chip pipeline mergesort for the SCC [105], that is its on-chip pipelined
merging part. We run two merge trees on the same quadrant so we can use
all 12 cores attached to the same memory controller and thus reproduce the
previously published experiment. As the other 36 cores are attached to other
memory controllers, there is no on-chip communication between quadrants
and we do not compare to phase 2 of our previous implementation, this
variant is sufficient to compare both implementations. We measure the
time to sort 4 bytes integer input buffers of 220 to 225 elements, between the
first time a task is scheduled (at starting phase) until the last task switches
to termination phase, without taking the initial sorting of leaf tasks’ input
buffers into account.

We test the behavior of our Drake implementations with 3 simple sched-
ules. The single schedule maps all tasks of both merging trees to the same
core. This schedule serves as a comparison baseline for other schedules.
The double schedule places all tasks of a tree to one core and all tasks of
the second tree to another core, to take profit of the parallelism of 2 cores
while no tasks communicate from core to core. Finally, the mixed schedule
maps all tasks of every second level alternatively to one core and another.
This setting maximizes core to core communications and makes many tasks
share a small communication buffer (64 bytes, that is 16 integers in this ex-
ample). This prevents tasks from processing a large amount of data before
they need to forward it to release their communication buffer and let other
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Single, level-first
Double
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Figure 6.10: Execution time to merge input subsequences (each is pre-
sorted) of 220..25 elements in total with simple schedules.

tasks run. We test the influence of delays to execute data-ready tasks in the
overall performance. For instance, we want to run a task immediately after
its predecessor has produced the data it needs to run. We call level-first
a running sequence where all tasks are run in the order of their level and
depth-first a running sequence where we run a task immediately after one
of its predecessors is run.

Figure 6.10 shows that running both merge trees in two separate cores
yields a significant speedup. This can be explained by the parallelism in-
duced, where no communication can hinder the speedup. The fact that the
use of two cores doubles the L1 and L2 cache space available may also favor
the two-cores variant. We can also see that within the single core schedule
neither a level-first or depth-first sequences improves the overall execution
time. Finally, the mixed schedule is even slower than the single core, which
can be explained by the numerous, small buffers they are forced to work
with, yielding more task switching and communication overhead.

We use the 6-level merging-tree schedules level and block for 12 cores [105]
as described in Chapter 4 to run two merge trees and directly compare our
on-chip pipelined Drake mergesort implementation to our previous work.
The level mapping is a simple mapping that yields perfect load-balancing,
but it induces many core-to-core communications. The block mapping is
less intuitive but it still yields a perfect load-balancing and decreases com-
munication taking place between cores. For our on-chip pipelined mergesort
implementation for Drake using a block mapping, we use the depth-first
running sequence. Also, we run a simpler on-chip pipelined mergesort im-
plementation, that is similar to the one of Drake but with no support for fre-
quency switching or scheduling beyond the one previously described [105]).
All variants sort 220 to 225 elements split in 2 subsequences per leaf node
and each subsequence is individually pre-sorted before we start running our
mergesort implementations. Figure 6.11 shows a single core schedule divided
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Level mapping

Block mapping, depth-first

Block mapping, simpler

Figure 6.11: Execution time to merge input subsequences (each is pre-
sorted) of 220..25 elements in total with block and level schedules.

by 12 to serve as comparison basis. Both block and level mappings yield a
small performance difference despite the higher communication yield by the
level mapping. All runs exhibit a 0.7 efficiency for any input size. This effi-
ciency is lower than the double schedule described above, although this may
be due to the penalties related to communications that do not happen in the
double schedule. The simpler implementation exhibits a slight performance
penalty compared to our Drake-based mergesort implementation.

We run our on-chip pipelined mergesort implementation for Drake with
a unique 6-level merging tree mapped on 6 cores using both level and block
mappings. When using the block mapping, we use the depth-first running
sequence within a processor. We also run our Drake-based implementation
with a single core and show its execution time divided by 6. Finally, we
run a variant with a simpler scheduling support and no frequency scaling,
and a Drake-based implementation using the same schedule and running
sequence than the simpler variant previously mentioned. In this experiment,
we include the time to presort input subsequences into the overall sorting
time. Figure 6.12 shows that the level mapping is by far worse than the
block mapping. This is because all leaf tasks are mapped to the same core,
and this core needs to sort all input subsequences sequentially while other
cores just wait for input data. In contrast, the block mapping splits this
work across 4 cores that can perform the initial sorting phase in parallel.
All variants using the block mapping yield an efficiency of approximately
0.6, demonstrating the relevance of balancing the load of the initial tasks.
However, none exceeds the performance of the simpler implementation.

We devise alternative block and level mappings with an additional level
of 64 tasks dedicated to an initial sorting. These tasks are distributed among
all 6 cores as follows: the core running the root task receives 8 additional
presorting tasks, the core running both predecessor tasks of the root task
also receives 8 additional presorting tasks and all remaining cores receive
12 of these tasks. Fig. 6.13 shows that the overall execution time slightly
benefits from the distribution of initial sorting across cores, yet it never
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Block mapping, depth-first

Single core (1/6)

Level mapping

Figure 6.12: Execution time to sort and merge input subsequences (not pre-
sorted) of 220..25 elements in total, with block and level schedules and leaf
tasks starting with a sequential sort.

Level mapping, extra presort

Block mapping, extra presort

Simpler variant

Block mapping, depth-first

Figure 6.13: Execution time to sort and merge random input subsequences
of 220..25 elements in total with block and level schedules and additional
presorting tasks distributed among cores.

outperforms the simpler implementation.
This section shows that streaming applications based on Drake compete

well with specialized implementations previously described for the SCC.
Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 show that the execution time of our Drake-
based implementations scale with the size of input and that schedules can
noticeably affect the overall execution time.

6.3.4 Energy Consumption with Drake on SCC
In this section, we use Drake to evaluate the quality of schedules regarding
energy consumption. We use the Fast Fourier Transform [28] (FFT) as it is
a very common algorithm in signal processing applications. FFT is suitable
for stream programming, as it exhibits a simple structure and therefore
it represents a good benchmark for an on-chip pipelined implementation
and benchmark. We adapt an implementation of FFT from the Streamit
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Figure 6.14: Graphic representation of FFT2 from the Streamit benchmark
suite.

Task Work
Source 1264
Split 1264
FFTReorderSimple 640
CombineDFT 2464
Join 2048
Sink 1264

Table 6.1: Tasks’ estimated work for FFT2.

benchmark suite [138] to Drake, compute schedules using variations of a
Crown Scheduler [108], run it on the SCC using Drake and compare the
energy consumption measured for each schedule.

We choose the “FFT2” variant from the Streamit benchmark suite be-
cause it has a simple structure and because of its efficiency as claimed by
its authors. It contains two important tasks, FFTReorderSimple and Com-
bineDFT as shown in Fig. 6.14. We use the Streamit compiler to estimate
the workload of each task (Table 6.1) and we consider that all tasks run
sequentially. Since the schedulers that we use do not support the multiple
execution of a task within the same pipeline stage, we modify all tasks so
they produce the same amount of data each run.

We derive this FFT2 application into taskgraphs of 3 different makespans
in order to stress the scheduler so it schedules tasks to run at different fre-
quencies. We give a loose variant of the target makespan of 200, an average
variant of 15 and a tight variant of 4. As our crown scheduler implementa-
tions do not support target platforms with non-power-of-2 numbers of cores,
we run 11 schedulers to produce schedules for 32 cores only. We run each
resulting variant for 60 seconds and we measure the power consumption over
time. We compare our measurement to the projections of the energy model
described by Melot et al. [108].

Figure 6.15a shows the energy consumption measured by Drake on the
SCC for all loose, average and tight variants. They show that a tight target
makespan yields a higher energy consumption than average and loose target
makespans. This is expected, as a tighter deadline may lead the schedulers
to run tasks at a higher frequency. Figure 6.16 shows the details of two
schedules for the tight FFT makespan and task graph, that result in the
highest and lowest energy consumption as measured by Drake and shown in
Fig. 6.15a. The schedule shown in Fig. 6.16a yields a high energy consump-
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(a) Energy consumption measured on the SCC by Drake for FFT2 (in
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Figure 6.15: Energy consumption measured by Drake and projected by our
energy model.
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(a) Schedule that produces a high energy
consumption.

(b) Schedule that produces a low energy
consumption.

Figure 6.16: Two different schedules of the same application that yield dif-
ferent energy consumption.

tion and the second shown in Fig. 6.16b saves more energy. A star on a core
denotes that at least one task mapped to this core is scheduled to run at
the highest frequency on that core, requiring all cores in the corresponding
voltage island to have their voltage increased. A circle on a core indicates
that no task runs at the highest frequency. Cores whose voltage is increased
are colored in dark orange.

We can remark that the schedule that yields more energy has more cores
running at a higher voltage. Only one task that requires a higher voltage
requires all cores of the voltage island to run with a higher voltage. The
schedule shown in Fig. 6.16b succeeds in containing these tasks in a more re-
stricted amount of frequency islands, although it could be further improved.
No scheduler used in this experiment is aware of the constraints between
frequency and voltage or the frequency or voltage islands restrictions. Fig-
ure 6.15b uses the power model

P = f3,

which evaluates these schedules as equivalent. This experiment demon-
strates the need of schedulers to use better energy models and to be aware of
architecture constraints to takes better profit of voltage and frequency scal-
ing capabilities and minimize the energy consumption when they perform
optimization.

6.3.5 Performance Test with Mergesort on Intel IA64
In this section, we compare Drake and Intel TBB [120] through several vari-
ants of mergesort. Mergesort was designed as an external sorting algorithm,
optimized to take profit of small fast memories to perform merge operations
of data taken from big and slow storage memories, through a merging stream
tree. Furthermore, its structure is simple, it is cache-friendly as data is ac-
cessed consecutively, and is mostly insensitive to input data. We first give
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Figure 6.17: Merging tree pipeline of depth 3 for Drake. Only light green
nodes are part of the actual pipeline as dark orange nodes only pre-sort data
chunks before the pipeline begins.

details about our implementation of mergesort for Drake, then we give a
short description of Mergesort for TBB and OpenMP which we use as com-
parison. Finally, we show the results obtained when comparing performance
between different implementations.

We implement mergesort for Drake with a binary merging tree, where
each node is a sorting or a merging task. See Fig. 6.17 for a merging tree of
depth 3. We divide input data into as many chunks as there are leaves in
the tree, and we distribute them to leaves. Leaves sort the data they receive
using the C++ standard sequential std :: sort function and forward the result
to their parent task in the pipeline through Drake’s channels. Every non-leaf
task reads input from its both input channels, merges it and outputs the
data merged through its output channel. We model each task as sequential
and with a relative workload of 2d−h where d is the tree’s depth and h is the
distance in number of channels between a task and the root. For example,
for a merging tree of depth d = 3 (Fig. 6.17), leaves have a workload of 1
and the root task has a workload of 8. We generate an executable using the
Drake tool chain and use a LPT (Longest Processing Time first, see [49])
static scheduler. Figures 6.19a and 6.19b show the resulting schedule for 12
cores and a 4 levels merging tree.

Figure 6.19a shows an efficient schedule for Drake, where pre-sorting and
merging tasks are spread out evenly across cores, whereas Fig. 6.19b gives
an example of a bad Drake schedule, where merging tasks are well spread
out, but pre-sorting tasks do not use every core available. Since pre-sorting
represents a significant work, this can lead to a high performance difference.

We use as a reference the parallel sort implementations provided by Ro-
bison [120] and based on quicksort and mergesort as well as TBB [69] and
OpenMP [113]. We call TBB Quicksort a parallel quicksort for TBB with
a sequential data partitioning. TBB Mergesort is a parallel mergesort with
TBB constructs to express parallelism. High and low variants denote the
use of high or low-level TBB constructs to implement parallelism; the low
level variant allows more advanced thread management by TBB, such as in-
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Figure 6.18: LPT static schedule for a depth 3 merging tree and 12 cores.
The frequency scale on the right indicates the tasks’ frequency from 1.2 GHz
(light yellow) to 2.4 GHz (dark red).

(a) Balanced LPT schedule for a merging
tree of depth 4 for 12 cores. Pre-sorting
and merging tasks are respectively colored
in dark orange and light green.

(b) Unbalanced schedule for a merging
tree of depth 4 for 12 cores. Pre-sorting
and merging tasks are respectively colored
in dark orange and light green.

Figure 6.19: Balanced and unbalanced merging trees for Mergesort with
Drakex. Sorting and merging tasks are respectively colored in dark orange
and light green.
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stance dynamic load-balancing. Finally, OMP Mergesort denotes a parallel
mergesort using OpenMP for parallelization. All these variants are based on
the compiler’s C++ standard library to run efficient sequential implemen-
tations of stable sort and merge, when parallelism can no longer be applied.
Also, all mergesort variants implement a parallel merging phase. In order
to provide a better comparison to our Drake mergesort implementation, we
adapt them to use C++ standard, non-stable sort and we provide an alter-
native for the High-level TBB-based mergesort where all merge operations
are performed sequentially.

We use GCC 5.4 on Ubuntu 16.04 on a 12 cores Intel Xeon E5-2630L ma-
chine to compile all our parallel sorting variants. For each run, we generate
pseudo-random arrays of 32-bit integers, including 2i integers for i ∈ 24...28,
always using the same random seed. We run every combination 2 times in
order to reduce the noise due to external influences such as scheduling from
the OS and we measure execution time as well as energy consumption as
measured by Intel PCM library [141] based on processor hardware counters.

On Fig. 6.20a, we show the sorting time of our mergesort implementa-
tions, for 3-level merging trees (where relevant), using 2 to 12 cores at 2.4
GHz. We can see that Drake mergesort outperforms all other variants with
2 and 4 cores. From 6 to 12 cores, TBB mergesort with parallel merge take
better profit of parallelism but Drake mergesort is still at least as good as
TBB quicksort except for 6 cores. The OpenMP variant does not compete
with Drake mergesort nor TBB quicksort or TBB mergesort with parallel
merge; it is even outperformed by TBB mergesort with sequential merge
for a low number of cores. With a high number of cores, TBB mergesort
with sequential merge is the slowest, about twice slower than the fastest
variant. The difficulty Drake has to scale with the number of core, and its
poor performance with 6 cores can be explained by its absolute lack of any
dynamic mechanism to balance the load. Just like the partitioning phase
of TBB quicksort, its implementation of the merge operation is sequential,
which severely affect its ability to scale well. However, it performs much
better than TBB mergesort with sequential mergesort.

Figure 6.20b shows how Drake mergesort benefits from deeper merging
trees, but not from a tree deeper than 3 levels. This is because deeper
trees have more presorting tasks that can be better distributed through
cores, hence taking better profit of parallelization. We see on Fig. 6.21 that,
for any frequency level, the sorting time of every variant stays the same
when compared to each other, although Drake mergesort shows a slight
relative improvement with higher frequencies, but never outperforms TBB
quicksort.

Figures 6.22 through 6.23 show the energy consumption measured on our
platform with Intel PCM counters and RAPL library. We can see that the
Drake mergesort performs always better than TBB quicksort, and better
than TBB mergesorts with parallel merges for 2 and 4 cores. OpenMP
mergesort and TBB mergesort with sequential merge perform much worse
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(a) Sorting time with 1 to 12 cores for merge trees of depth 4.

(b) Sorting time with 12 cores for merge trees of depth 1 to 4.

Figure 6.20: Sorting time in milliseconds of 226 integers at 2.4 GHz
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Figure 6.21: Sorting time in milliseconds of 226 integers at 1.2 to 2.4 GHz
using 12 cores for merge trees of depth 4.

in all settings. We can compare energy consumption to sorting time with
Fig. 6.21 and see that, although Drake mergesort and TBB quicksort have
the same time performance, Drake mergesort consumes significantly less
energy. We see also that for 6 cores, the energy consumption difference
between Drake mergesort and TBB quicksort follows the time difference.
We see on Fig. 6.22b and 6.20b that, although a 3-level mergesort tree
is faster than a 2-level tree, the 2-level tree variant consumes less energy.
Also, although 3 and 4 level trees run for about the same time, 3-level tree
mergesort consumes less energy that a 4-level tree mergesort. This can
be explained by the increasing merging work to be done by the increasing
amount of merging tasks with deeper merging trees, the larger pipeline to
fill and drain or by the higher latency.

6.4 Related Work
The topic of stream programming has been covered in many theoretical
studies [77, 90]. There are numerous implementations of streaming algo-
rithms on various architectures such as the Cell Broadband Engine [55, 81]
and on the SCC [105]. On Intel Xeon, Shih-Wei et al. [129] maps kernels
to one or several threads (moldable tasks) but does not support Frequency
scaling as Drake; Gummaraju and Rosenblum [52] applies transformations
such as fusion on kernels consisting of sequential loops (loop fusion), and
maps to cores but does not apply kernel parallelization or frequency scal-
ing. Streamit [138] and CAL [38] are programming languages specialized in
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(a) Energy consumption with 1 to 12 cores for merge trees of depth 4.

(b) Energy consumption with 12 cores for merge trees of depth 4 to 4.

Figure 6.22: Energy consumption in Joules for sorting 226 integers at 2.4
GHz
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Figure 6.23: Energy consumption in Joules for sorting 226 integers at 1.2 to
2.4 GHz using 12 cores for merge trees of depth 4.

stream computing. Unlike Drake applications written in C with the support
of the vast amount of libraries available such as pthreads, they do not allow
malleable tasks, i.e. tasks that can run in parallel.

Buurlage et al. [17] proposes an approach based on BSP for Epiphany
accelerators [1]. They suggest algorithms composed of as many tasks as tar-
get cores, which simplifies considerably the scheduling problem. However,
all cores of the chip read data and process it in parallel, much like a GPU.
This might put a considerable pressure on on-chip networks and memory
controller. In contrast, Drake implements on-chip pipelining; this reduces
the number of cores reading from or writing to main memories and allows
a considerable speedup [81]. Pelcat et al. [115] propose PREESM, an inte-
grated environment for Synchronous DataFlow programing for DSPs. Re-
cently, they added support for moldable tasks scheduling [148] but not for
frequency scaling. Many other streaming languages have been developed,
such as Steamit [48]. Savas et al. [125] implement communication FIFO
buffers for CAL (see Sec. 2.4.6) and suggest specialized, architecture-specific
libraries that implements 5 operations: read, write, connect, disconnect
and end_of_transmit; this relates to Drake’s design that implements plat-
form specific features such as core-to-core communication into a separate,
platform-specific library. With their technique, Savas et al. [125] observe
speedup between 1.3 and 4.3 over hand-written code. In [126], Savas et al.
compare CAL-optimized scientific applications deployed on Epiphany [1] to
hand-written GNU scientific library running on a unique ARM processor
and observe a x30 speedup. They further note that the development of ap-
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plications using CAL takes slightly more time than C for most developers
observed in their study.

Numerous articles tackle the problem of scheduling tasks for multiproces-
sors, with various constraints and objectives [40, 49, 108, 116, 123, 143]; see
also Sec. 5.8. Most of these papers use their own approach to compare the
effectiveness of their technique to other existing ones and very few publish
their benchmarks that could be used to compare schedulers with a common
baseline.

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we describe the Drake framework for stream programming
with parallel tasks and frequency scaling. Drake generates executables whose
performance is optimized with the use of static schedulers such as Crown
Schedulers [108]. Power monitoring can take profit of measurement tools
such as MeterPU [94] while scheduling can take profit of execution platform
modeling languages as XPDL [85] for retargetability. We demonstrate the
ability of Drake and its platform backend for Intel architectures to take profit
of frequency scaling for individual tasks that run for 1 millisecond or more
in a pipeline stage. It is interesting to note that even if an algorithm such
as our Ping Pong tasks is memory-bound, its performance can be limited
by a lack of processing power to manage the overhead of Drake [74]. Our
computation speed tests demonstrate that Drake streaming applications can
compete with specialized ones and other streaming frameworks with respect
to execution time. However, the clear separation between algorithm imple-
mentation and platform management (especially communications) in Drake
make the fine tuning and platform-specific optimizations more difficult. One
opportunity may lie in windowed FIFO buffers [55] to lower the amount of
copy operations when sending or receiving data, by reading or writing di-
rectly into its memory buffer instead of using manipulation functions that
multiplies data copies. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of Drake by
comparing the quality of static schedules in highly throughput-constrained
applications. We show that Drake can emphasize the flaws of static sched-
ulers, such as the omission of voltage-related constraints when scheduling
DVFS operations, pinpointing the need of schedulers to be more aware of
platform features and constraints to produce good schedules. Finally, we
implement several variants of mergesort in order to compare execution time
and energy consumption of Drake and other parallel sorting variant from In-
tel [120] based on TBB and OpenMP. Drake outperforms all variants in time
and energy for a low number of cores and equals TBB quicksort in time with
a high number of cores. It even outperforms it in energy consumption for
every settings. However, specialized implementations of mergesort outper-
form Drake in both time and energy with a high number of cores. This can
be explained by the absence of any parallel merge operation for our Drake
mergesort implementation; in fact, the specialized mergesort for TBB using
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sequential merge performs much worse in time and energy than Drake.
Future work include the implementation of more features for Drake. Syn-

chronous Data Flow can help allocating communication memory so that
Drake allows tasks to produce and consume data following rates defined in
a taskgraph. We can complement the static schedules we use to generate
Drake programs with an online scheduler that can manage load imbalance
issues, or by implementing dynamic Crown rescaling as shown in Sec 5.5.3.
Finally, Drake can benefit from an online reconfiguration feature to manage
dynamic graph topology or task migration.
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Chapter 7

Software

Scheduling for mono or multi or many processors is a very active research
area [19, 116, 123, 143]. However, most articles only include a very limited
set of related schedulers to compare their novel method with state-of-the
art algorithms. Furthermore, the task collection they test is often limited
and rarely available for further fair comparisons. The STG (Standard Task
Graph) format [79] defines a syntax to model collections of tasks with prece-
dence constraints, where nodes and edges are weighted by their computa-
tional or communication load. The same page provides the Prototype format
that includes the number of cores available to schedule a task graph. How-
ever, the STG and Prototype formats leave no room for extensions such
as tasks’ parallel degree or parallel efficiency. Also, because the number
of processors is integrated to the task graph description, architectures and
applications are tightly coupled and the possibilities to study scheduling are
limited. Hönig and Schiffmann [59] use the STG format to provide a test
bench of 36000 randomly-generated task graphs and the optimal solutions
they could compute from the beginning for their work to present day (31756
out of 36000 at the time of the article writing in 2004). Kwok and Ishfaq [88]
provide 350 task graphs of the same format, of which 250 have no known
optimal solution. Finally, none of these articles provide a coherent and ex-
tensible framework to manipulate task graphs and architecture description,
nor they provide any convenient tool to batch large problem collections to
study various forms of the scheduling problem, and generate publishable
representations of the results.

We propose an extensible format to describe task graphs and decou-
pled target platforms, as well as Mimer, an extensible software environment
based on our batching and measuring tool to batch scheduling problems with
various schedulers, evaluate the schedules’ quality and generate publishable
visual representations of data. We use the Pelib to manipulate task graph
and target architecture textual representations. As shown in Sec. 6.2, our
task graph format includes computational load, parallel degree and efficiency
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or links between tasks an they load, among others. We aim at its extensibil-
ity for any further characteristic through the progress of scheduling research.
It is derived from the XML-based GraphML [137] format for which many
tools such as yEd [146] already exist to conveniently manipulate graphs.
We model target platforms using the AMPL [41] syntax features such as
the number of cores or topology in islands. While such description format
makes difficult the expression of non-numeric parameters, we can easily use
other formats such as XPDL [85] thanks to the flexible Pelib framework.
Finally, we represent schedules in XML to express the task sequence and
starting time for each processor.

We propose Mimer to manage scheduling experiments as well as to collect
and to plot information about optimization time, complexity, optimality and
the capability of schedulers to schedule a task graph for a target platform.
Schedulers’ optimization time may include allocation, mapping, frequency
scaling and overall time, depending on information the scheduler provides.
Schedules are assessed after their projected energy efficiency computed us-
ing our energy consumption model (see Sec. 5.6.2, after measurement on the
SCC or on Intel architectures (see Sec. 6.2 or after their unscaled makespan.
The goal of Mimer consists in automatizing scheduling experiments, reduc-
ing errors due to the repetition of tedious smalls tasks, and produce data
that can be shared between scheduling researchers, offering a framework to
peer review the data shown in scientific articles. Together with Drake, all
software described in this section represents more than 40 000 lines of C,
C++, bash and R code.

In this chapter, we give details about the Pelib, Crown Schedulers, Freja
and Mimer, as well as how to use them. This chapter gives no other inter-
est than introducing the reader to the software we use for this thesis, not
research techniques or results. The reader interested in research techniques
or experimental results only can skip this chapter. Section 7.1 gives instruc-
tions on how to get started on using the Pelib. Section 7.2 gives instructions
on how to use our implementations of Crown Schedulers. We give a brief
introductio to Freja in Sec. 7.3. Finally, Sec. 7.4 gives details about Mimer
and as well as a brief introduction on how to use it.

7.1 Pelib
The Pelib (Programming Environment Library, a reference to Pelab, the
Programming Environment Laboratory in Linköping University) manages
all basic operations over data structures such as task graph and platform
descriptions. It is at the core of all our schedulers and energy model eval-
uators, as well as running our scheduler implementations and other tools
such as task graph generators. The Pelib also provide basic and generic
data structures for C programs; they are at the heart of Drake such as its
communication channels. Section 7.1.1 gives an introduction on the Pelib
through a few examples on how to use its terminal interface to manipulate
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data structure implementations. Finally, Sec. 7.1.2 gives details about the
basic data structures we use in Drake.

7.1.1 Terminal Front-End
A good way to apprehend the framework consists in using the pelib-convert
interface and use the features provided by the pelib. The command below
uses the pelib and a task graph generator extension to output a GraphML [137]
representation of a 3-levels mergesort application for Drake. The main pur-

pelib−convert −−process −−lib generate −−args −−lib
mergesort −−args −−depth 3 −− −− −−output −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−stdout

pose of pelib−convert consists in translating the representation of one or
several data structure instances from a form to another. For instance, as-
suming the command above in stored in mergesort.graphml, the command
below transforms the mergesort task graph from GraphML format from
a file, to an algebraic form on standard output that AMPL can read as
input data of, e.g., a linear integer program. The command above is com-

pelib−convert −−input −−lib taskgraph−graphml −−file
mergesort . graphml −−output −−lib taskgraph−ampl_input
−−stdout

posed of one input and one output directives. They begin with −−input
and −−output, respectively. Here the input directive reads the file merge-
sort.graphml and use the library libpelib-taskgraph-graphml.so to parse it
and produce an instance of data structure. In this example, it expects a
GraphML syntax as input, produce an instance of Taskgraph and stores it
in memory for later use or output. Conversely, the output directive use the
library libpelib-taskgraph-ampl_input.so takes an instance of Taskgraph and
write it to standard output. Note that there is another directive, −−process
, that reads data structures as input and produce more data structures to
output or consume in another process directive.

The more complex command below generates a task graph description for
a 3 levels mergesort, takes the description of a 4-cores target platform (from
the file intel_i5_4690_haswell_p4-i2.dat as shown in Listing 6.6) then run
a binary search crown scheduler to produce a static schedule, then outputs
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Figure 7.1: Schedule of a 3-level mergesort task graph for a 4-core platform.

it in XML on standard output and generates a figure in SVG to mergesort-
binary.svg. Listing 7.1 and Fig. 7.1 give a XML and visual representation
of the schedule obtained, respectively.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−process −−lib generate
−−args −−lib mergesort −−args −−depth 3 −− −− −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−binary −− −−output
−−lib schedule−xml −−stdout −−output −−lib
schedu le− t e t r i s −−args −−ratio 2 −− −−file
mergesort−binary . svg

Consult Appendix A for the structure of arguments to pelib−convert and
the library we provide to manipulate data structures.

7.1.2 C Data Structures
In Ch. 6 we give a high-level description of our streaming framework Drake.
Drake relies on basic data structures such as arrays and FIFOs to achieve its
work. This section gives an introduction on these data structures, including
arrays, FIFOs, pairs, sets and maps. We use the C preprocessor to design
them so the compiler performs controls on the type of data they manipulate,
in a similar way than C++ templates. The following sections give details
on how to use each of the data structures implemented in the Pelib.

Fundamentals

In this section, we give the fundamentals of the Pelib’s basic data struc-
tures for C programs. Unlike usual C functions, Listing 7.2 gives function
prototypes with two lists of parameters between parentheses. The first list
gives specialization types, for example int, that specializes the corresponding
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Listing 7.1: Schedule of a 3-level mergesort task graph for a 4-core platform.

<?xml version=” 1.0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
<schedule name=”Cr−Bin−newFast−newLTLG−newHeight−bin ( a=3,k

=52.64 , e=0.01861 , z=0.649)” appname=”Cr−Bin−newFast−
newLTLG−newHeight−bin ( a=3,k=52.64 , e=0.01861 , z=0.649)”>

<core core id=”1”>
<task name=” root ” s t a r t=” 0.000 ” frequency=”3.500000 ” width

=”1.000000 ” workload=”4.000000 ”/>
</core>
<core core id=”2”>
<task name=”merge_2” s t a r t=” 0.000 ” frequency=”2.700000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”2.000000 ”/>
<task name=”merge_6” s t a r t=” 0.741 ” frequency=”2.500000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”1.000000 ”/>
</core>
<core core id=”3”>
<task name=”merge_3” s t a r t=” 0.000 ” frequency=”2.700000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”2.000000 ”/>
<task name=”merge_7” s t a r t=” 0.741 ” frequency=”2.500000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”1.000000 ”/>
</core>
<core core id=”4”>
<task name=”merge_4” s t a r t=” 0.000 ” frequency=”1.700000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”1.000000 ”/>
<task name=”merge_5” s t a r t=” 0.588 ” frequency=”1.900000 ”

width=”1.000000 ” workload=”1.000000 ”/>
</core>

</ schedule>
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function, in the manner of C++ templates. The second list of parameters is
the usual function parameters of a classic C function. We define STRUCT_T
with desired any specialization type (for example int) and we use Listing 7.2
to define the basic functions that manipulate a Pelib C data structure. See
the documentation for a brief description of these functions. Listing 7.4
gives a simple example on how to use the Pelib generic C data structure in
a program.

Listing 7.2: Basic functions of all data structures in

1 STRUCT_T* pe l i b_a l l o c_struct ( STRUCT_T) ( ) ;
2 int pe l i b_a l l o c_bu f f e r ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T* obj , s i z e_t n) ;
3 int pe l i b_se t_bu f f e r ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T* obj , void* buf fer

, s i z e_t n) ;
4 STRUCT_T* pe l i b_a l l o c ( STRUCT_T) ( ) ;
5 STRUCT_T* pe l i b_a l l o c_c o l l e c t i o n ( STRUCT_T) ( s i z e_t n) ;
6 STRUCT_T* pe l i b_a l l o c_from ( STRUCT_T) ( void* buf fer , s i z e_t

n) ;
7 int pe l i b_i n i t ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T *obj ) ;
8 int pe l i b_copy ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T src , STRUCT_T* dst ) ;
9 int pe l i b_f r e e_struct ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T *obj ) ;
10 int pe l i b_f r e e_bu f f e r ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T *) ;
11 int pe l i b_f r e e ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T *) ;
12 int pe l i b_destroy ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T) ;
13 int pe l i b_compare ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T a , STRUCT_T b) ;
14 FILE* pe l i b_p r i n t f ( STRUCT_T) ( FILE* str , STRUCT_T obj ) ;
15 FILE* pe l i b_p r i n t f_d e t a i l ( STRUCT_T) ( FILE* str , STRUCT_T

obj , int l v l ) ;
16 s i z e_t pe l i b_fwr i t e ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T obj , FILE* s t r ) ;
17 s i z e_t pe l i b_fread ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T* obj , FILE* s t r ) ;
18 char* pe l i b_s t r i ng ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T) ;
19 char* pe l i b_s t r i ng_de t a i l ( STRUCT_T) ( STRUCT_T, int ) ;

The Pelib provides interface and implementations for generic static ar-
rays, fifos, iterators, pairs, sets, as well as specializations for 32 bits integers,
32 bits floating point scalars, integer complex and strings. Drake relies on
Pelib to implement static arrays and maps of more elaborate types such as
tasks or linkslink. Appendix

7.2 Crown Schedulers
Our Crown Schedulers such as our integrated ILP scheduler use the Pelib
to run AMPL and solve our models to generate a solution. The Pelib also
facilitates the parsing and generation of input and output data in various
formats. Our separated and integrated heuristics use several class hierarchies
specialized in solving the allocation, mapping and frequency scaling sub-
problems, or in providing feedback loops such as our simulated annealing to
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Listing 7.3: Code example using the Pelib C data structures.

1 int * i , j ;
2 j = 10;
3 i = pe l i b_a l l o c ( int ) ( ) ;
4 pe l i b_i n i t ( int ) ( &i ) ;
5 for ( * i = 0 ; ! p e l i b_compare ( int ) ( * i , j ) ; ( * i )++)
6 {
7 pe l i b_p r i n t f ( int ) ( stdout , * i ) ;
8 }
9 char * s t r = pe l i b_s t r i ng ( int ) ( * i ) ;

10 p r i n t f ( ”%s\n” , s t r ) ;
11 pe l i b_destroy ( int ) ( i ) ;
12 pe l i b_f r e e ( int ) ( i ) ;

Listing 7.4: Code example using the Pelib C data structures.

1 int * i , j ;
2 j = 10;
3 i = pe l i b_a l l o c ( int ) ( ) ;
4 pe l i b_i n i t ( int ) ( &i ) ;
5 for ( * i = 0 ; ! p e l i b_compare ( int ) ( * i , j ) ; ( * i )++)
6 {
7 pe l i b_p r i n t f ( int ) ( stdout , * i ) ;
8 }
9 char * s t r = pe l i b_s t r i ng ( int ) ( * i ) ;

10 p r i n t f ( ”%s\n” , s t r ) ;
11 pe l i b_destroy ( int ) ( i ) ;
12 pe l i b_f r e e ( int ) ( i ) ;
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Listing 7.5: pelib-convert command to run our integrated Crown Scheduler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown− i lp− integrated −−
−−output −−lib schedule−xml −−stdout

find good allocation solutions and compute initial solutions for them. In this
section, we give a few examples on how to invoke our schedulers using pelib-
convert and we give an overview of the global architecture. All schedulers
using AMPL require a working installation of AMPL [41] and a Gurobi [54].
We present only the most important options; more options exists such as
energy model parameters; consult the source files of scheduler plugins to
learn more about them.

We begin with our integrated Crown Scheduler. Listing 7.5 gives the
command to run it with pelib-convert. Argument directive −−config takes
the same arguments as shown in Table A.1. It defines the crown configu-
ration described in Sec. 5.5.2); alternatives include config-organ and config-
taskgraph.

Listing 7.6 gives a command line with all explicit options to run a
phase-separated crown scheduler using the fast allocation allocation strat-
egy (Sec. 5.3), the LTLG mapping heuristic (Sec. 5.3.3) and the Height
frequency scaling heuristic (Sec. 5.3.5). The −−config directive is the same
as above. Directives −−allocation, mapping and −−scaling also take the same
arguments as shown in Table A.1. They set the algorithms used in the cor-
responding phase of the phase separated scheduler. Alternatives include
mapping-ilp and mapping-ilp-balanced for the mapping phase and scaling-ilp
for the scaling phase.

Listing 7.6: pelib-convert command to run our phase-separated Crown
Scheduler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−modular −−args −−config
−−lib config−binary −−allocation −−lib
a l l o c a t i on− f a s t e s t −−mapping −−lib mapping−ltlg −−scaling
−−lib sca l ing−height −− −− −−output −−lib schedule−xml

−−stdout

In Listing 7.7 we run our binary search technique (Sec. 5.3.6), using
LTLG and Height heuristics to compute schedules from an allocation solu-
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Listing 7.7: pelib-convert command to run our binary search Crown Sched-
uler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−binary −−args −−config
−−lib config−binary −−mapping −−lib mapping−ltlg
−−scaling −−lib sca l ing−height −− −− −−output −−lib
schedule−xml −−stdout

tion. Argument directives config, mapping and scaling have the same mean-
ing and alternative as for the phase separated crown scheduler invocation
shown in Listing 7.6.

Listing 7.8 shows how to run our simulated annealing feedback loop
to compute good allocation solutions; see Sec. 5.3.7 for more information
about the technique. The −−composite options takes options shown in
Tab. A.1 and defines the scheduler that computes the initial solution; here
we use our phase-separated scheduler with a binary crown configuration.

Listing 7.8: Using simulated annealing feedback loop and phase separated
scheduler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−composite−annealing
−−args −−composite −−lib crown−modular −−args −−config
−−lib config−binary −− −− −− −−output −−lib schedule−xml
−−stdout

We can use crown consolidation in the same manner as simulated an-
nealing. Listing 7.9 gives the pelib-convert command to run it, using a
phase-separated scheduler to compute solutions.

Listing 7.9: Using core consolidation with our phase separated scheduler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−composite−consolidation
−−args −−composite −−lib crown−modular −−args −−config

−−lib config−binary −− −− −− −−output −−lib schedule−xml
−−stdout
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Finally, Listing 7.10 combines crown consolidation and simulated anneal-
ing feedback loops, with the phase-separated scheduler to compute solutions.
This is an example of scheduler composition with Pelib.

Listing 7.10: Using core consolidation with our phase separated scheduler.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib crown−composite−consolidation
−−args −−composite −−lib crown−composite−annealing

−−args −−composite −−lib crown−modular −−args −−config
−−lib config−binary −− −− −− −− −−output −−lib
schedule−xml −−stdout

We also provide the script crown to provide a simple interface to use
crown schedulers. Its options are the same as described in Table A.5.

7.3 Freja
Measuring and representing the performance of an algorithm represents
quite a tedious task. Such activity requires a constant monitoring and inter-
vention to collect data from an experiment, start the next one and check if
everything works as expected. Such constant attention is error-prone. Once
the data has been fully collected, it is often cumbersome and also error-prone
to reshape it to some format convenient to read, such as a plot, or to a format
allowing the computation of such plots. There are many benefits in autom-
atizing this process: making it autonomous, more reliable or faster. Freja1

assists researchers with managing experiments and to produce stronger and
meaningful data thanks to an automatized process. This data can be inter-
preted by analysis tool such as R [118] to produce publishable-quality visual
representations of this data.

Running long and complex experiments without supervision is particu-
larly useful to use in clusters, where the user has typically no interactive
access to computer nodes that actually run programs. A batch job in such
cluster with Freja simply consists in starting an experiment and let Freja
run each of them and collect the data. This section gives a brief introduction
on the use of Freja to define and run a very simple, but rather meaningless,
experiment and generate data that can be loaded into R for processing. For
a more extended presentation of Freja with a more realistic example, consult
Appendix C

Freja takes a list of variables and their possible values to generate all
possible variable combinations and collect data they generate. A Freja ex-
periment takes shape in at least 3 files: variables defines variables and their

1Freyja is (Freja in Swedish) the goddess of love, sexuality, beauty, fertility, gold, seidhr
(sorcery), war, and death in the old Nordic mythology.
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Listing 7.11: Example of the experiment description file variable.

1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 compile= ( a b)
4 a=”a aa”
5 b=”b bb bbb”
6
7 run= ( c d e )
8 c=”cc ”
9 d=”d dd”

10 e=”ee eee ”
11
12 r e s t r i c t =’match ( a , ”^a$” ) && match ( b , ”^bb$” ) | | match ( a ,

”^aa$” ) ’
13
14 output_columns=”num sec ”

possible values, compile is a script that prepares the environment according
to possible variable combinations (typically, it compiles programs with corre-
sponding options) and the third one run runs the experiment for a given set
of values, typically running a program with the corresponding arguments.

Listing 7.11 gives a simple example of an experiment description for
Freja. In this example, we have 5 variables a, b, c and d. Each variable
has an independent set of possible values. Line 3 defines the set of variables
used when setting up the environment, here variables a and b. Lines 4
and 5 give the possible values for variables a and b, respectively, separated
with a whitespace. Lines 7 to 10 define 3 more variables and their possible
values to be used when running experiments. Line 12 gives a convenient
way to prevent Freja from compiling or running one or several combinations
of values. It is based on a boolean formula where literals are either a bash
command or a test of the value of a variable against a regular expression.
Finally, line 14 gives a list of names for the data produced when running
experiments.
Listing 7.12 gives a minimal example of the script Freja uses to set the ex-
periment’s environment, usually compiling all program variants under test.
This script is called for every variable combinations defined in lines 3 to 5 of
Listing 7.11, given in order defined in its line 3. Listing 7.13 gives the Freja
command to setup the environment after what is defined in Listings 7.11
and 7.12 as well as its output; Freja reports the success of setting up each
setting.
Finally, Listing 7.14 gives an example of the script Freja uses to run each
experiment. It is very close to Listing 7.12; it additionally includes the
variables defined in lines 7 to 10 of Listing 7.11. As for setting up the
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Listing 7.12: Example of the environment setting script compile.

1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 a=$1
4 b=$2
5
6 ## run make with various options , for example:
7 #make A=$a B=$b

Listing 7.13: Using Freja to setup environment.

user@host :~ $ f r e j a compile
[ INFO] Will compile 6 s e t t i n g s
[ INFO] Sett ing 2/6: a=a b=bb . . . OK. 0.00 sec f i n i s h ed on

09/27/16 13 : 3 5 : 0 7 ; approx . 0 .15 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )
[ INFO] Sett ing 4/6: a=aa b=b . . . OK. 0.00 sec f i n i s h ed on

09/27/16 13 : 3 5 : 0 8 ; approx . 0 .08 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )
[ INFO] Sett ing 5/6: a=aa b=bb . . . OK. 0.00 sec f i n i s h ed on

09/27/16 13 : 3 5 : 0 8 ; approx . 0 .04 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )
[ INFO] Sett ing 6/6: a=aa b=bbb . . . OK. 0.00 sec f i n i s h ed on

09/27/16 13 : 3 5 : 0 8 ; approx . 0 .00 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )
[ INFO] Success . Compilation took 0.28 seconds ( 0.00 minutes

) or 0 .05 seconds per compi lat ion s e t t i ng ( 0.00 minutes )
.

environment, Listing 7.15 gives the trace produced by Freja when running all
experiments one by one, reporting their success or failure. After completion,
Freja produces the file table.csv in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format
and that contains all data produced by successful experiments for analysis
with a tool such as R [118].

7.4 Mimer
Mimer2 relies on Freja 7.3 to assist at the comparison of several schedulers’
performance in experiments defined by the user. An experiment involves one
or several schedulers to compare, schedule evaluators as well as a processing
and scripting set of scripts. Figure 7.2 gives a general overview of the work-
flow Mimer provides. For a given scheduling experiment, the Mimer relies
manages the following phases:

2Mimir (Mimer in Swedish) is a Nordic mythology figure for wisdom and advisor fo
Odin, the king of gods. It is associated with Mimers brunn, a well that provides knowledge
to whomever drinks from it.
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Listing 7.14: Example of the experiment script run.

1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 a=$1
4 b=$2
5
6 c=$3
7 d=$4
8 e=$e
9

10 echo $ ( echo $a$b$c$d$e | wc −m) $ ( date +%N)

1. Running all schedulers for all members of a set of task graphs and
target platforms within a defined set (schedule phase).

2. Assessing generated schedules’ quality through custom evaluation pro-
cesses (assess phase).

3. Gather statistics generated in steps 1 and 2 (gather phase).

4. Process the data generated and generate publishable visual represen-
tations (plot phase).

Phase 1 uses schedulers through a calling interface as defined in Sec. A.3.4
by pelib-scheduler and options shown in Table A.5. Each phase produces
intermediate data the next phase consumes; Mimer stores it in /̃.mimer.
Phase 2 takes the schedules generated in phase 1 and produces information
on schedules’ quality (i.e. their energy consumption). Phase 3 collects all
data produced in phases 1 and 2 such as the number of cores in the target
platform, optimization time or energy consumed and generates a single data
source phase 4 can use to produce figures.
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Listing 7.15: Using Freja to run individual experiments.

[INFO] Will run 24 instances
[INFO] Instance 5/24: a=a b=bb c=cc d=d e=ee . . . OK. 0.03 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 1.01 sec l e f t ( 0.02 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 6/24: a=a b=bb c=cc d=d e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 1.04 sec l e f t ( 0.02 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 7/24: a=a b=bb c=cc d=dd e=ee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 1.04 sec l e f t ( 0.02 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 8/24: a=a b=bb c=cc d=dd e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 1.02 sec l e f t ( 0.02 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 13/24: a=aa b=b c=cc d=d e=ee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 0.67 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 14/24: a=aa b=b c=cc d=d e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 0.63 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 15/24: a=aa b=b c=cc d=dd e=ee . . . OK. 0.03 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:22; approx . 0.58 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 16/24: a=aa b=b c=cc d=dd e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.52 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 17/24: a=aa b=bb c=cc d=d e=ee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.47 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 18/24: a=aa b=bb c=cc d=d e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.41 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 19/24: a=aa b=bb c=cc d=dd e=ee . . . OK. 0.03 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.35 sec l e f t ( 0.01 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 20/24: a=aa b=bb c=cc d=dd e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.28 sec l e f t ( 0.00 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 21/24: a=aa b=bbb c=cc d=d e=ee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.22 sec l e f t ( 0.00 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 22/24: a=aa b=bbb c=cc d=d e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.14 sec l e f t ( 0.00 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 23/24: a=aa b=bbb c=cc d=dd e=ee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.07 sec l e f t ( 0.00 minutes)
[INFO] Instance 24/24: a=aa b=bbb c=cc d=dd e=eee . . . OK. 0.02 sec finished on

09/27/16 13:35:23; approx . 0.00 sec l e f t ( 0.00 minutes)
[INFO] Success . Batch took 1.77 seconds ( 0.03 minutes) to run , or 0.07

seconds per instance run ( 0.00 minutes) .
[INFO] Merging a l l results to stuf f / t i s_27_sep_2016_13−35−21_CEST/table . csv

. . . done.
[INFO] Merging a l l results to stuf f /table . csv . . . done.
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Schedulers and their interface are already widely discussed in Ch. 5 and
Sec. A.2.4 and A.3.4. Additionally, a scheduler for Mimer use must return 0
if its execution yields no error, even if no correct schedule can be found, and
returns any other value otherwise. Returning a non-zero value makes Mimer
to ignore the data produced by the scheduler. Finally, mimer provides the
environment variable output that contains the path to where Mimer stores
the output it catches from a scheduler. By convention, such data should
be stored in output with a filename matching the scheduler’s name and its
settings and its should end with extension .raw.

Section D.1 gives details on schedule evaluators. Section D.2 discusses
the data collection, analysis and plotting of data. Finally, Sec. D.3 gives
details on how to define an experiment and how to run them using Mimer.
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Conclusion

The recent processor architectures are designed to deliver more and more
performance while facing issues such as the power wall and the memory
wall. The energy spent in data centers to analyse big amounts of data is
such that optimizations include compromises between energy consumption
and accuracy [98]. Conventional approaches to high-performance computing
through the parallelization of single-threaded computation are limited by the
ILP (Instruction-Level Parallelism) wall and are still subject to the memory
wall. Numerous architecture improvements such as larger caches and global
memory coherency are too costly in processor area and energy consumption
to be used in platforms involving several hundreds of cores.

We give a brief overview of the characteristics of newest many-core ar-
chitectures that are designed for high throughput rather than low latencies
and aim at the reduction of power and energy consumption. These architec-
tures often relax their shared memory consistency model and some of them
do not even provide any automatic shared memory consistency to the pro-
grammer. Although this allow the design of more powerful processors, it also
increases the complexity of programming which is a task already challenging
with traditional architectures. This is because of the explicit management
of messages between cores programmers must additionally provide when de-
signing a program. Such effort would need to be repeated for every new
type of target processor if (performance) portability is not ensured.

Stream programming exhibits not only explicit parallelism, its use in
conjunction with many-core architectures can also contribute to the reduc-
tion of the memory wall problem. Communicating tasks can be implemented
using the on-chip network available on many-core processors, high latencies
to main memories can be hidden by the concurrent computation of other
tasks and accesses to distant memories with high latency costs can be drasti-
cally reduced thanks to external memory algorithms such as mergesort [87].
Computing over streams on many-core architectures yields many challenges
that have been largely covered in recent publications. One of the major
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problems is the scheduling of streaming tasks over processors to optimize
for latency, for throughput, for energy/power (and possibly many other) or
any combination of them.

Our contributions include the detailed study of the Intel Single-Chip
Cloud computer (SCC) and the design and analysis of an efficient on-chip
pipelined algorithm for it. We use mergesort because of its simple structure
that is easy to reason about, because it is memory bound and because of
its inherent capability to work in a streaming fashion. We find that the
SCC may not be the best architecture to optimize memory accesses as we
demonstrate that, in the default setting, its cores altogether fail to saturate
the read memory bandwidth. However, we show that the SCC can still
benefit from an on-chip pipelined mergesort implementation. Our imple-
mentation competes well with other classic mergesort implementations and
is competitive with the on-chip pipelined mergesort implemented for the
Cell Broadband Engine, given the limits of such comparison.

We propose Crown Scheduling, a novel static scheduling technique to
optimize energy consumption for streaming applications under throughput
constraints which takes profit of DVFS features offered by the target archi-
tecture. Unlike most existing scheduling techniques, our algorithm is able to
allocate and map moldable tasks and assign them frequencies to reduce the
energy consumption. Our experimental evaluation indicates that ILP-based
crown schedulers can find optimal solutions (given the crown constraints,
we call this crown-optimality) for small to moderate size problems in a rea-
sonable time. We demonstrate that our heuristics produce solutions close to
crown-optimality and that they can find solutions for big problem instances
(thousands of tasks and hundreds of cores) in a reasonable time.

We extend the technique to target platforms with arbitrary number of
cores through Crown configuration and we show that different configuration
strategies do not affect significantly the efficiency of our technique. We
investigate further energy saving by scheduling tasks to a reduced set of
cores and switch off the unused ones and observe up to 91% additional
energy saving in cases where processors are mostly unused. We adapt Crown
Scheduling to take architecture constraints such as voltage and frequency
islands into account so that the solutions computed can be used in practice
and we show that Crown Schedulers are able to produce almost equally
good solutions for platforms with large voltage and frequency islands, and
much worse solutions when all cores are grouped in a unique island. This
suggests that more energy optimization can be expected for architectures
with voltage and frequency scaling for cores grouped in at least two dif-
ferent voltage and frequency islands. We suggest Crown rescaling to adapt
dynamically a schedule computed statically, in case of tasks running slower
or faster than expected, in order to save even more energy. Finally, we
provide a mathematical argument to demonstrate that, for realistic target
platform and energy consumption models, our integrated Crown Scheduler
produce solutions estimated to make a stream application to consume at
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worst 3.7 times more energy than with an optimal schedule.
We introduce Drake, a C-based programming framework and compilation

tools that generates optimized streaming applications with static schedules.
Drake allows the measurement of performance in execution time or energy
consumption to assess the quality of arbitrary static schedulers. The qual-
ity of a schedule may be expressed in the execution time of the algorithm
scheduled and/or the energy consumption it yields. Drake eases the im-
plementation of streaming algorithms for an actual many-core architecture,
thus facilitating the fair comparison of schedulers. Unlike many streaming
programming environments, programming for Drake is based on C, allowing
the use of many already existing libraries. We show that, although Drake
yields a noticeable overhead, this overhead is mostly hidden when scaling
up the number of tasks and the amount of work they perform. Finally we
demonstrate the usefulness of this tool by showing the difference in energy
consumption of two schedules that are predicted as equivalent when using
a simple abstract mathematical energy consumption model.

Future work includes the refinement of our Crown Scheduling technique
to rescale dynamically the execution clock frequency of tasks in the case
where another task is skipped due to the lack of data, or if a task took a
longer time to run than expected. We plan to extend Crown Scheduling to
optimize the use of other resources such as main memory bandwidth or for
heterogeneous multiprocessors. Additional developments include optimiza-
tion of communication between tasks mapped to different cores, including
with heterogeneous networks, similarly as we did for our pipelined merge-
sort implementation for the SCC [105]. We can take into account the target
platform topology such as shared memory islands to produce valid sched-
ules for more realistic target platforms. Finally, we can include stream
programming characteristics such as production and consumption rates of
Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) to compute optimized schedules.

We plan to improve Drake to support more complex stream comput-
ing constructs such as the one described by Thies et al. [138] for Streamit.
Drake needs to provide a way to reconfigure tasks quickly as well as to take
into account dynamic data firing and consuming rates over communication
channels. We can extend Drake to support Synchronous Data Flow’s hetero-
geneous production and consumption rates. We plan to port Drake to other
architectures such as Tilera, Epiphany, Xeon Phi, or portable programming
environments such as MPI so that we can investigate further problems such
as the scheduling of tasks for energy optimization in the presence of hetero-
geneous on-chip networks.
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Appendix A

Pelib

In this section, we give detailed information about how to use the tools
derived from the Pelib through several examples and lists of arguments the
command lines can take. We also give detailed information on the most
important parts of the Pelib’s software architecture, such as its organization
in a set of plugins for all the tasks the Pelib can perform. We further give
detailed explanations about the existing plugins as well as how to use them
through command line examples and the lists of arguments plugins admit.

A.1 Options for pelib-convert
The order of input and output directives does not matter, but data struc-
tures are consumed and produced by process directives (if any) in the same
order as they appear in the command line. It is easier to read a command
starting with inputs, finishing with outputs and having processing direc-
tives in the middle. In general, an input or an output directive can take the
options given in Table A.1; Table A.4 gives other pelib-convert options.

Table A.2 gives the libraries we provide and the input or output directives
they implement. The process directives are shown in Table A.3
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−−library, −l Full filename of the library to use to parse or output a
data structure.

−−lib, −m Type of data structure and format of data to parse or
output using a system library. If parsing or outputting
a task graph in graphml format, this looks for
libpelib-taskgraph-graphml.so in the system library
directory.

−−name, −n Name to give to a data structure instance when
parsing it or name to look for in memory when
outputting or processing it. If no name is specified,
pelib-convert uses the name if the data structure type
returned by the library employed. This is only useful
if several input directives produce several instances of
the same data structure and libraries used in output
or process directives need both input data structure.
This scenario does not happen with any software we
provide, in their current version.

−−args str −− Forwards str as arguments to the library employed.
The syntax of str depends exclusively on the library.
The −− marker ends the string to be passed to the
library. If necessary such arguments can be nested in
each others.

−−file, −f Filename pelib-convert reads from or writes to the
data to be read or produced.

−−stdin Valid only for an input directive. Reads data from
standard input.

−−stdout Valid only for an output directive. Writes data to
standard output.

−−stderr Valid only for an output directive. Writes data to
standard error.

Table A.1: Options admissible in input, output or process directives of pelib-
convert.
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Name Class Direction Description
ampl_input Algebra IO Reads and writes algebraic data structures in AMPL format, suitable

as input data for a AMPL program.
ampl_output Algebra IO Reads and writes algebraic data structures as output by a AMPL

frontend for a e.g. linear integer solver.
taskgraph-graphml Taskgraph IO Reads and writes task graphs in GraphML format.
taskgraph-ampl_input Taskgraph IO Read and writes task graphs in AMPL input format.
taskgraph-ampl_output Taskgraph IO Read and writes task graphs in AMPL output format.
platform-ampl_input Platform IO Reads and writes platform descriptions in AMPL input format (See

Listing 6.6).
platform-ampl_output Platform IO Reads and writes platform descriptions in AMPL output format.
schedule-ampl_input Schedule IO Reads and writes schedules in AMPL input format.
schedule-ampl_output Schedule IO Reads and writes schedules in AMPL output format.
schedule-xml Schedule IO Reads and writes schedules in XML format.
schedule-drake Schedule O Writes data on streaming application in C code ready to compile as

part as a Drake application (see Fig.6.1).
schedule-tetris Schedule O Produces a graphic representation of a schedule in SVG format.

Table A.2: Existing Input and Output directives for pelib-convert. In column Direction, I shows that the directive can parse
an input stream and O can produce an output stream.
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Name Consumes Produces Description
generate none any Generates a new data structure instance such as a task graph.
solve Algebra Algebra Runs a algebraic solver with an algebraic input data and produce a solution

in the form of another algebraic data structure.
schedule Taskgraph, Platform Schedule Runs a compatible static scheduler that produces a schedule given the

corresponding task graph and platform descriptions available in memory.

Table A.3: Existing Process directives for pelib-convert.

−−seed s Initializes random generator to s. If s is −−random then time (NULL) as initialization value; otherwise the
random generator is not initialized at all.

−−sources Pelib-convert ignores all other arguments and prints the filename of the source package it has been compiled
with.

Table A.4: Additional options for pelib-convert.
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A.2 Architecture
This section gives a brief overview on the Pelib framework and gives direc-
tives to use it to implement new features. The framework provides several
classes that model data structures, data parsers and outputs in various for-
mats as well as bindings to AMPL-frontend algebraic solvers and dynamic
linking points that pelib-convert uses extensively.

We begin with a short presentation of the core data structures of pelib.
They are simple data containers and they are not intended for use in a high-
performance program. Fig. A.1a shows that all simple data structures have
as common ancestor class Data and the derived class AlgebraData is the root
of algebraic data structures such as scalars, vectors, matrices and sets. More
complex data structures we use to model streaming applications inherit from
Record, such as Algebra, Taskgraph, Platform or Schedule (Fig. A.1b). Note
that we mention these classes in Tables A.2 and A.3. An instance of Algebra
is a container for algebraic simple data structures as scalars, vector, etc.,
Taskgraph represents the graphs of communicating tasks and their details,
Platform holds information about an execution platform and Schedule mod-
els a static schedule of a streaming application. More information about
these structures is given in later sections.

As illustrated in Sec. 7.1, the first role of Pelib consists in translating data
structures from a format to another, e.g., a task graph from GraphML to
AMPL input data ready to feed a AMPL program. The hierarchy starting in
classes DataParser, DataOutput, RecordParser and RecordOutput provides
all functionalities to achieve this work. In Fig. A.2, all leaves in a hierarchy
are specialized classes for parsing or producing data streams representing a
complex data structure, or do both. For example, ScheduleXML can both
parse and output a schedule in XML format, but ScheduleTetris can only
produce an output for a in instance of Schedule. Also, we see on Fig. A.2
two roots in the hierarchy, both giving a common ancestor class for every
complex data structure parser or output classes. All intermediate classes
exist so that the hierarchy can be extended at any point. For example,
XMLSchedule is both a parser and output class of Schedule, but another class
could be a Schedule output class only. This is the case of ScheduleTetris that
inherits from ScheduleOutput only; one can imagine another Schedule output
class in XML format; such a class would inherit from XMLScheduleOutput.
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pelib::Data pelib::AlgebraData

pelib::Matrix< Col,
Row, Value >

pelib::Scalar< Value >

pelib::Set< Value,
Key >

pelib::Vector< Key,
Value >

(a) Class hierarchy of simple data structures.

pelib::Record

pelib::Algebra

pelib::Platform

pelib::Schedule

pelib::Taskgraph

(b) Class hierarchy of complex data structures.

Figure A.1: Class hierarchy of data structures in Pelib.
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pelib::AmplOutput

pelib::Cpp
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pelib::DrakeCSchedule

pelib::TetrisSchedule

pelib::XMLSchedule
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pelib::GraphML
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pelib::TaskgraphParser

pelib::XMLScheduleParser

pelib::GraphMLParser

Figure A.2: Class hierarchy of all parsers and output implemented in Pelib.
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Figure A.1a shows a parser and output class hierarchy for simple data
structures. Pelib use this hierarchy to implement composable parser and
output classes for the complex data structure Algebra from individual parser
and output classes for each classes of Scalar, Vector, etc. The design of this
hierarchy follows the one of complex data structures shown in Fig. A.2.
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pelib::CppScalar< Value >

pelib::CppSet< Value >

pelib::CppVector< Key,
Value >

pelib::RawDataOutput

pelib::RawData

pelib::RawMatrix< Col,
Row, Value >

pelib::RawScalar< Value >

pelib::RawSet< Value,
Key >

pelib::RawVector< Key,
Value >

Figure A.3: Class hierarchy of all parsers and output implemented in Pelib.
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In order to implement a new data structure in Pelib, first it is necessary
to determine if it is a simple or a complex one. As a rule of thumb, a simple
data structure makes little sense alone (such as a scalar) and must be stored
together with other simple data structures to model any real-world object;
otherwise it should be a complex structure. Note that pelib-convert can
only manipulate complex data structures, and that a simple data structure
requires another complex data structure as container in order to be usable
it with Pelib; see Algebra as an example.

Both simple and complex data structures require dedicated parser and
output in order to be of any use. It is a good practice to decompose the hi-
erarchy between parser or output base classes and the new parser or output
class as shown in Fig. A.1b and A.1a. This allows easier later extensions for
alternative parser or output classes for this new data structure. In the case
of a simple data structures, chances are that more simple data structures
are required in order to implement any useful functionality. If so, all need
their respective, dedicated parsers and output classes. In order to use them
with Pelib, it also requires a container class as a complex data structure (in-
heriting from Record), whose parser and output classes can use a collection
of parser and output classes of the simple data structures it can contain.
This is the pattern we use to parse and output instances of Algebra

A.2.1 Algebra
This class provides a container for algebraic data structures such as scalars,
vectors, matrices, sets or sets of sets, although more can be added. All
classes of elements contained in an instance of Algebra must inherit from
AlgebraData. Any such element is defined by its identifier as a string and
its associated. For example, an instance of Scalar may be the pair ("a", 5)
in order to model a scalar variable a with value 5. See the documentation
of AlgebraData for detailed information about these elements. All existing
classes Scalar, Vector, Matrix and Set are defined as templates and can be
specialized into integers, single or double-precision values, string or anything
else.

An important aspect of descendant classes of AlgebraData is the preci-
sion. In the case of a floating point scalar describing a schedule deadline,
its value might be truncated when generating text output. This results
in a slightly smaller value that can make the difference between a solvable
scheduling problem to an unsolvable one. The precision parameter of a con-
structor of AlgebraData can take the value leave or higher. If set to higher,
the output class is responsible for incrementing most precise digit of each
scalar value to output, if necessary; otherwise (precision set to leave), it
must truncate it. AlgebraData provides the member function fixPrecision
specialized for float, double and long double, that takes a scalar and an
output stream precision, and returns the correct value.

An instance of Algebra can be parsed or output in AMPL input our out-
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put data format using the relevant parser and output classes. For example,
see the parsing and output class AmplInput that reads and produce data
in AMPL format as fed to a AMPL front-end input data. Its construc-
tor takes a collection of AlgebraData parser classes and another for output
classes. Default parsers and output for floating point and integers values are
available with the static member function AmplInput::getIntFloathandlers().
When reading input, AmplInput tries each parser in the collection until one
reports a successful parsing. Conversely when producing output, AmplInput
dynamically casts every element into the class taken by the output class and
if the cast operation succeeds, it uses that output classes and proceeds to
the next element. This scheme makes easy the implementation of additional
parser or output classes, whenever necessary.

A.2.2 Taskgraph
This class models a graph of communicating tasks that form a streaming
application. It takes a collection of Task that model each individual task
and a collection of Link to model communication links between tasks. See
the documentation for more detailed information about this class.

A task as modeled in class Task takes several information such as a name,
a workload, a parallel degree, an efficiency function, a module (the filename
that contains its program), a parallel degree, a frequency and an efficiency
function. This function is a string that can either be a space-separated list
of efficiency values for each possible number of cores (the first value is for 1
core, the second value for 2 cores, etc.), or an expression. Such an expression
must be prefixed by “exprtk:” and pelib uses exprtk [114] to interpret the
remainder of the string. Variable “p” stands for the number of cores, “W”
is the maximal width of the task and “tau” is its workload. For example:
exprtk : p == 1 ? 1 : p <= W ? 1 − 0 .3 * ( ( p * p) / (W * W

) ) : 1e−06

A task graph is defined by its name, its description, its tasks, its links be-
tween tasks and its target makespan. As for a task’s efficiency, a target
makespan is a string that can either be a single floating point value, or, if
prefixed by “exprtk:”, an expression interpreted by exprtk. In that expres-
sion, “n” is the set of tasks in the graph and “n[]” is the number of tasks, “p”
is the set of cores and “p[]” is the number of cores, “F” is the set of frequency,
“tau[j]” is the workload of task j and “W[j]” is the maximal width of task j.
exprtk : var p a r a l l e l := 0 ; var pseudo_seq := 0 ; for ( var j :=

1 ; j <= n [ ] ; j += 1) { pseudo_seq += tau [ j − 1 ] / e ( j ,
min (W[ j − 1 ] , p [ ] ) ) ; p a r a l l e l += tau [ j − 1 ] / ( min (W[ j
− 1 ] , p [ ] ) * e ( j , min (W[ j − 1 ] , p [ ] ) ) ) ; } ; pseudo_seq
:= pseudo_seq / p [ ] ; p a r a l l e l := ( 3 * pseudo_seq +
pa r a l l e l ) / 4 ; var minF := pa r a l l e l / min ( F) ; var maxF
:= pa r a l l e l / max ( F) ; minF + maxF
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A.2.3 Platform
The Platform class models an execution platform with its number of cores
and its topology. Refer to documentation for detailed information about
this class.

A.2.4 Schedule
Schedule models a static schedule as computed by our schedulers described
in Ch. 5. Find the documentation for detailed information about this class.
See also Sec. 7.2 and A.3.4. for several pelib-convert commands to generate
a schedule from a taskgraph and a platform descriptions.

A.3 Plugins
All pelib-convert commands described in Sec. 7.1.1 use one or several di-
rectives taking options such as −−library, −l, −−lib or −m. These refer
to dynamic libraries pelib-convert loads and run after the directives given.
This section shows how to implement these libraries and give more details
about the existing ones given in Tables A.2 and A.3.

In order to be found by options −−lib or −m of pelib-convert, a plugin
library must be stored in a system library path and prefixed by the string
“lib-pelib-”. For example, the second listing in Sec. 7.1.1 uses the library
“taskgraph-graphml” to parse input. With this directive, pelib-convert loads
and run “libpelib-taskgraph-graphml.so”. By convention, the name of a
library as given to pelib-convert with the −−lib option is composed of the
class name of the data structure produced or written, a dash “-” and the
format name being read or written.

A.3.1 Parsing and Output Plugins
All pelib-convert parsing plugin need to implement the two functions shown
in Listing A.1. pelib_parse() takes as argument cin the input stream of the
data to be parsed. argc and argv are the arguments passed by pelib-convert to
the plugin between the directive options −−args −−. The function returns
a pointer to a new instance of the object parsed by the library. We can
see on Listing A.1 that this class must derive from Record. pelib_delete( )
deallocates the instances created by pelib_parse.

Listing A.1: Functions required by a pelib-convert parsing plugin.

pe l i b : : Record* pe l i b_parse ( std : : i stream& cin , s i z e_t argc ,
char **argv ) ;

void pe l i b_de l e t e ( Record* rec ) ;
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An output plugin is simpler as it requires only one function (see List-
ing A.2). Note that a unique plugin library can implement one or several
functionalities such as parsing or output data. Note further that, if relevant,
it is best to implement the actual feature in the Pelib then call it from the
plugin library code. This allows the functionalities to be also accessible from
any program using the Pelib without using pelib-convert.

Listing A.2: Functions required by a pelib-convert output plugin.

void pe l i b_dump ( std : : ostream& cout , std : : map<const char* ,
Record*> records , s i z e_t argc , char **argv )

A.3.2 Process Plugins
Listing A.3 gives the functions required to implement a process plugin for
pelib-convert. pelib_process() takes in parameter records, the list of complex
data structure already in the memory of pelib-convert, as well as the usual
argc and argv parameters for arguments passing. It also need pelib_delete,
which has the same role as for a parsng our output plugin library (i.e.,
deallocating an object instance produced by pelib_process).

Listing A.3: Functions required by a pelib-convert output plugin.

std : : map<const char* , pe l i b : : Record*> pe l i b_process ( std : :
map<const char* , pe l i b : : Record*> records , s i z e_t argc ,
char** argv ) ;

void pe l i b_de l e t e ( Record* rec ) ;

In Table A.3, we give process plugins generate, solve and schedule. All
implement the function of Listing A.3. generate takes as argument the same
option as a pelib-convert directive (see Table A.1 for an exhaustive list of
them). The −−lib argument defines the library responsible to actually
generate anything. Such a library must implement the functions in List-
ing A.4. pelib_generate() instantiates a new object deriving from Record
and pelib_delete deallocates it. pelib_description( ) returns a short, but un-
ambiguous description of the data the plugin generates, possibly using in-
formation given as arguments through −−args −−.

A.3.3 Solve Plugins
The plugin solve takes the same arguments as a pelib-convert directive. It
reads a list of simple algebraic data structures (an instance of Algebra) from
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Listing A.4: Functions required by a pelib-convert generate plugin.

const record * pe l i b_generate ( s i z e_t argc , char **argv ) ;
s t r i n g pe l i b_de s c r i p t i on ( s i z e_t argc , char **argv ) ;
void pe l i b_de l e t e ( Record* rec ) ;

parameter records, and uses another plugin library (given with argument
between markers −−args −−) to run a solver for this input. Such a solver
plugin must implement the functions in Listing A.5. pelib_calculus( ) take
as input data the content of parameter data, returns a pointer to a newly
allocated instance of Algebra and inserts in parameter statistics various
information about the solving process.

Listing A.5: Functions required by a pelib-convert solve plugin.

const Algebra* pe l i b_ca l cu lu s ( const map<const s t r ing , const
Algebra> &data , s i z e_t argc , char**argv , map<const

s t r ing , double> &s t a t i s t i c s )
void pe l i b_de l e t e ( Record* rec ) ;

We provide the plugin library ampl that uses Pelib’s AmplSolver to run
an AMPL frontend to a solver. It takes arguments −−model and −−run for
the filename of the model to solve and the top-level run script, respectively.
Refer to AMPL documentation [41] for more information about them. It re-
ports through statistics if the solver could find a solution and if the solution
is optimal, regarding the model and the data. Additional options to ampl
include −−model−name, −−show−stdout and show−stderr. The two latter
instruct the Pelib to show raw output from the solver’s standard output
and standard error, respectively, and the former informs the Pelib of the
model directive exsiting in the top-level run file (whose filename is given as
argument to the ampl plugin), so it can replace it with the model file given as
parameter. See the AMPL documentation [41] for more information about
it.

A.3.4 Scheduling Plugins
Similarly, the schedule process plugin takes the options of a pelib-convert di-
rective (Table A.1) to load a scheduling library plugin that runs a scheduler.
Such a plugin needs to implement functions of Listing A.6. pelib_schedule()
takes as arguments an instance of Taskgraph and Platform as well as argu-
ments through options −−args −−, returns a pointer to a newly allocated
instance of Schedule and reports additional informations through statistics .
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pelib_description( ) and pelib_delete ( ) have the same role as for the generate
plugin described above. Section 7.2 gives numerous details on our architec-
ture of Crown Scheduler implementations.

Listing A.6: Functions required by a pelib-convert schedule plugin.

const pe l i b : : Schedule* pe l i b_schedule ( const pe l i b : :
Taskgraph &tg , const pe l i b : : Platform &pt , s i z e_t argc ,
char **argv , map<const s t r ing , double>& s t a t i s t i c s ) ;

s t r i n g pe l i b_de s c r i p t i on ( s i z e_t argc , char **argv ) ;
void pe l i b_de l e t e ( Record* rec ) ;

Beside Crown Schedulers, we provide implementations of other sched-
ulers. Plugin lpt provides an implementation of the LPT scheduling al-
gorithm [49], where we set each task to the maximal frequency the target
platform offers. pruhs−heuristic is an implementation of scheduling heuristics
from Pruhs et al. [116], where we implement task mapping with laod bal-
ancing and frequency scaling only, but where we ignore task precedence con-
straints. pruhs−nlp uses AMPL to implement a non-linear scheduling model
for sequential tasks with precedence constraints and frequency scaling. Fi-
nally, xu−ilp is an implementation of the ILP model given by Xu et al. [143]
and sanders−speck generates a mock schedule whose energy consumption
matches the one their technique provides [123]. Finally ilp−optimal−scheduler
is our ILP implementation of the unrestricted scheduler we show in Sec. 5.6.
See Listing A.7 for an example on how to run it; many more examples for
our Crown Schedulers are available in Sec. 7.2.

We also provide the script pelib-scheduler that offers simplified arguments
to run a crown scheduler implemented with the Pelib. It is also useful to
allow Mimer (see Sec. 7.4) to use it. Table A.5 gives the arguments pelib-
scheduler admits. Some of them are for Mimer’s internal use only. This
script produces on standard output all data written by the scheduler in
output parameter statistics of Listing A.6. Listing A.8 gives an example of

Listing A.7: pelib-convert command to run our unrestricted ilp optimal
scheduler for task graph description in file taskgraph.graphml and target
platform in file intel_i5_4690_haswell_p4-i2.dat.

pelib−convert −−input −−lib platform−ampl_input −−file i n t e l
_i5_4690_haswel l_p4−i2 . dat −−input −−lib
taskgraph−graphml −−file taskgraph . graphml −−process
−−lib schedule −−args −−lib i lp−optimal−scheduler −−
−−output −−lib schedule−xml −−stdout
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such output.

Listing A.8: Example of statistic information produced on pelib-scheduler’s
standard output.

optimal = 0
f e a s i b l e = 1
complexity = 1269 .502159
time_a l l o c a t i on = 0 .000052
time_mapping = 0 .000183
time_frequency = 0 .000144
time_globa l = 0 .000379
qua l i ty_mapping = 9 .876448

A.4 Define C Data Structures for Pelib
In this section, we give details on how to use the Pelib generic C data
structures to for customized data types. As an example, we propose a
scenario where we define the new data type “newstruct” and we want to
use the Pelib to obtain type checked arrays and FIFOs for it. Listing A.9
gives the header required for such a definition and Listing A.10 shows the
implementation work to perform.

We see on Listing A.9 the function prototypes described in Sec. 7.1.2.
Lines 1 to 7 are similar to any usual C header: we define the header guards
then the new data structure we need. Note that the new data type must
not include any space; therefore for a union of a struct, it is necessary to
define an alias with typedef. Lines 9 to 11 define the basic function proto-
types shown in Listing 7.2 that other data structures may require to work
with our new data type. We define STRUCT_T to our new data type name
in Line 9, then we include the data structure header. Finally, we define
DONE_newstruct_t to 1 so that to prevent the prototypes to be defined
again. In the same manner, lines 13 to 15 and lines 17 to 19 define pro-
totypes for arrays and fifos with our type. Line 21 to 23 define operations
that involve both arrays and FIFOs, such as conversions from one to another.
Finally, lines 25 to 37 define successively pairs of int and newstruct_t, iter-
ators to such pairs and finally, a map data structure with integer keys and
newstruct_t values.

Listing A.10 gives the implementation for our new data structure. In
line 1, we include the header as for any regular C implementation file.
In lines 3 to 10, we implement the basic functions defined in Listings 7.2
and A.9; we do not show the actual implementation for brevity. In line 12
to 13 we define ARRAY_T as our new data structure type and we include
the array implementation file to generate a specialized array for newstruct_t.
Similarly, lines 15 to 30 generate the specialized implementations for FIFOs,
arrays to FIFOs operations and maps.
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−−taskgraph Filename of input task graph description in
GraphML format.

−−platform Filename of inpute platform description in
GraphML format.

−−taskgraph−output Filename of output task graph description in
GraphML format. A scheduler may choose to
modify the task graph description and output
the new equivalent graph to this filename.

−−schedule−output Filename of output schedule in XML format.
−−taskgraph−solution Mimer Mimer’s use. Filename of a task graph

description generated by a scheduler when
computing a schedule. If the file exists and is
correct, then the scheduler can avoid running at
all.

−−schedule−solution Mimer Mimer’s use. Filename of a schedule
solution generated by a scheduler in an earlier
run. If the file exists and is correct, then the
scheduler can avoid running at all.

−−output−solution Filename of the output schedule generated by
the scheduler.

−−scheduler Scheduler to use. pelib-scheduler use this
directly this value with the option −−lib of the
corresponding pelib-convert command.

−−description Do not run the scheduler and output a short,
but unambiguous descriptive string of the
scheduler employed and its settings.

−−sources Do not run the scheduler and output the
archive filename that contains the source files of
the scheduler and its dependencies.

−−src For Mimer’s internal use. Add more source
package filenames to be shown with the
−−sources options.

−−options Options to transmit to the scheduler.
pelib-scheduler use this directly this value with
the option −−args −− of the corresponding
pelib-convert command.

Table A.5: Options admissible in input, output or process directives of pelib-
scheduler.
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Listing A.9: Header of custom data type “newstruct” using the Pelib generic
data structures.

1 #ifndef NEWSTRUCT
2 #define NEWSTRUCT
3
4 typedef struct {
5 int a ;
6 f loat b ;
7 } newstruct_t ;
8
9 #define STRUCT_T newstruct_t
10 #include <pe l ib / s t ruc ture . h>
11 #define DONE_newstruct_t 1
12
13 #define ARRAY_T newstruct_t
14 #include <pe l ib /array . h>
15 #define DONE_array_newstruct_t 1
16
17 #define CFIFO_T int
18 #include <pe l ib / f i f o . h>
19 #define DONE_c f i f o_int 1
20
21 #define CFIFO_ARRAY_T newstruct_t
22 #include <pe l ib / f i f o_array . h>
23 #define DONE_c f i f o_array_newstruct_t 1
24
25 #define PAIR_KEY_T int
26 #define PAIR_VALUE_T newstruct_t
27 #include <pe l ib / pa i r . h>
28 #define DONE_pair_int_newstruct_t 1
29
30 #define ITERATOR_T pair_t ( newstruct_t , newstruct_t )
31 #include <pe l ib / i t e r a t o r . h>
32 #define DONE_i t e r a t o r_pa i r_newstruct_t_newstruct_t 1
33
34 #define MAP_KEY_T int
35 #define MAP_VALUE_T newstruct_t
36 #include <pe l ib /map. h>
37 #define DONE_map_newstruct_t_newstruct_t 1
38
39 #endif
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Listing A.10: Implementation of custom data type “newstruct” using the
Pelib generic data structures.

1 #include <pe l ib /newstruct . h>
2
3 newstruct_t pe l i b_copy ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t s1 ,

newstruct_t * s2 ) { . . . }
4 newstruct_t pe l i b_i n i t ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t *val ) {

. . . }
5 newstruct_t pe l i b_destroy ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t val ) {

. . . }
6 newstruct_t pe l i b_compare ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t a ,

newstruct_t b) { . . . }
7 char* pe l i b_s t r i ng ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t a ) { . . . }
8 char* pe l i b_s t r i ng_de t a i l ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t a ,

newstruct_t l e v e l ) { . . . }
9 s i z e_t pe l i b_fread ( newstruct_t ) ( newstruct_t* buf fer , FILE*

stream ) { . . . }
10 FILE* pe l i b_p r i n t f ( newstruct_t ) ( FILE* stream , newstruct_t

a ) { . . . }
11
12 #define ARRAY_T newstruct_t
13 #include ” pe l i b /array . c”
14
15 #define CFIFO_T int
16 #include ” pe l i b / f i f o . c”
17
18 #define CFIFO_ARRAY_T newstruct_t
19 #include ” pe l i b / f i f o_array . c”
20
21 #define PAIR_KEY_T int
22 #define PAIR_VALUE_T newstruct_t
23 #include ” pe l i b / pa i r . c”
24
25 #define ITERATOR_T pair_t ( int , newstruct_t )
26 #include ” pe l i b / i t e r a t o r . c”
27
28 #define MAP_KEY_T int
29 #define MAP_VALUE_T newstruct_t
30 #include ” pe l i b /map. c”
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Listing A.11: Declare 2 integers and print them on screen.

int i1 , i 2 ;
i 1 = 1 ;
i 2 = 2 ;
pe l i b_p r i n t f ( int ) ( stdout , i 1 ) ;
p e l i b_p r i n t f ( int ) ( stdout , i 2 ) ;

Listing A.12: Place 2 integers in an integer array and print it on screen.

array_t ( int ) a i ;
p e l i b_a l l o c_bu f f e r ( array_t ( int ) ) ( &ai , 2) ;
p e l i b_i n i t ( array_t ( int ) ) ( &a i ) ;
p e l i b_array_append ( int ) ( &ai , i 1 ) ;
p e l i b_array_append ( int ) ( &ai , i 2 ) ;
p e l i b_p r i n t f ( array_t ( int ) ) ( stdout , a i ) ;

In Listings A.11 through A.16 through, we give examples of data struc-
ture composition with Pelib. Listing A.11 provides a simple example with
2 integers printed to screen. In this example alone, it would be easier to
use the standard C print functions to display integer values. However, the
example of Listing A.12 insert these two integers in an array and prints it
on screen. Pelib uses the print method of the data type held by the array,
to print a detailed array.
In Listing A.13, we perform the same task with complex values. We could
still use C to show the values, but instead we use the already defined print
method for complex values defined using the Pelib framework. As for int,
we create an array and show it on screen.

For the next example, we need a custom-defined data structure. We
choose to implement a single linked list, where all elements hold an array of
complex values as shown on Listing A.13. First, we define the structure and
we use Pelib to generate the prototype of all basic structure manipulation
functions. Finally, we define how we initialize a list and how to show it on
screen. Note that the initialization of a list element initializes the array it
contains using the generic initialization method from Pelib, specialized for
an array of complexes. Our printing method takes an integer parameter
detail that shows the level of details intended when printing the list on
screen. If the detail level is zero, then it only prints the number of elements;
otherwise, it prints all elements it contains with a lower level of details.
On Listing A.16, we create a second array of complexes and two elements
of our linked list that we initialize using the initialization method defined
in Listing A.15. We set each list element’s array: the first element receives
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Listing A.13: Declare 2 integer complexes and print them on screen.

complex_t c1 , c2 ;
c1 . r = 10;
c1 . im = 11;
c2 . r = 20;
c2 . im = 21;
pe l i b_p r i n t f ( complex_t ) ( stdout , c1 ) ;
pe l i b_p r i n t f ( complex_t ) ( stdout , c2 ) ;
array_t ( complex_t ) ac ;
pe l i b_a l l o c_bu f f e r ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac , 2) ;
pe l i b_i n i t ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac ) ;
pe l i b_array_append ( complex_t ) ( &ac , c1 ) ;
pe l i b_array_append ( complex_t ) ( &ac , c2 ) ;
pe l i b_p r i n t f ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( stdout , ac ) ;

Listing A.14: Output obtained from running the code of Listings A.11, A.12,
A.13, A.15 and A.16.

1
2
[ 1 : 2 ]
( 10 ,11)
( 20 ,21)
[ ( 10 ,11) : ( 20 ,21) ]
2
[ 2 : 3 : ( 2) ]
[ [ ( 10 ,11) : ( 20 ,21) ] : [ ( 30 ,31) : ( 40 ,41) : ( 50 ,51) ] : ( 2) ]

the array defined in Listing A.13 and the second takes the new array. We
set both elements’s pointer to next elements so we obtain a chain starting
from the first element and finishing with the second one. We finish by using
the printing function defined in Listing A.15 3 times with an increasing
level of details. In the first call, we only obtain the number of elements in
our list, i.e., 2. In the second call, we also print arrays contained in both
elements, at minimal level, i.e., the number of elements each array contains
and the number of elements in the list. We finish with a level of details
where we use the pelib structure to automatically call the print function for
our list, its arrays and all elements contained in all arrays. Listing A.14
shows the output for running Listings A.11 to A.16.
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Listing A.15: Define single linked list data structure and make it a Pelib
data structure.

struct l i s t {
array_t ( complex_t ) array ;
struct l i s t *next ;

} ;
typedef struct l i s t l i s t_t ;

#define STRUCT_T l i s t_t
#include <pe l ib / s t ruc ture . h>
#define DONE_struct_l i s t_t

int pe l i b_i n i t ( l i s t_t ) ( l i s t_t * l i s t ) {
pe l i b_i n i t ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &l i s t −>array ) ;
l i s t −>next = NULL;
return 0 ;

}
FILE* pe l i b_p r i n t f_d e t a i l ( l i s t_t ) ( FILE* out , l i s t_t l i s t ,

int d e t a i l s )
{
i f ( d e t a i l s > 0) {
l i s t_t *cur = &l i s t ;
s i z e_t s i z e = 0 ;
p r i n t f ( ” [ ” ) ;
while ( cur != NULL) {
char* s t r = pe l i b_s t r i ng_de t a i l ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) (

cur−>array , d e t a i l s − 1) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s : ” , s t r ) ;
f r e e ( s t r ) ;
cur = cur−>next ;
s i z e++;

}
p r i n t f ( ”%zu ]\n” , s i z e ) ;

} else {
s i z e_t s i z e = 0 ;
l i s t_t *cur = &l i s t ;
while ( cur != NULL) {
cur = cur−>next ;
s i z e++;

}
f p r i n t f ( out , ” ( %zu )\n” , s i z e ) ;

}
return out ;

}
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Listing A.16: Build another array of 3 complexes, build a newly defined Pelib
single linked list, insert both arrays of complexes and print the resulting list
with varying details.

complex_t c3 , c4 , c5 ;
c3 . r = 30;
c3 . im = 31;
c4 . r = 40;
c4 . im = 41;
c5 . r = 50;
c5 . im = 51;
array_t ( complex_t ) ac2 ;
pe l i b_a l l o c_bu f f e r ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac2 , 3) ;
pe l i b_i n i t ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac2 ) ;
pe l i b_array_append ( complex_t ) ( &ac2 , c3 ) ;
pe l i b_array_append ( complex_t ) ( &ac2 , c4 ) ;
pe l i b_array_append ( complex_t ) ( &ac2 , c5 ) ;

// Two elements l i s t , in it ia l ized
l i s t_t e1 , e2 ;
pe l i b_i n i t ( l i s t_t ) ( &e1 ) ;
pe l i b_i n i t ( l i s t_t ) ( &e2 ) ;

// Both element take each one array
e1 . array = ac ;
e2 . array = ac2 ;
// Element 2 comes after element 1
e1 . next = &e2 ;

// Print minimum details : number of elements in linked l i s t
pe l i b_p r i n t f_d e t a i l ( l i s t_t ) ( stdout , e1 , 0) ;
// Print minimum details about arrays in l i s t elements , i . e

. , their size
// Use array ’ s minimum detail string function
pe l i b_p r i n t f_d e t a i l ( l i s t_t ) ( stdout , e1 , 1) ;
// Print more details about the l i s t and its element arrays
// Use array ’ s string function , that in turn uses complex ’ s

string function
pe l i b_p r i n t f_d e t a i l ( l i s t_t ) ( stdout , e1 , 2) ;

// Free arrays buffers
pe l i b_f r e e_bu f f e r ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac ) ;
pe l i b_f r e e_bu f f e r ( array_t ( complex_t ) ) ( &ac2 ) ;
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Appendix B

Crown Scheduler Software
Architecture

We design our implementation of Crown Schedulers by decomposing and
reusing most of its features from a scheduler to another. For instance, we
decompose a scheduler in 3 subsystems: allocation, mapping and frequency
scaling. In this section, we give details about each important part of our
Crown Scheduler implementation architecture. Figure B.1 gives an overview
of the scheduler hierarchy. All Crown Schedulers are specialized classes of
Scheduler defined in the Pelib (sec. 7.1). The Crown Scheduler class provides
very little additional features to the Pelib Scheduler class; we use it as a
common ancestor to all Crown Scheduler in order to compose them.
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Scheduler pelib::crown::CrownScheduler

pelib::crown::CrownBinary

pelib::crown::CrownComposite

pelib::crown::CrownILPIntegrated

pelib::crown::CrownMapping

pelib::crown::CrownModular
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Height

pelib::crown::CrownScalingILP

Figure B.1: Overview on the Crown Scheduler hierarchy.
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pelib::crown::CrownAllocation
pelib::crown::CrownAllocation

Fastest

Figure B.2: Overview of the scheduler benchmark software environment and
running process.

B.1 Crown Modular
This is the most simple Crown Scheduler. A modular Crown Scheduler is
composed of 3 subsystems that perform allocation, mapping and frequency
scaling and run them in sequence. For each subsystem, we provide a hierar-
chy of classes that can solve each scheduling step with a common interface.
Figure B.2 shows the hierarchy available for the allocation step; we provide
only an implementation of Allocation Fastest that we describe in Sec. 5.3.1.
Hierarchies for mapping and scaling phases are shown in Fig. B.1 with other
Crown Schedulers. We consider solvers for these two steps as schedulers
because they produce output that is sufficient to generate a schedule, al-
though all tasks of a schedule produced by a solver of the mapping step are
scheduled to run at the same frequency.

We provide 3 classes to perform the mapping step: CrownMappingILP
and CrownMappingILPBalanced uses pelib class AmplSolver to run the sep-
arated mapping ILP model we give in Sec. 5.3.2. CrownMappingILPBal-
anced additionally provides the improved load-balancing strategy illustrated
in Fig. 5.3. We also provide our implementation of LTLG (Sec. 5.3.3) gen-
eralized to admit arbitrary crown configurations (Sec. 5.5.2). Similarly, we
provide CrownScalingILP to perform the separated Crown Scaling step of
Sec. 5.3.4 and CrownScalingHeight that runs our frequency scaling heuristic
of Sec. 5.3.5.

B.2 Crown ILP Integrated
This is our ILP (Integer Linear Programming) integrated scheduler. It solves
all allocation, mapping and frequency scaling into one phase. We includes
core consolidation (Sec. 5.5.4) and island-aware scheduling (Sec. 5.5.5) fea-
tures. This class relies on Pelib class AmplSolver to run AMPL with the
ILP model we provide.

B.3 Crown Binary
This class implements the binary search strategy discussed in Sec. 5.3.6. It
always use CrownAllocationFastest to find allocations, but it can be com-
posed with instances of CrownMapping and CrownScaling to perform the
mapping and allocation phases for scheduling.
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pelib::crown::CrownConfig

pelib::crown::CrownConfig
Binary

pelib::crown::CrownConfig
Organ

pelib::crown::CrownConfig
Taskgraph

Figure B.3: Overview of the scheduler benchmark software environment and
running process.

B.4 Crown Composite
A Crown composite scheduler uses another scheduler class and perform ad-
ditional work to provide improved solution. We use this class to implement
the feedback loop optimization strategies of our simulated annealing tech-
nique (Sec. 5.3.7) and our Core Consolidation heuristic (Sec. 5.5.4). Because
all Crown Composite schedulers are Schedulers, then can be composed with
each other. We give an example of such a composition in Listing 7.10.

B.5 Crown Configuration
Figure B.3 illustrate the class hierarchy we use to implement our crown con-
figuration strategies. As discussed in Sec. 5.5.2, we provide the balanced
binary configuration in class CrownConfigBinary, the organ decomposition
in CrownConfigOrgan and the task graph-based configuration in CrownCon-
figTaskgraph. Note that the balanced binary configuration also ensures to
produce a correct setting in the presence of islands (Sec. 5.5.5) and that it
is the default configuration for all our Crown Schedulers.
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Appendix C

Freja

This chapter provides a more extended example than Sec. 7.3 on the use of
Freja and its main features. In our example, we propose to study the dif-
ference in processing time between math functions sqrt ( ) and log ( ), both
sequentially. We want to observe both the execution time and the number
of processor ticks to process them.

C.1 Experiment Scenario
We begin with a simple C program able to produce the desired behavior.
Listing C.1 gives the C program we use for our experiment. Note the pre-
processor directives MAX and SQRT that makes the compiler to generate
varying binaries after compiler options. In order to have better time mea-
surement, we run the operation we want to assess several times and we can
measure the overall time; preprocessor symbol MAX defines the number of
repetitions. We also use the symbol SQRT to define whether we want to
monitor square root or logarithm. In the case of logarithm, we use the pro-
gram’s first argument at runtime for the logarithm base. Finally, we monitor
both the execution time in seconds (with a precision of up to a nanosecond)
and in clock cycles, using the hardware instruction rtdsc and we output in
one line the starting time in second and in nanoseconds, then the stop time
in seconds and nanoseconds and the start and stop time in clock ticks. The
actual execution time in seconds and clock ticks can be later calculated from
these numbers.
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Listing C.1: C program we use for our experiment

#include <std io . h>
#include <s td l i b . h>
#include <math . h>
#include <sys /time . h>
#include <unistd . h>
#include <time . h>
// From http://stackoverflow .com/questions/17401914/why−

should−i−use−rdtsc−diferently−on−x86−and−x86−x64
s i z e_t rdtsc ( ) {
unsigned long lo , h i ;
asm ( ” rdtsc ” : ”=a” ( lo ) , ”=d” ( hi ) ) ;
return ( hi << 32 |} lo ) ;

}
#i f ! SQRT
f loat ln ( f loat i , f loat base ) {
return l o g f ( i ) / l o g f ( base ) ;

}
#endif
int main ( int argc , char **argv ) {
s i z e_t rdtsc_start , rdt sc_stop ;
struct timespec timespec_start , t imespec_stop ;
c lock_gettime ( CLOCK_MONOTONIC, &timespec_s t a r t ) ;
rdt sc_s t a r t = rdtsc ( ) ;

#i f !SQRT
i f ( argc < 2) {
f p r i n t f ( s tderr , ” Please g ive log base as argument\n” ) ;
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
f loat base = ato f ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;

#endif
s i z e_t i ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < MAX; i++) {

#i f SQRT
sqrt ( i ) ;

#else
ln ( i , base ) ;

#endif
}
rdtsc_stop = rdtsc ( ) ;
c lock_gettime ( CLOCK_MONOTONIC, &timespec_stop ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%zd %zd %zd %zd %zu %zu\n” , timespec_s t a r t . tv_sec ,

timespec_s t a r t . tv_nsec , timespec_stop . tv_sec , timespec_
stop . tv_nsec , rdt sc_start , rdt sc_stop ) ;

return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
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C.2 Preparing a Set of Experiments
In this section, we gives the details on how to prepare and experiment with
Freja. We derive from preprocessor symbols and the program’s runtime
argument of Listing C.1, a list of variables for our experiments. Because
of preprocessor symbols MAX and SQRT, we need to define the number
of iterations and the operation under test while compiling every program
variants. This is done in Freja’s variable file shown in Listing C.2, between
lines 1 and 3. We further define the logarithm base values we want to test.
We place it in the list run (line 5) since this is a variable whose value is set at
runtime and we set its possible values to 2 and 10 (line 6). Note the second
runtime variable try taking values 1 to 5 (lines 5 and 7). We do not use this
value anywhere in our experiment, but it allows Freja to run several times
an experiment variant and measure how the results it produce it stable for
run to run.

Line 9 gives a name for each space separated values produced when
running an experiment. As described above, we have the starting time in
seconds and nanoseconds, the stopping time in seconds and nanoseconds,
and the starting and stopping time in clock ticks. With line 11, we ex-
plicitly state that any combination of environment setting variables is valid
and Freja should prepare the environment according to each of them. We
need to state it explicitly because Freja would otherwise use implicitly the
expression of line 12, that expresses the experiments to run and to set up
if not expression is given for it. Both lines consists in a boolean expres-
sion interpreted with Bash [42]. Each literal in the expression is either the
value returned when executing a program or a test of the value of a vari-
able against a sed-interpreted regular expression. We can express the latter
with the function match() that takes as parameter the variable’s name and
the regular expression its value should be tested against, between double
quotes. Here, we allow every variable combinations when setting up the
environment and we restrict the experiments to run to either logarithm op-
erations of any base, or square root with only one base value because we
define in Listing C.1 that the square root operation variant does not use the
value of variable base.
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Listing C.2: Freja experiment variables for our example (in file variables).

compile= ( op max)
op=” sqr t log ”
max=” ‘ f o r i in $ ( seq 30 32) ; do echo $ ( ( 2 ** $ i ) ) ; done ‘ ”

run= ( base try )
base=”2 10”
try=” ‘ seq 1 5 ‘ ”

output_columns=” s t a r t_sec s t a r t_nsec stop_sec stop_nsec
s t a r t_rtdsc stop_rtdsc ”

r e s t r i c t_compile=’/bin/true ’
r e s t r i c t =’match ( op , ”^ sqrt$ ” ) && match ( base , ”^ ’$ ( echo

$base |} t r −s ’ ’ | } cut −f 1 −d ’ ’ ) ’ $” ) | | } match ( op ,
”^ log ” ) ’

C.2.1 Preparing Environment Settings
In this section, we give details on how to use Freja to set up the environment
so that Freja can run all experiments. Following our scenario of Sec. C.1,
this consists in compiling all variants of the C program shown in Listing C.1.
We first give in Listing C.3 a simple Makefile [47] able to generate a dif-
ferent executable depending on the compiling options we provide. Note
that the binary filename Make produces with this Makefile varies depending
on options MAX and SQRT. Consult the documentation of GNU make for
more information about this Makefile.

Listing C.3: Freja experiment variables for our example (in file compile).

BASE=1
OP=sqrt

test−$ ( MAX)−$ ( BASE) :
gcc −O3 −DMAX=$ ( MAX) −DSQRT=$ ( i f $ ( f i l t e r $ ( OP) , sqr t )

,1 ,0) test . c −o test−$ ( MAX)−$ ( OP) −lm

Listing C.4 gives the script Freja uses to setup the environment. In
lines 1 and 2, it collects the values of variables max and op that define the
number of iterations and the operation to monitor, respectively. I line 4, it
calls make to produce one program file the variable combination received as
arguments.
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Listing C.4: Freja experiment setting up script for our scenario(in file run).

1 op=$1
2 max=$2
3
4 make MAX=$max OP=$op

C.2.2 Preparing Experiment Runs
We provide details to prepare Freja to run our experiment. Listing C.5
gives the script Freja uses to run each experiment variant. In lines 1 and
2, we read the variable used to set the environment (Sec. C.2.1) and lines 4
and 5 read the remaining arguments. Finally, line 8 runs the corresponding
program variant. In order to illustrate the error handling feature of Freja,
we do not provide the base value as argument to the program; this will
make some experiments to fail and Freja will not take them into account,
until the problem is solved. Freja capture any data produced on standard
output within this script, and interpret is as result. For this reason, it is
important that the program we run outputs nothing on standard output,
but the the result it is meant to produce. This output takes shape in a
matrix of space-separated values.

Listing C.5: Freja experiment setting up script for our scenario.

1 op=$1
2 max=$2
3
4 base=$3
5 try=$4
6
7 ## This will generate errors
8 ./ test−$max−$op

C.3 Running Experiments
One we set Freja up to prepare the experimental environment and to run
every experiment variants, we can instruct Freja to actually set the envi-
ronment up by running the corresponding script for each possible variable
combination. In our example, this compile a program variant for each of
them. Listing C.6 gives the command to make Freja to prepare everything.
This assumes that the files variables, compile and run exist and contain
Listings 7.11, 7.12 and 7.14, respectively.
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Listing C.6: Using Freja to perform the the environment setting work using
the scripts defined in Sec C.2.

1 user@host :~ $ f r e j a compile
2 [ INFO] Will compile 6 s e t t i n g s
3 [ INFO] Sett ing 1/6: op=sqrt max=1073741824. . . OK. 0.10 sec

f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 1 9 ; approx . 0 .58 sec l e f t (
0 .01 minutes )

4 [ INFO] Sett ing 2/6: op=sqrt max=2147483648. . . OK. 0.09 sec
f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 1 9 ; approx . 0 .45 sec l e f t (
0 .01 minutes )

5 [ INFO] Sett ing 3/6: op=sqrt max=4294967296. . . OK. 0.09 sec
f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 1 9 ; approx . 0 .33 sec l e f t (
0 .01 minutes )

6 [ INFO] Sett ing 4/6: op=log max=1073741824. . . OK. 0.10 sec
f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 2 0 ; approx . 0 .22 sec l e f t (
0 .00 minutes )

7 [ INFO] Sett ing 5/6: op=log max=2147483648. . . OK. 0.10 sec
f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 2 0 ; approx . 0 .11 sec l e f t (
0 .00 minutes )

8 [ INFO] Sett ing 6/6: op=log max=4294967296. . . OK. 0.10 sec
f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 6 : 2 0 ; approx . 0 .00 sec l e f t (
0 .00 minutes )

9 [ INFO] Success . Compilation took 0.71 seconds ( 0.01 minutes
) or 0 .12 seconds per compi lat ion s e t t i ng ( 0.00 minutes )
.

We can see that Freja runs 12 times the environment setting script with all
valid combination of variables op and max; it call instance each of these com-
binations. Note that for each run, Freja reports if the operation is successful
or not. This is determined by the value returned by the environment setting
up script. if it returns 0, then Freja considers the script ran successfully;
otherwise it reports it as a failure. If all instances are reported successful,
then Freja report that the environment was correctly set up. Freja tries to
give a rough estimate of the remaining time after each run of the script.
It considers the time to run all remaining instances is proportional to the
number of instances already run and the total time spent on them. In our
example and after Freja terminates and reports a success, the compiled pro-
gram variants are generated in files test-max-op where max ∈

⋃
i∈30..32 2

i

and op ∈ {sqrt, log}.
At this point, we can use Freja to run all experiments and collect data.

Listing C.7 gives the Freja command to run all experiments and the output
obtained. We need to provides Freja a name for the experiment set running;
here, we use test1. On Listing C.7, we remove output lines where the instance
numbers increase linearly. We see that there is no output line for instance
6, 7, 8, 9 or 10. This is because these lines correspond to running square
root with a base value other than 2, which is not permitted by Line 12
of Listing C.2. However, Freja runs all experiment instances 61 to 120 as
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they run operation log for every base value defined in Listing C.2. We see
also that all instances for operation log failed. This is because we do not
provide the base argument when running the corresponding binary program
in Listing C.5.

Listing C.7: Using Freja to perform the the environment setting work using
the scripts defined in Sec C.2.

user@host :~ $ f r e j a run te s t1
[ INFO] Will run 60 ins tance s
[ INFO] Instance 1/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .

OK. 1.13 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 1 2 ; approx .
71.12 sec l e f t ( 1 .19 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 5/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =5 . . .

OK. 1.12 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 1 7 ; approx .
63.72 sec l e f t ( 1 .06 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 11/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try
=1 . . . OK. 2.17 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 1 9 ; approx .
36.33 sec l e f t ( 0 .61 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 15/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try

=5 . . . OK. 2.11 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 2 8 ; approx .
50.59 sec l e f t ( 0 .84 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 21/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try
=1 . . . OK. 4.18 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 3 2 ; approx .
39.69 sec l e f t ( 0 .66 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 25/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try

=5 . . . OK. 4.46 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 5 0 ; approx .
54.67 sec l e f t ( 0 .91 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 31/60: op=log max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .
Fai led . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 5 0 ; approx .

36.77 sec l e f t ( 0 .61 minutes )
. . .
[ INFO] Instance 60/60: op=log max=4294967296 base=10 try

=5 . . . Fai led . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 4 8 : 5 2 ;
approx . 0 .00 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )

[ INFO] Fai led . Batch took 41.48 seconds ( 0.69 minutes ) to
run , or 0 .69 seconds per ins tance run ( 0.01 minutes ) .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 /27−09−16:17−25−30_CEST/
tab le . csv . . . done .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 / tab le . csv . . . done .

If we replace lines 7 and 8 of Listing C.5 by Listing C.8 and run Freja
again for the same experiment name, Freja find automatically what experi-
ments were already successfully run and tries again to run all the ones that
failed in previous attempts; we obtain the trace in Listing C.9. We see that
Freja Skipped all instances that ran correctly in the previous attempt, and
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ran successfully all other instances that previously failed. We can see that
Freja concludes that the whole experiment ran successfully.

Listing C.8: Freja experiment setting up script for our scenario.

1 ## This i s correct
2 ./ test−$max−$op $base

Listing C.9: Trace from Freja after having fixed Listing C.5 with Listing C.8.

user@host :~ $ f r e j a run te s t1
[ INFO] Will run 60 ins tance s
[ INFO] Instance 1/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .

Skipped . 0 .00 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 4 ; approx .
4 .18 sec l e f t ( 0 .07 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 5/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =5 . . .

Skipped . 0 .00 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 5 ; approx .
16.75 sec l e f t ( 0 .28 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 11/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try
=1 . . . Skipped . 0 .00 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 5 ;
approx . 5 .29 sec l e f t ( 0 .09 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 15/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try

=5 . . . Skipped . 0 .01 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 5 ;
approx . 6 .96 sec l e f t ( 0 .12 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 21/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try
=1 . . . Skipped . 0 .00 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 5 ;
approx . 3 .93 sec l e f t ( 0 .07 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 25/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try

=5 . . . Skipped . 0 .00 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 6 ;
approx . 4 .33 sec l e f t ( 0 .07 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 31/60: op=log max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .
OK. 1.05 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 0 : 1 7 ; approx . 4 .55
sec l e f t ( 0 .08 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 60/60: op=log max=4294967296 base=10 try

=5 . . . OK. 4.37 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 1 : 3 4 ; approx .
0 .00 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )

[ INFO] Success . Batch took 79.49 seconds ( 1.32 minutes ) to
run , or 1 .32 seconds per ins tance run ( 0.02 minutes ) .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 /27−09−16:17−25−30_CEST/
tab le . csv . . . done .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 / tab le . csv . . . done .

After running an experiment, Freja generates the files labels.r and ta-
ble.csv. The former contains useful information to format plots generated
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by R [118] and ggplot2 [46] from the data, and is discussed in Sec. C.5. The
latter contains all the data collected while running the experiment, merged
from all individual experiment results in subdirectory test1/<date>/, named
after the experiment name and the date. Running Freja again results in run-
ning all instances again and store them in another subdirectory of test1/.
The we call experiment instance the name of these subdirectory.

C.4 Manual Error Handling
let us assume that after following instructions of Sec. C.3, we realize that al-
though Freja reported all instances as successful, some of them are actually
wrong. This can be due to the code not measuring the exact desired value
for example. It is possible to run manually again all the faulty experiments.
Assuming the experiment name is test1, we first need to select the experi-
ment instance to be fixed by its name. All experiment instances names are
available as the immediate subdirectories’s name, of the directory named
after the experiment (here, test1). Assume we want to fix experiment in-
stance 27-09-16:17-25-30_CEST of experiment test1 for all instances with
operation log and 5 iterations; Listing C.10 gives the command to achieve
it.
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Listing C.10: Re-run instances of experiment instance 27-
09-16:17-25-30_CEST of experiment test1 (we cut output lines of
instances within a continuous serie of skipped or re-run instances).

user@host :~ $ f r e j a run te s t1 −−in s tance 27−09−16:17−25−30\_
CEST −−r e t ry −−pattern ’match ( op , ”^ log$ ” ) && match ( max
, ”^1073741824$” ) ’

[ INFO] Process ing re t ry l i s t . This can take a while . . . [
INFO] Will run 60 ins tance s

[ INFO] Instance 1/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .
Skipped . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 5 ; approx .
6 .53 sec l e f t ( 0 .11 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 5/60: op=sqrt max=1073741824 base=2 try =5 . . .

Skipped . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 5 ; approx .
25.52 sec l e f t ( 0 .43 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 11/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try
=1 . . . Skipped . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 6 ;
approx . 7 .78 sec l e f t ( 0 .13 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 15/60: op=sqrt max=2147483648 base=2 try

=5 . . . Skipped . 0 .03 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 6 ;
approx . 10.10 sec l e f t ( 0 .17 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 21/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try
=1 . . . Skipped . 0 .02 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 6 ;
approx . 5 .57 sec l e f t ( 0 .09 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 25/60: op=sqrt max=4294967296 base=2 try

=5 . . . Skipped . 0 .03 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 7 ;
approx . 6 .22 sec l e f t ( 0 .10 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 31/60: op=log max=1073741824 base=2 try =1 . . .
OK. 1.11 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 2 8 ; approx . 5 .78
sec l e f t ( 0 .10 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 40/60: op=log max=1073741824 base=10 try

=5 . . . OK. 1.11 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 3 9 ; approx .
11.09 sec l e f t ( 0 .18 minutes )

[ INFO] Instance 41/60: op=log max=2147483648 base=2 try =1 . . .
Skipped . 0 .03 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 3 9 ; approx .
10.62 sec l e f t ( 0 .18 minutes )

. . .
[ INFO] Instance 60/60: op=log max=4294967296 base=10 try

=5 . . . Skipped . 0 .04 sec f i n i s h ed on 09/28/16 15 : 5 3 : 4 1 ;
approx . 0 .00 sec l e f t ( 0 .00 minutes )

[ INFO] Success . Batch took 16.10 seconds ( 0.27 minutes ) to
run , or 0 .27 seconds per ins tance run ( 0.00 minutes ) .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 /27−09−16:17−25−30_CEST/
tab le . csv . . . done .

[ INFO] Merging a l l r e s u l t s to t e s t1 / tab le . csv . . . done .
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The new, fixed results are automatically merged into table.csv, together with
results from other experiment instances, if any.

C.5 Plotting
We review here the features Freja provides to help at generating figures from
the data produced following the example procedure given in Sec. C.3. We
base our example or R [118] and ggplot2 [46] to process the data and produce
visual plots from it. This section is not about R or ggplot2. Please consult
their documentation on internet for more information about them. Freja
stores all the data collected in an experiment in table.csv in CSV (Comma
Separated Values) format, that R can read directly. Listing C.11 gives an
example of the use R and ggplot2 to generate plots from Freja-generated
data.
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Listing C.11: Using R and ggplot2 to generate plots from data produced by
Freja.

1 #!/usr/bin/env Rscript
2 library ( ggplot2 )
3 library ( p lyr )
4 options ( e r ro r = function ( ) {traceback ( 2) ; dump. frames ;

s t op i f no t ( FALSE) })
5 data . frame = read . csv ( ” tab le . csv ” )
6 source ( ” l a b e l s . r ” )
7 nsec2sec = function ( nsec ) {
8 return ( nsec / 1000000000)
9 }

10 data . frame = ddply (
11 data . frame , c ( ”op” , ”max” , ”base ” , ” try ” ) , summarize ,
12 time = ( stop_sec + nsec2sec ( stop_nsec ) − start_sec −

nsec2sec ( start_nsec ) ) / max,
13 t i c k = ( stop_rtdsc − start_rtdsc ) / max
14 )
15 plot = ggplot ( data = apply_labels ( data . frame) ,
16 aes ( interaction ( op , base , sep = ” ” ) , time , f i l l =

interaction ( op , base , sep = ” ” ) ) ) +
17 geom_boxplot ( ) +
18 ylab ( l ab e l ( ” time” ) ) +
19 xlab ( l ab e l ( ”op . base ” ) ) +
20 g g t i t l e ( ”Running time f o r loops o f square root s or

logarithm” ) +
21 scale_f i l l_manual ( name = ” in t e r a c t i on ( op , base , sep = \”

\” ) ” , va lues = f r e j a_colors ( data . frame , c ( ”op” , ”base ”
) , i n t e r = ” ” ) , guide = FALSE) +

22 scale_co lo r_manual ( name = ” in t e r a c t i on ( op , base , sep = \”
\” ) ” , va lues = f r e j a_colors ( data . frame , c ( ”op” , ”base

” ) , i n t e r = ” ” ) , guide = FALSE)
23 ggsave ( f i l e=”timing . svg” , plot=plot , width=8, height=6)

Line 4 makes R to print a trace to screen when the script fails; it helps
considerably at finding the source of any error. In lines 5 and 6, we read
the data and we load Freja-generated sets of functions that helps generating
figures easier to read; this is covered in the remainder of this section. In
lines 7 to 15, we compute the time in second and clock tick from the raw
values output by our program in read from the data file in line 4, and we
compute their mean and standard deviation. Lines 16 to 25 generate a box
plot from the data collected and processed. Read documentation about R
packages plyr and ggplot2 fore more details about processing and plotting
data with R.

Lines 6, 16, 21, 22, 23 and 24 illustrate the use of Freja-provided R func-
tions aiming at providing a flexible way to manipulate texts and colors and
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keep them consistent across figures. Function apply_labels() and label ( )
of lines 16 and 20-21, replace the raw text found in data by strings easier
to read, and defined in Freja’s experiment description file (Listing C.2 and
the addendum required shown in Listing C.12). Using these functions, it
is even possible to redefine the text in final figures without breaking the
plotting script. freja_colors() in lines 23 and 24 generate a vector of colors
for each line of our plot, from colors defined by the user, once again in the
experiment description file Listing C.2 and the addendum required shown
in Listing C.12. In order to let R and ggplot2 to use the colors provided by
Freja, it is important that all interaction() statements of lines 17, 23 and
24 are identical, and that all columns mentioned in them are also in the
list of columns given as second argument of freja_colors(). Finally, all sep
and inter arguments must be set to the same value in all interaction() and
freja_color ( ) statements.

Listing C.12: Addendum to Listing C.2 to define strings and colors to be
shown in the final plots generated by R script of Listing C.11

1 labels_op=” log : Logarithm , base ; sqr t : Square Root , ^1 /”
2 labels_columns=”time : Time in seconds ; op . base : Operation”
3
4 combination=”op_base ”
5 colors_op_base=” log . 2 : #DD7777 ; log . 1 0 : #882222; sqr t . 2 :

#7777DD”

After adding the content of Listing C.12 to Listing C.2, we can run Freja
again to regenerate label.r and use the R plotting script (See Listing C.13)
and obtain a figure as shown in Fig. C.1. We see that in our test, square root
and logarithm operations take about the same time on average, regardless
of the base of logarithm employed.

Listing C.13: Use Freja to regenerate Freja text replacement functions and
run the R plotting script (assuming Listing C.11 is saved in file drawplots.r)
and obtain a SVG figure file of Fig. C.1.

user@host : ~$ f r e j a l ab e l
user@host : ~$ ./drawplots
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Figure C.1: Figure obtained after running Freja experiment and plot the
data it produces.

C.6 Additional Options
In Sec. C.1 to C.5, we give a scenario that involves most features of Freja. In
this section, we cover all operation and options Freja can perform. A Freja
command consists in an operation and options that affects its execution; its
general structure is

f r e j a <operation> <options>

Table C.1 gives a quick description on operations supported by Freja. Ta-
ble C.2 gives the list of options Freja supports for each operation.
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Operation Description
sources Gives the filename of a package containing all Freja’s

source files.
compile Prepares the environment before running an experiment.

This typically consists in compiling program variants to
be tested.

compile−test Sets the environment of a specific combination of
variable values. Requires additional arguments in the
form variable=value to gives a value for every variable in
the experiment description file.

run−test Same as compile−test for running a specific instance.
run Run all instances for which there is no data produced by

a successful previous run, if any. Requires a name for
the experiment begin run, as additional argument.

merge Merge all data found for a given experiment into
table.csv. Requires a name for the experiment begin run,
as additional argument.

label Reads the experiment description and generate labels.r
that contains values aliases and colors for use in a R
script that generates plots for data.

convert Convert data from a CSV (Comma-Separated Values)
file such as table.csv produced by Freja, to a Matlab
function script that contains all data. Requires the name
of the input file as first argument after operation and
−−output argument; see Table C.2 for more information.

fuse Fuses a list of data files in CSV format such as table.csv
into a unique one, with an additional column. The first
arugment for this operation is the new column name,
then options as described in Table C.2, token −− and
the list of all filenames to be merged together. The new
column takes as value the position of the corresponding
file in the list, starting with 0. Example:
freja fuse variants −− table.csv test1/table.csv.

Table C.1: Operations for Freja.
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Operation Operation Description
−−retry compile, run Run a subset of instances again, replacing the data already existing.

Requires exactly one of the following additional options:

−−all Run all instances again
−−number With an additional list of space-separated integers, run again

all corresponding instances.
−−pattern With an additional boolean expression, run again all instances

that satisfy the expression. See Listing C.10 for an example.

−−retry−only compile, run Requires −−retry and −−count−selected−runs−only options. Do not
attempt to run other instances than the one matching the retry constraint
(e.g. instances that do not match the constraint but for which there is no
data produced by any valid previous execution).

−−instance run Gives a name to the instance of experiment being run. By default, the
current date and time with the precision of a second.

−−compile <file> compile Instructs Freja to use <file> as environment setting script instead of
compile.

−−run <file> run Instructs Freja to use <file> as experiment running script instead of run.
−−setting <file> any Load Freja’s settings from <file> instead of /etc/freja/settings or

$HOME/.freja/settings.
−−variables <file> any Load experiment description from <file> instead of variables.
−−output <file> convert Saves all data files being merged into <file>.
−−log <file> compile, run Stores Freja’s trace as well as error output produced by the script running.

If operation is compile, then also capture standard output.
−−count−selected−runs−only run, compile Only show instances selected by the retry constraint (very slow).

Table C.2: Operations and options for Freja.
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Appendix D

Mimer

This chapter gives extended information on important plugins required to
run Mimer. Section D.1 gives details on the interface expected by Mimer
to run schedule evaluators. Section D.2 describes the design of data anal-
ysis and plotting scripts for Mimer and Sec. D.3 covers how to describe a
scheduling experiment with Mimer.

D.1 Energy Evaluation
An energy evaluator can use an energy model to evaluate the quality of
a schedule, or run the corresponding application with Schedeval or Drake
described in Sec. 6. Mimer expects its output as scalars and one or several
matrices in AMPL output format, showing the power consumption as a
function of time. The power unit is not relevant here, as Mimer’s phases 3
and 4 are the one interpreting the data produced. Scalar values and one
matrix can then be captured in Mimer’s phase 3. Listing D.1 shows a
possible example of the data produced by schedule evaluator.
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−−taskgraph Input task graph description filename in GraphML
format.

−−platform Input platform description file in AMPL input format.
−−schedule Schedule to assess in XML format.
−−label Write a short descriptive string of the energy evaluation

model.

Table D.1: Options required by Mimer for a Schedule evaluator command
line interface.

#core + mmc power consumption[W]
time__power [ * , * ]
: 0 1 :=
0 0 .07 44 .8901
1 103 .175 44 .8393
2 213 .169 44 .8393
3 323 .172 41 .2101
;

#core power consumption[W]
time__chippower [ * , * ]
: 0 1 :=
0 0 .07 31 .982
1 103 .175 31 .982
2 213 .169 31 .982
;

Mimer requires schedule evaluators to admit the options shown in Ta-
ble D.1. We provide an energy evaluator based on the energy model de-
scribed in Sec. 5.6.2 through the command static_dynamic_busy_active.

D.2 Data Analysis
Both phases 3 and 4 of Mimer’s workflow includes the gathering of data
of each problem instance solved and assessed in the previous steps. Mimer
expects an executable script that admits options shown in Table D.2.

Since we updated Mimer to separate analysis and plotting tools, we
published our paper on core consolidation [107] and we provide the analysis
tools we employed then.

D.3 Mimer Experiment
A scheduling experiment (Listing D.1) defines in lines 1 to 6 a list of task
graphs to be scheduled, a list of target platforms, a list of schedulers to be
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−−settings Defines variables scheduler_scalars, evaluation_scalar and
analysis_scalar, as space separated lists of the data
collected from phase 1, 2 and 2, respectively. Values read
from phase 1 come from the values schedulers produce in
A.6 or from pelib-scheduler ’s standard output (or any
other compatible scheduler’s standard output). This
options also defines evaluation_matrix, the name of the
matrix Mimer will read from schedule evaluators’ output
(exactly one). Mimer reads these definitions by “sourcing”
the executable script with a bash line such as . analysis
where analysis is the name of the script given to Mimer to
run its phase 3.

−−analyse Takes input problem data and produce output more
information. Additional option −−taskgraph gives the
filename of the task graph description in GraphML
format, option −−platform gives the filename of platform
description in AMPL Input format and −−schedule gives
the filename of schedule in XML format.

−−plot Use the data produced in phase 3 to generate figures.
Additional option −−batch specified the mimer
experiment name for which Mimer attempts to produce
figures. This matches the file name of the experiment
description explained in Sec. D.3.

−−sources Prints the filename of the package containing the source
files of the analysis and plotting script being called.

Table D.2: Mimer command line options.
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used, a list of evaluators to assess the schedules generated and a plotting
process to gather and represent the data generated. For platform and task
graph, it is possible to give a filename pattern and Mimer will include all
filenames it finds in environment variables MIMER_TASKGRAPH_PATH
and MIMER_PLATFORM_PATH, that match the pattern. It is important
that all scheduler and evaluator names are valid variable names for bash.
In particular, do not employ any character such as “.” or “-”. In lines 7, we
set the number of time Mimer should run each scheduler; this can be useful
to obtain reliable numbers if some schedulers rely on a random process to
find solution, like our simulated annealing scheduler. Similarly in line 8, we
set the number of time each schedule should be evaluated, so that Mimer
returns more reliable number when measuring energy consumption with a
real platform. Lines 9 to 20 define the actual commands necessary to run
schedulers and energy evaluators. Note that variable names match the ones
of lines 4 and 5. Mimer append to these commands the relevant options
shown in A.5 to add input data such as task graph and target platform
descriptions, as well as all other options for all other actions required by
Mimer. Finally, line 21 describe what experiment among all possible com-
binations of parameters presented above should be run. This is a boolean
formula in bash syntax, where literals are outputs of function match that
takes an experiment parameter name (one of platform, taskgraph, evalua-
tion, scheduler, schedule_try or evaluation_try) and a regular expression to
test the value of the corresponding parameter. In this example, we allow
experiments with a platform description that does not end with the string
_p32-i and one or several digits, unless we experiment with our integrated
crown scheduler variants.

Mimer must be invoked for each phase schedule, assess, analyze and plot.
Lines 1 to 4 of Listing D.2 shows how to run mimer for all 4 phases. Line
5 produces an archive that contains all problem input data, the solutions
produced while experimenting as well as schedulers, evaluators’ and analyzer
source files and experiment description.

Listing D.2: Mimer commands to start Mimer’s 4 steps. batch denotes the
experiment description file as shown in Listing D.1.

1 mimer schedule . / batch
2 mimer a s s e s s . / batch
3 mimer analyse . / batch
4 mimer p lot . / batch
5 mimer arch ive ./ batch
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Listing D.1: Description of a complete scheduling experiment and plotting

1 #!/bin/bash
2 platform=” i n t e l_i5_4690k_haswel l_p* . dat”
3 taskgraph=”{ f f t_n , mergesort_n , preduce_n}*. graphml”
4 eva luat ion=” s t a t i c_dynamic_busy_o f f ”
5 scheduler=”crown_i l p_integrated_binary_i d l e crown_i l p_

integrated_binary crown_i l p_integrated_organ crown_i l p_
integrated_taskgraph i l p_optimal_scheduler crown_binary
crown_binary_anneal ing pruhs_nlp pruhs_heu r i s t i c xu_i l p ”

6 ana ly s i s=”mimer−i s l ands−ana ly s i s ”
7 schedule_try=” ‘ seq 1 3 ‘ ”
8 eva luat ion_try=” ‘ seq 1 5 ‘ ”
9 crown_i l p_integrated_binary_i d l e=”crown −−scheduler crown−

i l p−i n tegrated −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout −−
con f i g −−l i b conf ig−binary −−zeta 1 −− ”

10 crown_i l p_integrated_binary=”crown −−scheduler crown−i l p−
i n tegrated −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout −−con f i g
−−l i b conf ig−binary −− ”

11 crown_i l p_integrated_organ=”crown −−scheduler crown−i l p−
i n tegrated −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout −−con f i g
−−l i b conf ig−organ −− ”

12 crown_i l p_integrated_taskgraph=”crown −−scheduler crown−i l p−
i n tegrated −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout −−con f i g
−−l i b conf ig−taskgraph −− ”

13 i l p_optimal_scheduler=” i lp−optimal−schedule −−scheduler i lp−
optimal−scheduler −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout
−− ”

14 crown_binary=”crown −−scheduler crown−binary ”
15 crown_binary_anneal ing=”crown −−scheduler crown−composite−

conso l ida t i on −−opt ions ’−−args −−composite −−l i b crown−
composite−anneal ing −−args −−composite −−l i b crown−binary
’ −− ”

16 pruhs_nlp=”pruhs−nlp −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout
−− ”

17 pruhs_heu r i s t i c=”pruhs−h eu r i s t i c ”
18 xu_i l p=”xu−i l p −−opt ions −−show−s tde r r −−show−stdout −− ”
19 s t a t i c_dynamic_busy_o f f=” s t a t i c_dynamic_busy_act ive ”
20 s t a t i c_dynamic_busy_i d l e=” s t a t i c_dynamic_busy_act ive −−zeta

1”
21 r e s t r i c t = ’! match ( platform , ”_p32−i [0−9]\+$” ) | | } match (

scheduler , ”^crown_i l p_integrated_” ) ’
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